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ABSTRACT 

The pvirpose ofthis research wasto describe the state oflogistics measurement 

in corporate America and to explore relationships between it and various antecedents, 

moderators,and perceived competitive advantage. This research,conducted in 1998-

1999,builds on previous studies published bythe Council ofLogistics Management, 

validates previous findings aboutthe state oflogistics measurement,and provides 

exploratory insights into the current state. In addition,theory regarding the quality of 

logistics measures wastested. 

The design ofthe research included the use ofthe Delphitechnique,several case 

studies,and a mailed questioimaire completed by senior logistics and supply f-hain 

executivesfrom 355 companies. Twenty-eight hypotheses were tested. Considerable 

post hoc analysis was performed to enhance the understanding oflogistics measurement 

in the supply chain. 

Majorfindings include: 

(1)Logistics measurementis generally notconsidered to be one ofthe important 

issuesfacing the organization. 

(2)Key logistics performance measures are notcaptured by a large percentage 

offirms,even though they are perceived to beimportantto the firm and to its 

customers. 

(3)Eventhough alogistics performance measure is captured,organizations 

often fail to take action based uponthe value ofthe measure. 

(4)The quality ofmeasures captured is often perceived to be deficient. 
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(5)Firms are morefocused on measurementofactivities or processes within the 

firm than on activities or processes between firms. 

(6)The position ofthe firm in its dominantsupply chain influences whatit 

measures. 

(7)Existing technologiesthat would facilitate measurement are notbeing 

considered for implementation by alarge percentage ofcompanies. 

(8)Largefirms are more likely to measure logistics processes/capabilities than 

smallfirms. 

(9)Top managementsupportis seen asthe greatest enabler oflogistics 

performance measurement. 

Major conclusions ofthe research include: 

(1)Mostfirms represented by respondents to the survey do notcomprehensively 

measure logistics performance. 

(2)Eventhe bestperforming;firms failto realize their productivity and service 

potential available from logistics performance measurement. 

(3)There is a need for collaboration between trading partners on definitions of 

processesand measures ofperformance. 

(4)Opportunities existforimproving the alignment ofbusiness strategies and 

logistics strategies. However,such alignmentdoes notappear to affect the state 

oflogistics measurement. 

(5)Supply chain managementis atheory under developmentand not currently 

practiced. 
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CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation consists offive chapters. Chapter 1 presents background on 

the importance and relevance ofthis research topic oflogistics performance 

measurement. The majorresearch questions and goals are described. A research model 

is illustrated. Definitions ofkey constructs are covered. Chapter2coversthe literature 

review,provides antecedentjustification forthe research questions,and presentsthe 

research hypotheses. Chapter3 describes the research methodology utilized. Chapter4 

presents an analysis ofthe dataand testing ofthe hypotheses. Chapter5 discusses the 

implicationsofthe findingsofthis research and suggestsfuture areas ofresearch. 

Overview 

Thefive mostrecent studies published by the CouncilofLogistics Management 

onthe subjectofperformance measurementin logistics had three significantfindings in 

common(Kearney 1984;Bowersox et al 1989;Byme and Markham 1991;Global 

Logistics Research Team at Michigan State University 1995);Keebler et al, 1999): 

(1)MostUnited Statesfirms do notcomprehensively measure logistics 

performance. 

(2)Eventhe best performing firms fail to realize their productivity and service 

potential available from logistics performance measurement. 



(3)Logistics competency will be increasingly viewed as acompetitive 

differentiator and akey strategic resource forthe firm. 

There are three major reasons whyfirms measure their logistics performance: 

(1)reduce operating costs,(2)drive revenue growth,and(3)enhance shareholder value. 

Measuring operating costs helpsto identify whetherand whereto make operational 

changesto control expenses and points outareas ofimproved asset management. To 

attract and retain valuable customers,the price/value ofproducts offered can be 

enhanced through costreductions and service improvementsin logistics activities. The 

returnson stockholderinvestments and the marketvalue ofthe firm are impacted by the 

offirm's logistics performance. Theseseem to be obvious reasons whycompanies 

should wantto be competentin performance measurement. Based on the published 

empirical research that demonstrates insufficient progress in thisimportant business 

competency,there is a need to explore whatis occurring,and to discover whatneedsto 

occurfor benefits ofperformance measurementto be realized. A research contribution 

would be made by(1)understanding the current state oflogistics performance 

measurement,(2)discovering reasons why somefirmsare more competentin this area, 

and(3)laying the groimdwork for further examination ofperformance measurement 

across the business boundaries ofasupply chain. 

Research Questions and Goalofthis Dissertation 

These werethe compelling questionsthatprovoked this dissertation research: 

(1)Whatis the current state oflogistics performance measurement? 



(2)Why are there differences between firms,and whatare specific barriers and 

enablersofprogress in measuring and improving logistics performance? 

(3)Whatare the antecedents and moderatorsofimproved logistics measurement 

and performance? 

(4)Whatis the relationship between level ofperformance measurementand 

perceived competitiveness? 

It wasthe goal ofthis research to describe the current state oflogistics measurement, 

updating the research published bythe CouncilofLogistics Managementin 1984,1989, 

1991,1995,and 1999and to provide an understanding ofcomponentsofa measurement 

orientation and their association with actual measurement. The determinants and 

dimensions oflogistics performance are described. The mostimportant activities and 

processesto be measured are identified. Additionally,an examination ofmoderating 

variables,described as contextual factors,wasconducted to determine their association 

with actual measurement. A conceptualframework that guided this research is 

presented(See Figure 1). 

Research Model 

Moderators 

The State of 
Perceived 

LogisticsAntecedents Competitiveness
Measurement 

Figure1 Research Model 



Definition ofConstructs 

Using this research model,the following areas were explored:(1)the 

relationship between the state oflogistics measurementin afirm and its perceived 

competitiveness;(2)the effect ofafirm's measurement orientation on its state of 

logistics measurement;and(3)the contextual factors that serve as moderating variables 

onthe main effects ofthe extant measurementorientation ofthe firm. 

The antecedents included: 

(1)the perceived importance oflogistics measures 

a.forthe logisticsfunction, 

b.forthe division orfirm, 

c.to customers and suppliers; 

(2)the perception ofbarriers and enablers oflogistics measurement; 

(3)the perception ofthe adequacy ofcurrent logistics measures;and 

(4)the degree offocus on activities within the firm versus activities between it 

and trading partners. 

The moderators included eight dimensions: 

(1)industry; 

(2)size offirm; 

(3)business strategy ofthe firm; 

(4)the organization's view ofthe logistics function; 

(5)the degree ofsegmentation bythefirm; 



(6)the span ofcontrol ofthe logistics organization; 

(7)the use oftechnology bythefirm;and 

(8)the location ofthefirm in its dominantsupply chain. 

The state oflogistics measurementconstmctwas described by: 

(1)whatlogistics measures are actually captured byfirms; 

(2)how these measures are determined;and 

(3)to whatdegree the measures are acted upon. 

The perceived competitiveness construct was described by the senior logistics 

executives'self-evaluation oftheir firm's advantage or disadvantage in performance 

among several key logistics processes compared to their primary competitor. 

Research Methodology 

As Chapter2describes,there has been considerable theoretical and empirical 

research on the constructs and application ofmeasurementin logistics. Oneofthe areas 

needing exploration is the firm's orientation toward measurement,especially the 

differences in its emphasis between the logistics activities within afirm and the supply 

chain activities between and acrossfirms. Recentresearch has begunto inform 

practitioners ofthis requisite shift in orientation and emphasis needed to achieve 

improved firm efficiency andsupply chain integration and effectiveness. 

To addressthe research questions stated above,this study employed multiple 

methodsto understand the issues relevantto performance measurement. Firstly,the 

Delphitechnique wasemployed to solicit bestthinking from logistics and supply chain 

thoughtand practice experts.Learning from the Delphi study helped guide the 



construction ofan interview outline for the case studies,and a questionnaire for a mail 

survey. Secondly,interviews were conducted with multiplefirms from different 

industriesto understand the cxirrent state oflogistics measurementofkey processes 

within and betweenfirms. Thirdly,acomprehensive questionnaire wascompleted by 

355 senior logistics and supply chain managers.Their responses provided information 

aboutthe antecedents and moderators oflogistics measurement,their firm's state of 

logistics measurement,and their perception ofits competitiveness position. Extensive 

analysis and statistical treatmentofthe survey responses wasconducted to testthe 

twenty-eighthypotheses developed in Chapter2. This research hasreplicated and 

extended previous theoretical and empirical research and has made new contributionsto 

this body ofknowledge. It has also provoked new questionsto be explored in future 

research. 

Importance ofthis Research 

Overthe lastthirty years logistics hasevolved from a backroom function vdth 

aboutas much strategic impactasthe mailroom to become a majorfactor in 

establishing competitive advantage. Logistics has many"moving parts"- products, 

orders,information on orders,and so on-thatflow through numerous points(factories, 

wholesalers,retailers,and carriers)around the world. This complexity creates many 

places where things can go wrong. Few business areas need to be measured more 

extensively,morefrequently,and more effectively than logistics. Measurementends 

fingerpointing and blaming behaviors,permits objective analysis ofwhatperformance 

is,and directs discovery ofimprovement opportunities. Measurementhelps build trust 
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within the firm and between trading partners. The costs and service capabilities of 

logistics are importantto the firm and need to be well understood and managed. 

Knowing whatto measure and whatto improve are critical competenciesin 

understanding howthe firm is performing for its customers and how suppliers are 

performing for the firm.Logistics measurementenables companiesfrom oneend ofthe 

supply chain to the other to work collaboratively and productively toward mutually 

beneficial goals. 

Improved logistics performance measurement will help companiesto further 

reduce costs,drive revenue growth,and enhance shareholder value. Thisresearch is . 

importantand useful to researchers and practitioners because it:(1)describesthe 

current state oflogistics measurementand measurementimprovement opportunities;(2) 

demonstrates the need for shifting measurementfocus from internal activities to key 

interfaces with supply chain partners;and(3)establishes afoundation forfuture 

research aboutlogistics measurementacross multiple business boundaries ofasupply 

chain. 

Organization ofthis Dissertation 

This dissertation consists offive chapters,including this first one. The relevant 

literature is reviewed and hypotheses are developed in Chapter 2. The research design 

and methodology is explained in Chapter3. In Chapter4,the findings from data 

analyses and hypotheses testing is presented. Conclusions ofthis study,together with 

both theoretical and managerial implications,are provided in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER2 

LITERATUREREVIEW 

The objectofthis chapter is to review the body ofliterature as it relatesto 

performance measurementoflogistics in the supply chain. The logistics conceptis 

discussed.The economic significance oflogistics to the firm and to the economy is 

reviewed. Significant conceptual and empirical research on logistics measurementis 

described. Theemerging conceptofsupply chain managementis explored. Research 

hypotheses are developed. 

TheLogistics Conceptand Economic Significance 

The business fimctionkndWhtoday asIdgistics has its roots in transportation 

and warehousing,which together are known as distribution. While the earliesttextto 

address distribution issues-those relating to farm products- appeared in 1901,mostof 

whatweknow today aboutlogistics can be traced back to articles and text bookson 

distribution published in the 1950sand 1960s(Kentand Flint 1997). The corporate 

concern for linking the inbound and outboimd flow ofgoods produced a more 

integrative perspective,called logistics, which included distribution and other activities 

associated with productand information flows. Today the business logistics fimction 

can include the work offorecasting,procurement,production planning and scheduling. 



inventory control,warehousing,transportation,and customer service(Byrne and 

Markham 1991). 

The preeminent professional organization in logistics managementisthe 

CouncilofLogistics Management. It defmes logistics as"that partofthe supply chain 

process that plans,implements and controlsthe efficientflow and storage ofgoods, 

services,and related informationfrom the pointoforigin to the pointofconsumption in 

order to meetcustomers'requirements(Council ofLogistics Management 1999)." 

Manufacturing,wholesaling,and merchandising firmscommitasignificant 

amountoftheir spending to getting their products to market,or satisfying the "place" 

utility oftheir marketing mix. Several studies havefound thatorder processing, 

transportation, warehousing,and inventory carrying costsofmanufacturing and 

merchandising companies total about25%oftheir value-added expenses(Ballon 1992). 

The end consumerofa product often paysa multiple ofthe manufacturer's production 

costdueto the added costsofmiddlemen in the supply chain. This worksonly ifthe 

end consumers appreciate the value added by these intermediaries. Managementand 

control ofthe accumulated supply chain logistics costs are essential to the 

competitivenessofeach supply chain participant. In other words,supply chain 

managers mustbe mindfiilthat added costs should produce added valueforthe supply 

chain's consumer. Otherwise,costs mustbe reduced within the supply chainto add 

value for its consumers. Since logistics costs,principally transportation and inventory 

costs,are a large componentofsupply chain expense,it is helpful to understand how 

our U.S.economy has been performing in this area. 



The U.S.economyincludes several logistics costs:the carrying costs of 

inventory,(i.e.,interest,taxes,depreciation,obsolescence and insurance);warehousing 

costs;transportation costs;and logistics administration costs. In twenty years,the Gross 

DomesticProductGDP)increased from $2.03 trillion to $8.51 trillion. Between 1977 

and 1993,asa percentage ofthe GDP,logistics costs declined from 13.7%to 10.2%, 

reflecting productivity gains in the reduction ofrelative inventory and lower 

transportation costs(Delaney 1999)(see Table 1). 

While continuousimprovementinthe costoflogistics as a percentage ofthe 

GDP has occurred for many years since 1977,logistics cost productivity veered in the 

wrong direction in 1994. Higher interest rates,freight costs,and inventory levels were 

to blame(Bradley 1995). Since the 1992low of10.2%ofthe GDP,logistics costs 

haveranged upward to 10.8% and flattened outat 10.6%for 1996,1997and 1998. The 

difference between the 10.2%rate and succeeding higher rates represents a cumulative 

loss ofover$16 billion in logistics productivity per year since 1992(Delaney 1999). 

Major reductions in inventory relative to GDP have occurred since 1981,when 

the prime interest rate wasatan all-time high. When welook atthe changesin total 

transportation and inventory costs graphically,it appears that productivity 

improvements have bottomed out(see Figure 2). 

Arefurther costreductions possible? A concern could be raised thatthe 

economic value oflogistics to the macro supply chain is notincreasing because total 

logistics costs relative to the GDP are not declining.Buthow doesthe individualfirm 

planfor and evaluate the reductions in its logistics costs?How does the individualfirm 
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Table 1 Trendsin Logistics Costs 

The Costofthe Business Logistics System in Relation to GrossDomesticProduct 

($ Billions exceptGDP) 
YEAR GDP Valuesof Inventory Inventory Transpor- Admini TotalUS Logistics 

$Trillion all Business Carrying Carrying tation strative Logistics %of 

Inventory Rate Costs Costs Costs Costs GDP 

1977 2.03 473 24.4% 115 151 11 277 13.7 

1978 2.29 549 26.8% 147 173 13 333 14.5 

1979 2.56 649 29.9% 194 193 16 403 15.7 

1980 2.78 717 31.8% 228 241 18 460 16.5 

1981 3.12 769 34.7% 267 228 20 515 16.5 

1982 3.24 776 30.8% 239 222 18 479 14.8 

1983 3.51 776 27.9% 217 243 18 478 13.6 

1984 3.90 841 29.0% 244 268 20 532 13.6 

1985 4.18 865 26.9% 233 274 20 527 12.6 

1986 4.42 866 25.6% 222 281 20 523 11.8 

1987 4.69 900 25.7% 231 294 21 546 11.6 

1988 5.05 969 26.6% 257 313 23 593 11.7 

1989 5.44 1030 28.1% 289 329 25 643 11.8 

1990 5.75 1071 27.2% 291 351 26 668 11.6 

1991 5.92 1060 24.9% 264 355 25 644 10.9 

1992 6.24 1072 22.7% 243 375 25 643 10.3 

1993 6.56 1106 22.2% 245 396 26 667 10.2 

1994 6.95 1163 23.4% 272 420 28 720 10.4 

1995 7.27 1249 24.9% 311 445 30 786 10.8 

1996 7.64 1280 24.4% 312 467 31 810 10.6 

1997 8.08 1325 24.5% 325 504 33 862 10.7 

Source;9th Annual ofLogisticsReporthy CassInformation Services,June 1,1998 
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Inventory and Transportation Costs as a % of GDP

Transportation Costs

Year since 1976

Figure 2 Changes in Transportation and Inventory Costs

meet the economic claims of its various constituencies, reduce its logistics costs, and

achieve acceptable profitability and returns on investment?

The performance of logistics has a significant impact on the success of the

enterprise. We would expect, then, that the measurement and control of logistics

activities would be highly refined. This does not appear to be the case. Current

research finds that measurement in logistics is not occurring to the degree that is

desirable and necessary to affect superior logistics performance in the supply chain.



The literature related to supply chain performance measurementcould be 

grouped under several topics and orientations. They are: 

(A)Conceptual articles: 
(1)Performance Definition 
(2)Issues with Measures 
(3)Theoretical Evaluation Criteria 

(B)Empirical articles and books: 
(1)Descriptive Studies 
(2)Methods 
(3)Taxonomies 
(4)Prescriptive Performance ImprovementActivities. 

The conceptual workstend to focus on measurementconstructs and prescriptive 

methodologies. The empirical workstend to focus more on performance contentthan 

on measurementprocess. Little research has been conducted on multi-firm 

performance,or measures across a supply chain. The research focus has been on single-

firm activity measurement,emphasizing efficiency over effectiveness. 

ConceptualResearch on Logistics Performance Measurement 

Logistics efficiency and effectiveness have beentwo major concernsfor 

logistics scholars. Armitage presented a management accounting techniquefor 

measuring and improving efficiency and effectiveness in distribution operations 

(Armitage 1984). Rheaand Shrock(1987)defined physical distribution effectiveness 

and presented aframework forthe developmentofmeasures for distribution customer 

service programs. They made an important distinction between effectiveness 

determinants,such ascustomer satisfaction,and effectiveness dimensions,such as 

timeliness and accuracy. Harrington,Lambertand Christopher(1991)provided a 
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formal vendor performance measurementmodelthat used defined criteria and weighted 

scores to assessthe performance ofsuppliers. The model wastested and successfully 

implemented. 

Mentzer and Konrad(1991)reviewed the construction and use ofperformance 

measuresfrom an efficiency and effectiveness perspective,provided an understanding 

ofhow performance measuresshould be constructed,and described the strengths and 

weaknessesoftheir use. They also reviewed existing practices in logistics performance 

measurementand suggested methodsofimprovement. Problemsthey cited in 

establishing performance measures included lack ofresources,incomplete information, 

comparability,measurement error,evaluation and reward systemsthat encourage 

dysfunctional behavior,and underdetermination. The variables used in a measure might 

not entirely measure(i.e.,they underdetermine)all the aspects ofactual inputs and 

outputs. For example,delaying atruck departure imtil it is filled with multiple 

shipments mayimprovethe value ofthe transportation cost measure,butit does not 

reflect the customer service damage done by the consequence ofalate delivery. 

Neitherthe transportation cost measure northe on-time delivery measure will reveal the 

ill will ofthe customer,nor capture the value ofa subsequentlost order. Logistics 

measures are fragmented,and only partially accoimtfor the full performance picture. 

The underdetermination problem produces an inherently flawed measure,especially 

whenthe view ofperformance is a cross-functional one. Thus,it isimportantto select 

performance measurement criteria and to establish performance measures carefully. 

The authors stated thatgood measurements should: 

(1)cover all aspects ofthe process being measured; 
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(2)be appropriate for each situation; 

(3)minimize measurementerror;and 

(4)be consistent with the managementreward system. 

Chow,Heaver and Henriksson(1994)provided asummaryoflogistics 

performance literature published in five leading logisticsjournals between 1982 and 

1992. Some ofthe publicationsthat werereviewed focused on accounting techniques, 

some on customer service,some on the supplier interface,and some dealt with the 

variety ofoperational aspects oflogistics performance. Practically all the literature 

reviewed provided "soft"measuresofperformance based on mail surveys being used as 

the data collection method. Only afew references presented"hard"measures,such as 

netincome or accounting measures based on research ofarchival data. A wide 

variation existed in the definition oflogistics performance. Generally,the literature 

found thatfirmstend to focus on their internal performance and they are is especially 

concerned with efficiency measures. Discussions ofsupply chain measures are 

noticeably absent. The variety ofperformance dimensions suggested bythe literature 

included efficiency,effectiveness,quality,productivity,quality ofwork life,innovation, 

profitability,and budgetability.It is generally concluded that defining and measuring 

performance in logistics is a difficult task for both researchers and practitioners. The 

authors offered five suggestions: 

(1)Researchers need to be more specific aboutthe definitions and limitations of 

performance measures. 

(2)Moreinnovative research designs are needed to complementthe"rate-your-

own-company"studies. 
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(3)Contingency modelsoflogistics perfomance need to be developed to 

stimulate research onthe primacy ofvarious performance dimensions depending 

onthe nature ofthe industry,company and products involved. 

(4)Consideration should be given to assessing the performance ofthe supply 

chain,notjustthatofthe individual participants. 

(5)More bridge-building between theory and practice is needed. 

Their review ofthe logistics literature revealed a variety ofconstraints that make it 

difficultto draw broad inferences aboutthe relationship between a given logistics 

strategy and performance. With the exception ofthe mathematical/economic studies, 

nearly all ofthe empirical studies utilized soft measuresforthe outcome variable. 

Nevertheless,both soft and hard measures are associated with strengths and 

weaknesses,which limits a researcher's ability to infer the existenceofrelationships 

between logistics performance and its antecedents. Conceptually,logistics performance 

may be viewed asasubsetofthe larger notion offirm or organizational performance. 

The latter has attracted a large volume ofdiverse research overthe years. However, 

increased attention to the developmentofvalid measures is warranted. Researchers 

mightdo wellto explore contingency modelsoflogistics and supply chain performance. 

Caplice and Sheffi(1995)addressed the need for a method by which to evaluate 

existing logistics metrics. The authors addressed this need by suggesting a set of 

evaluation criteriafor individual logistics performance metrics and by identifying the 

inherenttrade-offs. A classification oflogistics performance metrics,organized by 

process rather than by function,was presented,and the metrics were evaluated using the 

established criteria. A performance measurementsystem thatis well designed atthe 
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strategic level can beflawed atthe individual metric level. The authors advocated a 

reevaluation ofthe existing individual metrics rather than developing novel metrics. 

The"goodness"ofa metric can be evaluated along many criteria. The authors presented 

a synthesis ofthe prior research to establish eightsuch criteria: validity,robustness, 

usefulness,integration,economy,compatibility,level ofdetail,and behavioral 

soundness. Definitions and examplesfor each are presented. The discussion ofthe 

trade-offs between criteria,specifically the firstfour,is enlightening forthose 

converting from functionalto cross-functional and process views ofperformance. The 

trade-offbetween validity and robustnessimpliesthat as more situation specific aspects 

ofa process are included in the metric,the less comparable,or widely acceptable,it 

becomes. Thetrade offbetween integration and usefulness suggeststhatthe more a 

metric promotes coordination across differerit functions(orfirms),the less guidance it 

will providefor the particular function(orfirm)manager. The mostuseful metric for 

an internal manageris one thatfocuses on his or her function withoutany additional 

exogenousfactors. Thesetwo major trade-offs for metrics,between the criteria being 

valid and robustand between the criteria being integrative and useful,are a major 

dilemmafor the design ofbenchmarkable supply chain metrics. 

EmpiricalResearch on LogisticsPerformance Measurement 

The CouncilofLogistics Management(CLM)has done much to advance 

contributions to the knowledge about measurementin logistics. Research contracted to 

A.T.Kearney resulted in a publication in 1978 that gave a perspective to the size of 

productivity improvementand costreduction opportunities in the U.S.economy related 
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to distribution(Kearney 1978). A second study,published six years later,described 

measurementandimprovement opportunities,presented criteria for successin 

improving productivity,and highlighted case studies ofsuccessful companies(Kearney 

1984). In 1991,athird study waspublished which described quality and productivity 

improvementopportunities through logistics measurement(Byrne and Markham 1991). 

Thisthird publication provided a solid foundationfor imderstanding,developing,and 

applying appropriate logistics measures within thefirm. It presented specific measures 

ofproductivity,utilization and performance for activities within the variousfunctions of 

transportation, warehousing,purchasing,materials planning and control,customer 

service and logistics management. It also presented lists ofpotential performance 

improvementactionsfor each ofthese functions.ThislandmarkCLM publication 

provided a detailed taxonomy and suggested improvement actions thatshould be useful 

to every logistics manager. Itfocused the riiahager on the elements ofthe task and 

activities within functions. Companiesthat seek stability and control would employ the 

measures described to have command oftheir internal logistics process. However,it 

failed to address measurement between firms and across supply chains. 

Meanwhile,other CouncilofLogistics research studies(Bowersox 1989); 

Global Logistics Research Team at Michigan State University 1995)highlighted the 

benefits for logistics measurementexperienced by both leading edge and world class 

companies.The 1995 publication(refer to chapter6,Measurement)reported that the 

capability to do functional and process assessments and to benchmark best practices is 

an essential business competency. It also reported that better measurementinformation 

availability occurred in the firms surveyed between 1989and 1995. The study reported 
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a significant gap in such information availability between the upper third and lower 

third offirms surveyed. Itis notable thatthe 1995 study found that many key 

performance areas were notbeing widely measured. Halfofthe asset management 

measures,specifically ROA,ROI,and ABCinventory classification were not available 

in twelve to nineteen percentofthe firms. Seventeen key"cost" measures were 

reported: 

(1) total cost 
(2) cost per unit 
(3) costasa percentage ofsales 
(4) inbound freight 
(5) outbound freight 
(6) administrative 
(7) warehouse order cost 
(8) direct labor 
(9) comparison ofactual versus budget 
(10)costtrend analysis 
(11)direct product profitability 
(12)customeror customersegment profitability 
(13)inventory carrying 
(14)costofreturned goods 
(15)costofdamage 
(16)costofservice failures 
(17)costofbackorders 

i 

Ofthe seventeen"cost" measures,only five were found to be available in at 

least90%ofthefirms. Availability ofkey"cost"measures such as"inboundfreight"at 

75.8% availability,"inventory|carrying"at 81.8%,costof"returned goods"at70.6%, 

and costofa"backorder" at33.3%,indicated thatthese measures were absent in twenty 

percentor moreofthe firms. Customer service measures such as"fill rate"(79.4% 
1 

availability),"cycletime"(853%),"response time to inquiries"(41.9%),"customer 

complaints"(69.7%),"salesforce complaints"(40.6%),and"overall satisfaction" 
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(67.7%)indicated some management blindness in this area. Information availability 

wasfound in arange of50-80%for ten productivity measures. Quality information 

was not available for accuracy measures-picking,order,and documentaccuracy-in 

over25%ofthefirms. These findings demonstrate acontinuing challenge and 

opportunity forfirms to install adequate performance measurement within the 

enterprise. 

Another study(Novack,Langley and Reinhart 1995)surveyed 1,623 logistics 

managers and,based onthe 396 usable responses,concluded the following: 

"Mostofthese executives indicated thatthey measurethe costsof 
traditional logistics activities as well as measure the logistics service,such as 
product availability. They also indicated thata strong relationship exists 
between logistics service levels and their firms'revenues. Although notas 
strong,a relationship also exists between logistics costs and firm profits. Even 
though these relationships were identified to exist,the logistics executive 
respondents were really not able to quantify these relationships. Eventhough 
they believe logistics adds value to theirfirms'output,these logistics executives 
said they were not able to quantify this value." 

Conclusionsfrom the EmpiricalStudies 

These six empirical studies on logistics performance measurementindicate four 

significantfindings: 

(1)There is great opportunity for supply chain costreduction. 

(2)There is an insufficiency ofcollected data,information,and 

measurement. 

(3)There is a widespread inability to articulate the cost-benefit ofsupply 

chain management. 

(4)Manyofthe savings cross supply chain corporate boundaries. 
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These studies demonstrate that logistics performance measurement,even in the best 

performing companies,has muchroom for improvement.These studies create a 

compelling call to action for research on,and application of,improved logistics 

performance measurement. 

To build on and validate this recent empiricalresearch,the first hypothesis to be 

tested is: 

HI: Key performance measures,asidentified by seniorsupply chain or 
logistics managers,are not being captured,even though they are 
perceived to beimportantto theirfirm and to their customers. 

Popular Topics on Logistics Measurement 

The mostpopular subjects ofarticles written on measurementin logistics 

includethe five majortopics ofactivity-based costing,quality and customer service, 

benchmarking,reengineering,and financial measures. 

Activitv-based Costing 

Pohlen and LaLonde(1994)traced the evolution ofcosting approaches 

beginningfrom DirectProductProfitability(DPP)to Activity Based Costing(ABC)to 

Total CostofOwnership(TCO)to Efficient Consumer Response(ECR)to supply chain 

costing. These efforts to create accurate and integrated cost measures were undertaken 

to increase the visibility oflogistics costs within the supply chain so that costreduction 

opportunities could be identified and pursued. By making use ofstandard and 

engineered times and existing rate information,the supply chain costing approach 

considers activities across thefirms in the supply chain. There are two significant 
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 . constraints. Firstly,those firmsthathave notimplemented ABCcannot provide 

logistics or supply chain-related costs atthe activity level. Secondly,the detailed level 

ofinformation about process steps and costs ofactivities that must be shared by the 

enterprises require a highly coordinated or integrated partner relationship between them. 

Such inter-firm relationships are difficult and slow to develop. Ultimately,restructuring 

the supply chain to exploit efficiencies also requires a mechanism capable ofidentifying 

and equitably allocating cost benefits between the partners as changes are implemented. 

DirectProductProfitability(DPP)is an accovmting system developed 

specifically forthe grocery industry in the 1970s. Its objective wasto calculate fully 

loaded product profitability. Animprovementon gross margin costing,DPP 

determined profitability not only by subtracting the costofgoods fi-om sales,but also by 

adding directrevenue and subtracting direct product costs. One major weakness ofDPP 

wasthat itfailed to recognize overhead and administrative expenses,therefore,it could 

not be used for total company costing purposes. DPP required a great deal of 

supporting data aboutthe physical characteristics ofproducts that continually required 

updating. 

Activity Based Costing(ABC),which emerged in the 1980s,improved on DPP 

by recognizing both direct and overhead costs. ABC goesa step further by tracing the 

activity costs to objects consuming those activity costs. ABC analysis allows managers 

to pinpointthe activities,products,services,or customers consuming overhead 

resources. By examining current business activities at this level,actual costs can be 

discovered and inefficient practices can be reengineered. Resources could also be fi-eed 

up for additional output or eliminated to affectcostsavings. One suggestionfor howto 
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startthe process to reduce costs and create value forthe customer using ABCisto 

"staple yourselfto an order(Shapiro 1992)." This perspective ofthe order 

managementsystem,experiencing the total sequence ofhandlings and internal 

interfaces ofacustomertransaction,provides great opportunity for identifying 

improvement opportunities. Knowing the costto process an order can be very 

enlightening. 

Productand customer profitability analysis performed byfirms using ABChas 

significantly altered managementperceptions. Onesuch studyfoimd twenty percent of 

customers generated 225 percent ofthe profits,while seventy percent ofthe customers 

hovered around the break-even point. The remaining ten percentofcustomers 

generated a 125 percent loss(Cooperand Slagmulden 1991). Thisstudy demonstrates 

that profitability analysis using ABCcanfocus managementeffort. High cost practices 

can be targeted for corrective action. By being applied broadly to supply chain 

management,ABCis helping companies finally vmderstand their total costs(Barr 

1996). 

A university study involving 100firmsproduced some interesting findings 

(Pohlen and LaLonde 1994). Atthattime,thirty-eight percent ofthe firms reported 

implementing ABC,fourteen percent decided againstimplementing ABC,and nineteen 

percent had notconsidered ABC. The proposal to implementABCwas originated by 

Finance in forty-eight percent ofthe companies,and by Logistics in only four percent. 

A later study reported that"mostfirms have notimplemented ABCand cannotprovide 

logistics orsupply chain related costs atthe activity level(LaLonde and Pohlen 1996)." 
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To testthe status ofABCimplementation and its importance,the following 

hypothesis to be tested is: 

H2: Firmsthat haveimplemented ABC have a higher perceived 
competitive advantage over those firmsthat have notimplemented 
ABC. 

Activity-based costing can take manyforms. ABCsystems span a continuxim 

from the traditional cost model with a single cost driver to a very elaborate cost system 

with activitiesfor every conceivable type ofwork and corresponding activity drivers. 

Thelevel ofABCsophistication will vary by the proportion ofoverhead costs and the 

amoimtofdiversity experienced within thefirm.Other articles covering activity-based 

costing(Koota 1998;Walton 1996;Pirttila and Hautaniemi 1995)also emphasized the 

importance ofABCin effecting supply chain performance improvements. Nonetheless, 

implementation ofABCseemsto lag. 

Additional articles address other aspects: financial measures oflogistics(Pegels 

1991;Eccles andPybmn 1992;Speh and Novack 1995);problems with accoimting 

measures(Kaplan 1984);cost and effect(Kaplan and Cooper 1997);balanced scorecard 

(Kaplan and Norton 1992);economic value added(Cooke 1995);shareholder value 

(Birchard 1994;Glassman and Stem&Stewart 1997);total cost/value model(Cavinato 

1992);linkagesto the financial statements(Cavinato 1989);stakeholder approach 

(Atkinson,Waterhouse and Wells 1997);transaction cost analysis(Rindfleisch and 

Heide 1997);and the economicsoflead-time reduction(Wouters 1991). 
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Quality and Customer Service 

Quality measuresin logistics are a second major area covered bythe literature. 

Topicsrange from continuousimprovement measures(Fortuin 1988),quality control 

systems(Hillman,Mathews,and Huston 1990),process controls(Novack 1989),and 

quality programs in logistics(Read and Miller 1991). Logistics measurementfor 

strategic planning(Fawcettand Clinton 1996),strategic performance(Chakravarthy 

1986),outsourcing(Foster 1998,Aertsen 1993),design(Stevens 1989,Perry 1991),and 

flow analysis(Scottand Westbrook 1991,Farris 1996)are quality-related topicsof 

research. 

Customer service measurementhas also been researched(La Londe and Cooper 

1988).Customer service has become a crucial measure ofcompetitivenessin markets 

throughoutthe world.Ascompetition has become more intense,service quality has 

become a primary determinantfor creating overall customer satisfaction.The necessity 

to achieve service excellence in markets characterized by shrinking margins and tight 

budgets hascreated a powerful challenge for supply chain management.The challenge 

is to balance these operational realities with the need for quality customer service. 

Service quality can be effectively managed,even when marketconditions are difficult 

and resources are limited,ifthe organization can focus on a limited number ofhigh 

priority logistics service features. One study presents atechnique forthe evaluation and 

managementofcustomer service quality(Harding 1998). Another study presentsa 

customer's perspective ofproduct and information flows(Rhea and Shrock 1987). 
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Customer satisfaction has beenshown to depend directly on measurementofeffective 

orderfulfillment(Davis 1988). 

Benchmarking 

Benchmarking topics are abundant,especially in the trade press. This is 

primarily due totwo reasons. Firstly,mostlogistics managers wanta guide on whatto 

measure,and to compare their own operational performance to that oftheir competitors 

orto a"best-in-class" model. Secondly,the majority ofarticles on benchmarking are 

written by consulting firms who,with butafew industry associations,are able to 

generate the benchmarks and use this platform to recruit clients. Mostbenchmarking 

articles are concerned with the valuesofmeasures and notthe numerators and 

denominators that comprisethem,leaving the comparability and validity ofthe values 

at question. One notable exception to the emphasison content ratherthan process 

benchmarking isfound in the efforts ofthe Sup|)ly Chain Council(Pittiglio,Rabin, 

Todd and McGrath 1994). A consulting firm thatformed aconsortium ofmany major 

manufacturers in 1994 began the developmentofa standard process model,called the 

Supply Chain Operations Reference Model,orSCOR(Shoshanah 1996). The model 

identified fourtop-level processes -Plan,Source,Make,and Deliver-and decomposed 

these into multiple levels ofcategories and elements. Companies participating in this 

initiative mustfurther decomposethe modelinto the activities and tasks particular to 

their operations. There has been no published evidence ofthe value ofthis approach to 

generating good measurement. The approach has been faulted onthe basis thatthere is 
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no one setofgoverning standards that will define a business model,especially since 

differentiation is implicitin competitiveness(Mesher 1997). 

Reengineering 

Finally,the reengineering movementbesetthe logistics infrastructure in 1990 

with an article thatfocused attention on process mapping,processimprovement, 

process owners,and process customers(Hammer 1990).Unfortunately,the same need 

for an orientation toward measures having ownersand customers hasnot been well 

represented in the literature. One way to challenge the need forthe mountains of 

measuresfound in many companies,and the time and expense to produce and 

communicatethem,isto systematically challenge and eliminate all measures that 

caimotclaim an interested customer and owner. This orientation is necessary for 

internally focused measures. It will be even more difficult to adopt measures across 

firms in the supply chain,imless customers and owners are formally established. 

Financial Measures 

The subjectarea oflinking logistics performance to financial statements has 

recently reemerged as a necessary skill set ofbusiness managers,given the amountof 

business press devoted to various financial measures. Return on assets(ROA)is a 

fundamentalfinancial measure ofthe overall productivity ofthe firm in the use ofassets 

that are employed in the generation ofrevenues. Return on investment(ROI)is an 

indicatorto investors ofthe firm's performance in generating required rates ofreturn, 

given the related risk the investors assumed. There is athreshold ROIthatthe firm 
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mustachieve for investorsto continue taking risk with the firm. Another higher ROI 

threshold mustbe attained to attract additional investments. Economic value added 

(EVA)is the difference in after-tax rate ofreturn less the firm's costofcapital. A 

positive EVA meansthatthefirm is increasing the wealth ofits investors. Market value 

added(MVA)isthe total market value ofthe firm's stock minus total invested capital. 

MVA is the difference in whatinvestors putinto thefirm and whatthey could take out 

ofthe firm. The increasing expectationsforimprovement year after year inEVA and 

MVA are driving the stock marketto new highs and putting increasing pressure on 

firmsto outperform last year's records. Thetop twenty corporate "wealth providers" , 

have seen their MVAsgrowfrom $1.1 trillion in 1997to $2.7trillion in 1999. Atthe 

sametime,their combined MVA is racing ahead oftheirEVA,growing from forty-

seventimesEVA in 1997to seventy-ninetimesEVA in 1999(Tully 1999). Supply 

chain managers mustbe competentin using financial tools and measuresto help their 

firmsto continue creating wealth for investors. 

The duFontModel 

F.Donaldson Brown created a useful toolfortoday's supply chain executive, 

known asthe duFontModel orthe Strategic Profit Model,while he was working for E. 

I.du Fontde Nemours&Co.'s Treasurer's Departmentin 1914(Chandler 1962). The 

financial analysistechnique Brown used involved tying together the Profit and Loss 

Statementand the Balance Sheetso that changesin working capital could be associated 

with changesin sales(see Figure 3). 
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Brown's creation provided du Font executives with a consistent methodology by 

which to evaluate each operating unit's performance,to locate sources ofdeficiencies, 

and to prepare and adjust budgets and forecasts. 
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Thedu FontModelis areliable tool to aid supply chain managersin 

determining the outcome ofprojectideas(Cavinato 1989). Using this model,financial 

simulations are easy to constructthat reveal the impactofpossible supply chain 

decisions onthe firm's financial performance. 

Supply chain executives often have responsibility for a significant portion ofthe 

costs ofgoods sold and operating expenses and,therefore,have a majorimpacton 

Margin Management. Decisions and expenditures associated with procurement, 

inboimd transportation,production planning,and materials management are directly 

related to the net profits ofthe firm. Supply chain executives haye responsibility for a 

sizable array ofassets-inventories,facilities, handling equipment,transportation 

equipment,and computerand communications systems-used in the operation ofthe 

business. Their decisions on asset acquisition,utilization,replacement,and disposal 

impactthe rate ofassettumover. 

The ability ofthe supply chain executive to perform financial analysis affecting 

supply chain decisions is critical. The supply chain executive mustbe able to 

implenientthe often-competing strategies ofcost minimization,value-added 

maximization,and control/adaptability enhancement(Speh and Novack 1995). This 

requiresthe use offinancial tools and an understanding offinancial measures. 

An Illustration ofthe Use ofthe du Font Model 

Using an example,the du Font model can easily illustrate the impact ofsupply 

chain management decisions on the profitability and market value of the firm. A 
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hypothetical company has net sales of$100 million and a gross margin of$40 million. 

Wecan identify the costs ofcarrying inventory to be$4 million within the total fixed 

and variable expenses ofthe business. The firm produces a net profit margin of3%. 

This company holds an inventory worth $16 million and carries accounts receivable 

averaging $8 million. Netcurrent and fixed assets total $44 million,producing an asset 

tmnover ratio of2.27. Because retum on assets are only 6.8%,the company chooses to 

risk a high amoimt ofdebt financing relative to equity so it can generate a stockholder 

required 15%retum on equity(see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 Illustration of the du Pout Model - Base Case 
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Good things happen when the firm reduces the average inventory levels and 

accoimts receivable by 25%. The resulting elimination of $6 million in current assets 

on the balance sheetimproves the assettumover ratio to 2.63. Since inventory-carrying 

cost is 25%, these actions also reduce the inventory expense by $1 million on the 

income statement. At a 50% tax rate, an additional $500,000 net profit is realized, 

improving the net profit margin to 3.5%. Taken together,this supply chain manager has 

improved the firm's return on assets from 6.8% to 9.2%. The firm's return on equity 

thenjumpsto20.3%(see Figure 5). 

Morethan likely,however,the chieffinancial officer recognizes the opportunity 

to restructure the balance sheetand to reduce the level ofrisk to stockholders. He or 

she appliesthe$6 million in cash fi-eed bythe supply chain manager to debtreduction, 

reducing the leverage factor firom 2.2to 1.9. Still,the return on equityjumpsfi-om 

15%to 17.5%,a very desirable appreciation. Risk to the stockholders goesdown and 

retumson investmentgo up(see Figure 6). 

Thedu Font Modelisa useful planning and diagnostic toolfor understanding 

the impactoflogistics decisions onthe financial health ofthe firm. Logistics decisions 

affectthe firm's capital structure,risk level,cost structure, profitability and,xiltimately, 

market value. Asa majorcomponentofsupply chain management,logistics 

managementis a key capability ofthe successful enterprise. Supply chain management 

should have boardroom attention. 
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The Financial Focusofthe Logistics Executive 

It wasnotlong ago that operations performance was measured in strictly 

negative terms,such as costs over budget,damaged goods and shortages,late or missed 

shipments,and outofstocks(Barks 1989). Increasingly,firms have begun to appreciate 

howimproved supply chain performance produces increases in sales,productivity,and 

profits. Nolonger is supply chain managementfocused only on internal operational 

activities and measures. Economic measures,both internal andejctemal,are* 

increasingly used tojustify,judge,and reward the supply chain organization(Kootaand 

Takala 1998).There are three areas offinancial focus in which the supply chain 

executive mustdemonstrate competency:expense control,capital budgeting,and cash 

flow generation. 

Expense control goes beyond merely managing expensesto the constraints of 

the budget. Expense control requires a deliberate and continuous search for more 

efficient waysofgetting value-added work performed while eliminating non-value-

added activities. Some companies naively install computers and other technologiesto 

automate and speed out dated business practices. The power ofcomputers and 

technology should be used to"reengineer"the work,to abandon inferior yet 

institutionalized waysofworking,and to create better practices and processesthat more 

closely align with customer needs(Hammer 1990). 

Supply chain executives mustunderstand capital budgeting techniques, 

including their advantagesand disadvantages,in order to contribute effectively to 

investment decision-making. They mustspeak the language offinance. They must 
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know which acceptable methodsofinvestment evaluation will best sell their proposals. 

Several capital budgeting techniquescan be simultaneously used on a single investment 

proposal(Byrne 1992). Decision-makers mustconsiderthe amountand timing ofcash 

outflows and cash inflows,as well asthe costofcapital orsome internal hurdle rate of 

return. Somefirms use the simple payback method ofevaluation orthe benefit-cost 

ratio(Pegels 1991). More,sophisticated techniques,such asthe internal rate ofreturn 

method or net present value method,considerthe time-value ofmoneyin the analysis. 

These discounted cash flow methods are more accurate and practicalthan the payback 

or benefit-costtechniques,and they should be used for supply chain investment 

decisions(Cavinato 1990). Evidence indicates thatthe financial community prefers the 

net present value method(Brealey and Meyers 1991). It should also be the preferred 

method ofinvestment valuation for the supply chain manager. 

Based on an extensive survey oflogistics professionals,severalfocus areas were 

developed that are central to successful logistics performance(Perry 1991). The 

numberonefocus area wasfound to be"asset productivity," which requires good 

capital budgeting. Supply chain managers should remember that only cash flow,not 

accounts payable or receivable,is relevantin capital budgeting.Usingthe net present 

value formulacan become routine,butforecasting cashflows can be a hazardous 

occupation. Perhaps this is why capital budgeting has been left to the financial 

managers,and also why supply chain managers mustunderstand cash flow issues. 

Cashflow ofthe firm can be improved asaresult ofmany business practices. 

Historically,accoimting departments attempted to improve working capital by 

aggressively collecting accounts receivable from customers while simultaneously 
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delaying paymentsto suppliers. Such behavior rarely produces any net benefit across 

the supply chain(Rafuse 1996). 

Today,companies are evaluating managerson their ability to turn products into 

cash faster,i.e.,"turbo cashflow"(Cavinato 1990). The use ofcash in the supply chain 

that is tied up in inventories is competing with a chieffinancial officer's opportunity to 

investthat money elsewhere. A keyto the notion ofacash cycle is to view the entire 

logistics,manufacturing,and sales process acrossthe supply chain with regard to what 

it meansfor cashflow. Upper management wantsto speed upthe cashflow cycle in the 

areas ofpurchasing,materials management,production,distribution,and sales. 

Because ofthis more attention is paid to inventories,processing times,transportation 

costs,terms ofsale,and creditterms. 

An effective cash flow strategy reduces the level ofinventory and freesthe cash 

committed to those assetsthroughoutthe supply chain.A significant generator of 

positive cash flow has been the system-wide reduction in inventory levels caused by 

compression in cycle times. An asset,like inventoty,is a use offunds. A"permanent" 

reduction in the level ofinventory frees cash and improves asset productivity. When 

costs are fixed and cash-flow changes do notaccompany changesin production 

scheduling,savingsfrom inventory reductions are often overestimated(Chikara and 

Weiss 1995). 

There is evidence that cash flows are being improved bythe use ofelectronic 

data interchange(EDI). Also referred to as electronic commerce(e-commerce),this 

paperlessform ofcomputer-to-computer exchange,much ofwhich is transacted viathe 

Internet,can be used in conjunction with buyers'and sellers' banks to transferfunds. 
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Edibank wasformed in 1994to accomplish this(Orr 1996). Automated freight 

paymentsoftware is available to preaudit,summarize,batch,and pay carriers by 

electronic check on a scheduled basis(Cooke 1996). To offsetthe faster cash outflow, 

shippersreceive discountsfrom carriers in exchange for fast payment. This practice 

reinforces the"partnering"relationship between the parties in the supply chain. 

Cashflow is impacted bytermsofsale. Time and place ofpayment are factored 

intoFOB negotiations.Tradingfirms agree on who should arrange inland freight,ports, 

ocean/air,duties and clearances,and final deliveries. As with the costofinventory, 

dollars tied up in ashipmentrepresent either alost opportunity forthose funds or an 

interest cost. Buying and selling companies often have different capital costs. That . 

raisesthe possibility ofimproving supply chain performance by having the company 

with the lowestcostofcapital ownthe goodsfor aslong a period as possible. 

Lead-time reductions affect cash flows. Many firms systematically work on 

controlling and reducing lead-times and have achieved impressive results. An 

economic evaluation oflead-time reduction should examine theimpactonfuture cash 

flows across all business functions or atthe organizational level,notjustthe product 

level(Wouters 1991). 

Interestin Finance Has Waned 

A study exploring strategic planning issues reported an interesting finding 

regarding cross-functional interfaces during the planning process. The greatest amount 

ofinterface by the marketing department wasfound to be with the finance department 

during the planning process. Thesame condition wasfound forthe manufacturing 
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function-its greatestamountofinterface wasalso with the finance function. However, 

logistics staffs werefoimd to interface with Marketing,MIS,Manufacturing,and then 

Finance,in that order,during the planning process. Logistics operational unitsreported 

mostinterfaces with Marketing,MIS,Finance,and then Manufacturing(Cooper,Innis, 

and Dickson 1992). These findings suggestinadequate integration directly between the 

logistics and financialfunctionsfor strategic planning purposes. 

For many years,the annualsurvey ofCLM membersconducted by The Ohio 

State University reported that logistics managers,ifgiven the opportunity to return to 

collegefor90days,would select a curriculum topic in Finance. In recent years,the 

survey showsthe preference for additional knowledge ofFinance slipped outoffirst 

position. In 1997only 14%ofthe respondents selected Finance astheir preference(La 

Londe and Masters 1997). This suggeststhat managers ofthe supply chain process are 

notas interested asthey used to be and,perhaps,should be in developing finanrial 

skills. 

Implicationsfor Supplv Chain Partners 

Meanwhile,it is necessary thatthe supply chain executive vmderstand theimpact 

ofcapital structure and sources offundsonthe firm andthesupplychain in orderto sell 

appropriate investment proposals. These investment decisions can help facilitate the 

quality ofexchange between the firm and its supply chain partners. One obvious 

outcome ofa change in cost structure for the firm isachange in the price it chargesfor 

its outputs. Financing a capital investmentin supply chain productivity through the use 

oflow cost monies mightallow the firm to pass along savings in theform oflower 
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prices. However,previous research hasshown that executives do not believe that 

external customers reactto improvementsin operations productivity or operations cost 

decreases(Speh and Novack 1995). The rationale forthis mightbe that operations cost 

reductions are notpassed onin theform ofprice reductions to external customers but 

used,instead,to satisfy the needs ofinternal customers. 

There is the view that profits generated by operationsimprovements are 

typically contained within the firm. A counter argumentcan befound in the growth of 

"gainsharing"between companies and third-party logistics providers to which they 

outsource their logistics operations(Richardson 1997). Under gainsharing,asthe 

business partnersimplementimprovementsthat resultin lower costs,both share the 

savings in an equitable manner. This changesthe behaviors between the partners,from 

a customertrying to bargain down price and a supplier focused on costreductions to 

collaborative,supply chain behaviors where gains from productivity and cost 

improvements are shared. An accurate understanding ofactivity and process costs is a 

requisite forimplementing gainsharing programs. It is not clear what benefits pass to 

the customerfrom the shipper and third party provider's gainsharing. A case could be 

madeto include the customerin these gainsharing agreements between the supplier and 

third party provider,especially since they impactthe nature ofservices provided. 

Technologies Enabling Financial Improvements 

Technologyimprovements in computers and telecommunications provide firms 

with increased capability for standardization and automation ofdata capture,storage, 

and transmission. Accessibility to data within acompany,particularly in those 
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environments where systems are integrated or operate on a single enterprise-wide 

resource planning system(ERP),is a critical requirementofdecision-makers.The 

implementation ofelectronic data interchange(EDI)between companiesoverthe last 

fifteen yearshas greatly reduced cycle times and enabled the acceleration ofcash flows. 

A study reporting supply chain savings potentialin the North American 

automobile industry through the use ofEDIconcluded the savings could be $1 billion 

annually(Anonymous 1996). The Automotive Industry Action Group based this 

estimate on an 18-month project with Ford,General Motors,and Chrysler and their 

secondand third tier suppliers. Order error rates were cutseventy-two percent. Lead-

times werereduced fifty-eight percent. Inventory tumsimproved20%. Cycletime 

compression is oneofthe major emerging logistics strategies that have significant 

financialimpacton supply chain performance(LaLonde and Masters 1994). 

Decision supportsystems providea capability to model present and alternative 

business practices in orderto evaluate their financial implications. They include simple 

input-output models(Van der Meulen and Spriverman 1985),fourth generation 

language simulation models(Harrington,Lambert,and Sterling 1992),data 

envelopment analysis models(Kleinsorge,Schary,and Tanner 1989),and total 

cost/value models(Cavinato 1992). One ofthe majorissues highlighted in almostevery 

financially oriented logistics modelis the reliance on standard costing techniques and 

the deficiencies ofthe traditional accoimting systems. 
/ 

Outdated cost accoimting and management control systems are a major obstacle 

in the collection and relevance oflogistics financial measures. They can distort 
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measuresofperformance and fail to give complete and accurate information for 

decision-making(Kaplan 1984). 

Perceived competitive advantage can be defined from anumber ofdifferent 

perspectives such as market share,proprietary technology or practices,and profitability, 

to namejustthree. To testthe emphasis given to the use offinancial measures,the next 

three hypotheses are: 

H3a: Primary financial measuresthat drive decision-makingin firms are 
morelikely to be related to margin managementratherthan to asset 
management. 

H3b: Primaryfinancial measuresthat drive decision-making in firms are 
morelikely to be related to margin managementratherthan to 
financial measuresthatintegrate theincome statementand balance 
sheet. 

H3c: Cashflow measures are not often used as a primary financial 
measurefor decision-making. 

MeasurementWithin the Firm 

There is a need to improve our understanding ofthe antecedents of 

measurements and the relationships ofthe basic typesofmeasurementsto the key 

logistics processesin the supply chain. Such a modelcould help inform the academic 

and practitioner ofthe inter-relationships ofprocesses and performance. 

Start with Strateev 

Environmentis importantto strategy formation. Some scholars believe that 

strategies mustbe constrained by,and mustreactto,ever-changing environmental 

conditions(Ackhoff1981). Other scholars maintain that strategy can enactthe 
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environment,and thatthe deliberate selection from available strategic choices will 

shape the emergentenvironment(Miles and Snow 1978). In either case,there is 

universal agreementthat strategy selection and articulation are fundamentalto setting 

the direction and objectivesforthe firm(see Figure 7). 
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Figure7 Environmentand Strategy Provide Direction 

Porter(1980)presented a classical approach to strategy,combined with atool 

kitfor practitioners. He described five forces that drive industry competition:potential 

entrants,suppliers,buyers,industry competitors,and substitutes. Hereported entry 

barriersto be:scale,differentiation, capacity requirements,switching costs,distribution 
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channel access,raw material access,governmentpolicy and retaliations. He described 

exit barriers as being economic,strategic and emotional. Allthese factors should be 

considered in evaluating strategic choices. Heimparted three generic strategies for 

competition:low cost strategy,differentiation strategy,and focus strategy. He warned 

firms about getting "stuck in the middle" with a half-hearted mix ofoptions,not 

emphasizing one ofthe three strategies. He stated thatthe strategic choices cannot be 

pursued simultaneously butcan be pursued sequentially,as opportunities dictate. Porter 

described four diagnostic componentsto developing strategy:future goalsthat drive it, 

current strategy(or whatthe firm is doing and can do),assumptions aboutitselfand the 

industry,and capabilities. Porterrecommended a strategy to seek the mostfavorable 

buyer,build up buyer switching costs,and reduce costs to switch from suppliers. This 

lastrecommended strategy is no longer consistent with the orientation ofstrategic 

sourcing and procurementrelationships necessary to sustain integrated supply chains. 

A modernized version ofPorter's strategic competitive choices uses slightly 

differentterms. These terms are operational excellence,productleadership,and 

customerintimacy(Treacy and Wiersema 1995). The choice ofstrategy shoiild drive 

the measurementemphasis placed on its various activities. A firm deciding to be 

operationally excellent willfocus on costreduction. A firm deciding to be a product 

leader will emphasize speed to market its new product offerings. A firm emphasizing a 

customerintimate strategy will value flexibility and responsiveness in its logistics 

activities,especially customer service. The key logistics measuresfor these 

organizations might bethe same,butemphasisonthem will vary with the choice of . 

strategy. 
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Competingfor the Future (Hameland Prahalad 1994)is a handbook on how to 

think strategically. The book isfocused on leadership,strategy and the changing 

marketenvironment. Hameland Prahalad stated that strategy is both a processof 

understanding and shaping competitive forces,and a process ofopen-ended discovery 

and purposefulincrementalism. Firms need to exercise leadership and create their 

futures,to enactthem by being better and,especially,different.Hameland Prahalad 

believe thatfirms should changethe rulesofthe game,reduce boundaries,create new 

industries, and influence their futures. They should control their firm's destiny by 

influencing change in the industry.Hameland Prahalad believe path breaking to be 

moreimportantthan benchmarking. The authors'view ofstrategy is to unlearnthe past, 

haveforesight,and leverage core competencies. Stable value chainsdo not exist. 

Companies need to build new profitengines,forge alliances,experiment andleam. 

Strategy is now more aboutcompeting for position in tomorrow'sindustry than 

competing within today'sindustry. Animportantimplication for logistics is that 

business strategies are evolving and changing,making it importantto constantly 

monitor and adjust logistics strategies,plansand measurementsto insure alignmentto 

evolving corporate strategies. Segmentation and differentiation often require companies 

to support multiple strategies,which can be confusing and confounding to logistics 

managers. Logisticians mustpay increased attention to being effective,notjust 

efficient. 

H4: Firmsthat have alignmentin theirlogistics and business strategy 
will have a better-perceived competitive advantage than firmsthat 
do not. 
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H5: Different business strategies will be associated with different logistics 
measures. 

ConductIterative Planning 

Planning followsthe articulation ofstrategy. Planning has been defined as"a 

formalized procedure to produce systematically,an articulated result based on an -

integrated system ofdecisions"(Mintzberg 1994). Planning helps us prepare forthe 

inevitable,pre-emptthe undesirable,and manage uncontrollable events. Planning 

involves objective setting,that is,predetermination ofthe intended outcomes. It also 

includes extensive and on-going audits ofthe extemal and intemal environments. 

Planning involves analyses and decision-making,including changing decisions 

previously made based upon newly acquired knowledge. Planning contemplates the. 

implications ofcurrent decisions and future possible decisions. Planning involves 

forecasting and scheduling. It contemplates and directs measurementofactual 

performance and emergentoutcomesto allow for their comparison to planned 

performance and intended outcomes. Planning is an essential antecedentto 

measurement.A performance goal mustbe predetermined before it makes senseto 

measure the performance. The value ofa measure can only inform a decision ifit can 

becompared to a stated goal. Otherwise it is non-actionable and not worth calculating. 

The calculation ofperformance alwaysrequires comparison ofactual outputto planned 

ouQ)ut(see Figure 8). 
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Figure8 PlanningPrecedes Measurement 

Planning the design ofthe logistical system historically focused on inventory 

policy,facility location,and transport selection/routing(Ballon 1993). Today,supply 

chain plaimers are also concerned with sourcing,outsomcing,and integrated 

mformation systemsthat extend beyond the direct,or miilateral,control ofthe firm. 

These planning activities include tasks andrelationships. Segmentation and mass 

customization strategies have added complexity. Cycle time compression and 

customer-mandated quality in execution have created a need for urgency and precision 

in planning. Several major initiatives confiront the planners:asset productivity, 

horizontal management,information substitution,integrated planning,and system 

flexibility(Petty 1991). With increasing integration ofbusiness activities within and 
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between businesses,supply chain success calls for connectivity,collaboration, 

interdependency,and influence,notfor unilateral command and control. 

H6a: Firmsthat have a coordinated or integrated planning process are 
more likely to measure key logistics processes within thefirm. 

H6b: Firmsthat have a coordinated orintegrated planning process are 
more likely to measure key logistics processes between it and trading 
partners. 

H6c: Firmsthat havea coordinated orintegrated planning process have a 
better-perceived competitive advantage than firmsthatdo not. 

Organize Resources and Direct Action 

Noliterature wasfoiind that suggested a prescribed or model organizational 

form forthe logistics or supply chain organizational structure. However,there have 

been empirical studies inquiring into the spans ofcontrol for logistics units. Generally, 

acompany pursuing alow cost strategy would optfor a centralized, wide span of 

control logistics organization,while a more customerintimate firm would prefer 

smaller,morefocused and flexible logistics organizations. There is no research to 

supportthe implication that the widerthe span,the greater the control and integration. 

Perhaps increasing complexity associated with larger logistics organizations gets in the 

wayofcoordinating and integrating its activities. Operationalization ofspan ofcontrol 

will be based on a setofapproximately 15 activities,or functions,thatcan befound in 

logistics organizations. Logistics organizations with wide spans ofcontrol will be 

compared to organizations with narrow spans ofcontrol. Thesetwo grouping will be 

determined by statistically identifying the median numberoffunctions claimed to be 

reporting to the Supply Chain or Logistics organization by respondents to a mailed 
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questionnaire. Respondents claiming above the median number offunctions will be 

classified as having a wide span ofcontrol. Respondents claiming below the median 

numberoffunctions will be classified as having a narrow span ofcontrol. 

H7a: Firms with a widespan oflogistics control are more likely to follow a 
low-cost business strategy. 

H7b: Firms with a narrow span ofcontrol are more likely to follow a 
differentiation orservice strategy. 

Identification ofthe key logistics processes in the supply chain requiresthe 

inclusion ofsupplier and customer interfaces in the planning and organizing oflogistics 

activities. Understanding specifically whatcustomers wantand expect isfundamental 

to achieving customer satisfaction. Similarly,asacustomerofits supplier,the firm 

must articulate its specific needs and expectations to the supplier. Onlythen can a 

measure ofsupplier performance be gauged(see Figure 9). 

Due to the absence offindings or equivocal nature ofliterature in this 

area,thefollowing three exploratory hypotheses will be tested: 

H8: The size offirm will be related to the type ofbusiness strategy, 
larger firmswilltend to follow low-cost strategies and smaller firms 
willtend to follow service,or differentiation,strategies. 

H9: The firmswith wide spans ofcontrol are morelikely to demonstrate 
greater coordination and integration oflogistics processes. 
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Figure9 Supplier and CustomerInterfaces 

Measure and Control 

In controlling the work ofpeople and technologies,there are onlytwo 

phenomenathatcan be observed,counted and monitored:behaviorand the outputs that 

resultfrom the behavior(Ouchi 1977). Control can be conceptualized as an evaluation 

processthat is based on the monitoring and evaluation ofbehavior or outputs. It is a 

process ofmonitoring something,comparing it to some standard,and then providing 

some selective rewards or adjustments. 
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Ouchi reported thatan antecedent condition was necessary to apply eitherform 

ofcontrol. To apply behavior control,the organization musthave at least agreement,if 

nottrue knowledge,about means-ends relationships. 

"The process by which inputs are transformed into outputs mustbe feltto be 
known before supervisors can rationally achieve control by watching and 
guiding the behavior oftheir subordinates. Except atthe extremes,the dean ofa 
school ofbusiness cannotcontrol hisfaculty research by observing the behavior 
offaculty members. At best,he can control the quantity ofouq)ut,but certainly 
notthe quality through these means. Onthe other hand,the manager ofatin can 
plant (with engineered,standardized production processes)can observe the 
behavior ofhis employees,and ifthey behave as he knowsthey should,he can 
be certain thatthe expected tin cans are being produced"(Ouchi 1977,p.97). 

In the case ofoutput control,the transformation process doesnotneed to be known. 

The requisite antecedentto apply output control isa reliable,valid,agreed-upon 

measure ofthe desired outputs. The manager ofthe tin can plantcan merely sample the 

outputofhis organization and ignore the behavior ofhis employees. The supply chain 

managercan coimtthe number ofdeliveries made ontime,assuming agreement has 

been reached with customers onhowto measure on-time delivery,withoutregard to the 

behavior ofthe drivers. 

Thesetwo parts ofthe control process -the antecedent conditions and theforms 

ofcontrol(i.e., behavior or output)can becombined into a matrix(see Figure 10). 

Accordingly,either behavioral control or output control(cell 1)can be applied 

when the supervisor has a high degree ofknowledge aboutthe value-added 

transformation process and the output measures are predetermined,available and 

precise(Ouchi 1979). Where there is lowtask programmability and the absence of 

output measures(cell 4),neither controlform is appropriate. The organization must 

then exercise aform ofritual control,also known as cultural or clan control. 
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This modelis adapted fromOuchi(1979),and Govindarajan and Fisher(1990) 

Figure10 ControlTypes and AntecedentConditions 

(Govindarajan and Fisher 1990). Examples mightbethe managementofa 

Foreign Service officer or supervision ofarelationship manager ofathird party 

provider. In these cases,correct behaviors and outputs cannot be identified ahead of 

time. The selection process might be the only means ofcontrolling in these cases. 

AsPorter pointed out(1980p.35),the primaryfocusofa Strategic Business 

Unit(SBU)with alow-coststrategy is cost control. Businesses pursuing low-cost 

strategies have similar characteristics. They: 

- vigorously pursue cost reduction; 

- have employees with high levels ofexperience; 

- practice all possible economies ofscale; 

- acquire process engineering skills; 

- routinize the task environment;and 

- produce standard,undifferentiated products. 
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A standard product with aroutine task environmentimplies thatthe knowledge 

ofends and meansis relatively high,indicating high task programmability. Low-cost 

strategy businesses can apply the controlformsofcells 1 and 3. Only in the case of 

first line supervisors,who can constantly observe behavior ofemployees in this context 

can the conditionsofcell 1 apply. Middle and top managersremoved from the 

transformation process mustrely on output measures(cell2)to control their functions. 

The primaryform ofcontrolfor low-cost producers is output control. 

Firms pursuing a differentiation strategy attemptto produce aproductthat is 

unique. The task ofproducing,marketing,and distributing a unique productimplies 

low task programmability(cell 4). Creativity,basic research,productengineering,or 

long-term relationship building can defy short-term output measurement associated with 

monthly,quarterly and annual periods,limiting the use ofoutput controls. 

Consequently,differentiators are left with cells2and4as controlforms,thatis, 

behavior or ritual control. Both forms are subjective. 

Outputcontrol is not appropriate if: 

- the goalsofan organization are notimderstood or agreed upon;and 

- outputs are unobservable or imreliable,and thus notgood predictors of 

behavior. 

The selection ofmeasuresofthe management control system depend onthe 

strategy chosen,the knowledge ofthe transformation process,the level ofprecision in 

determining goals and measures ofoutputs,and trained,observable behaviors of 

employees. 
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HlOa: Firms with a low-coststrategy willfocus intemally and emphasize 
cost measures relative to other measures oflogistics performance. 

HlOb:Firms with a differentiation or service strategy willfocus externally 
and emphasize measures otherthan cost. 

Differences in Accounting and Operational Measures 

The capability to measme actual performance-to-plan is critical to effective 

managementand control. In the accounting and control system,the plan(budget)can 

be integrated up and downthe organization.Top andlow level managers understand it 

and the implicationsfor measured deviationsfrom plan. They share acommon 

language. Each has a specific goal. There is alignment. 

• The operational measurementand control system,where physical measurement 

takes place,does notshare this alignmentcharacteristic with the financial control 

system. It is not possible for the warehouse manager's measmeofcases picked per 

labor hour,orforthe fleet manager's measme ofdeliveries per hour,to be integrated 

into aCEO'sinterestin revenue dollars billed today. This poses a dilemma. What 

should be measured and how? How can the physical measure be integrated with others 

to provide insight,value and direction to different levels ofmanagement? Thisis an 

areaforfuture research. However,an interim solution could be pursued in theform of 

activity-based costing(ABC)and activity-based management(ABM). Many articles 

have been published to demonstrate the technique and value ofclothing physical 

measuresin economic terms. Unfortunately,this methodology is difficult and time-

consuming to install. Once engaged in ABC,practitioners are made aware of 

opportunities to reengineer processes and design improved performance into the 
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operational activities. These managers are then confronted vvith the questions:Whoare 

the customers and who are the ownersofthese processes and measures? Whatdo these 

customers require? How well are the processes performing againstthose requirements? 

Whatmustthe owners do,based upon the values ofthe measures and the goals ofthe 

firm,to meetor resetthose customer expectations? 

HIla: Firms are morefocused on internal measures ofefficiency(i.e. 
productivity and utilization)than on measuresofeffectiveness(i.e. 
planned performanceand outcomes). 

Hllb:Firmsare morefocused on measurementofactivities or processes 
within the firm than on activities or processes between firms. 

Problems with Measures 

The literature suggests many problems with measurement dealing with 

capability,timeliness,adequacy,actionability and integration. From a managerial 

perspective the best measure woiild accomplish foin things(Mentzer and Konrad 1991; 

Caplice and Scheffi 1995): 

(1) capture specific aspects ofthe activity measured; 

(2) provide actionable guidance for managementintervention; 

(3) allow comparability between it and other measures;and 

(4) promote coordination between managersofinterdependent upstream and 

dovrastream flows ofactivities. 

Unfortunately,thesefour measurement criteria cannot besimultaneously 

satisfied. Atthe operational level,where measurescan both capture specific aspects of 

the activity and provide actionable guidance,the degree ofvalidity and usefulnessofthe 
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measure is highest. As measures are consolidated into higher or more strategic levels of 

reporting,their validity and usefulness diminishes. The reverse is true for the criteria of 

comparability and coordination. The degree ofrobustness(generalizability)and 

integrativeness is greatest atthe consolidated or strategic level and lowest atthe 

operational level(see Figure 11). 

This perspective calls fortesting how practitioners evaluate the quality of 

measuresthey use in logistics and supply chain management. 

H12a: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used accurately 
capture specific aspects ofthe activities measured. 

H12b: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used provide 
actionable guidancefor management. 

H12c: Managers perceivethat the logistics measures used allow for 
comparability between itand other measures. 

H12d: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used promote 
coordination between managers ofinterdependentupstream and 
downstream fiows. 

Allowsfor Comparability Promotes Coordination 
Function/Firm Level 

\ 
ROBUST 

/ INTEGRATIVETrade off Trade off 

USEFUL 

VALID \ 

Captures Task/Activity Level Provides Actionable 
Specific Aspects Guidance 

Figure 11 Trade-OffsBetween Criteria 
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The Conceptofa Supply Chain 

Much has been written aboutthe concept ofthe supply chain,butthere has been 

little agreementamong scholars aboutthe explication ofthis construct. There has also 

been little progress by practitioners in operationalizing the practice ofsupply chain 

management. 

Creating Value for Customers 

Providing customer value and satisfaction are requisites for business success. 

No single businessfunction can create superior value for customers. Allfunctions must 

worktogether in thisimportanttask. Each company departmentcan be thoughtofas a 

link in the company's value chain(Porter 1985). Each department carries outvalue 

creating activities to design,produce,market,deliver,and supportthe firm's products. 

Marketing managers pay attention to imderstanding customer needs,understanding the 

firm's ability to meetand satisfy those needs,and creating revenues to sustain future 

growth and profitability. Logistics managershave historically focused their time and 

attention on three core functions ofbusiness operations:inventory policy and practice, 

facility location and design,and transportation ofmaterials and products(Ballou 1993). 

Financial managers strive to obtain borrowed funds atthe lowestcost,to select projects 

that offer the best returns,to balance the financial riskstaken with investor expectations 

ofreturns,and to keep the business liquid. The firm's success depends notonly on how 

well each department performs its work,but also on how wellthe activities ofvarious 

departments are coordinated. 
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Getting Products to Market 

Channelsofdistribution and vertical marketing systems are the traditional terms 

used to describe supply chains,theformer characterized as loose collections of 

independentcompaniesshowing little concem for overall channel performance,and the 

latter characterizing channel members acting in a unified manner(Armstrong and Porter 

1999). Manufacturers,distributors and retailers work together through asystem of 

exchanges to move productsfrom originalraw material sourcesto ultimate consumers. 

The businessfunctions ofwarehousing and transportation,importantfor making a 

marketfor goods,were historically the majorcomponentsofproduct distribution,which 

has evolved into whatis commonly referred to as business logistics. 

We would expectthatthe logistics strategy ofthe firm would be wellformulated 

and implemented. This is notthe case. Currentresearch findsthat(1)the planning and 

control oflogistics and supply chdiii activities is notoccurring to the degree desirable 

and necessary to effect superior performance ofthe supply chain;and(2)the logistics 

linkages between trading partners,especially fulfillment and procurement,are not being 

effectively planned,scheduled or executed(Keamey 1984,;Bowersox,et al 1989; 

Byrne and Markham 1991;Global Logistics Research Team at Michigan State 

University 1995). 

Today,the successful supply chain organization is shifting from asingle-firm 

costfocuson inventories,facilities,and transportation to a multi-enterprisefocuson 

cycle time compression,system-wide costreduction,and improved value for end-

customers(Langley and Holcomb 1992). Having satisfactory or even excellent 
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products and services no longer guarantees a competitive advantage in today's 

marketplace. Successful companiesfind thatthey mustalso establish supply chain 

partnershipsto reduce costs and complementtheir product portfolios with value-adding 

relationships(Battaglia 1994). The shiftin focus and emphasison relationships is 

found to beaslowly emerging trend(Cooper and Elram 1997). 

Supplv Chain Management Schools 

Dozensofarticles on supply chains and supply chain management(SCM)have 

appeared in the academic pressin the lastten years. Commonto all articles onSCM is 

the recognition ofa need for somelevel ofcoordination ofactivities and processes 

within and between organizations in the supply chain that extend beyond logistics to 

produce improved pipeline effectiveness and efficiency. According to Cooper,Lambert 

and Pagh(1997),commonthemesinclude:(1)planning and control;(2)work structure; 

(3)organization structure;(4)productflow facility structure;(5)informationflow 

structure;(6)productstructure;(7)management methods;(8)power and leadership 

structure;(9)risk and reward structure;and(10)culture and attitude. Differences can 

be seen based on the differences in perceptions ofthe authors,namely a contrast 

between a supply chain management perspective(Houlihan 1985;Stevens 1989; 

Cooperand Ellram 1993);and a business process reengineering perspective(Hammer 

and Champy 1993;Andrewsand Stalick 1993;Hewitt 1994;and Towers 1994). 

Significantly,the literature hasfailed to discuss supply chain strategy or supply chain 

strategy formation. 
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Obviously,there are multiple componentsofsupply chain managementthat 

need to be betterimderstood.Asany holistic or integrative perspective mightrequire, 

we need to understand how each ofthe components interacts with others. These have 

been characterized as(1)managementcomponents,(2)business processcomponents 

and(3)structural components. Each scholar has dealt with one or more ofthese 

components and some"schools"ofSCMthoughtcan be defined. 

Bechtel and Jayaran(1997)presented a comprehensive table ofdefinitions 

associated with authors identified with these various schools(see Figxore 12). 

Significantly,no scholars have yet been identified with asupply chainstrategy school. 

Major issues existamong these scholars. There isthe need for agreementon a 

common definition ofa supply chain,the business processes and components which 

constitute it,and the design ofthree critical structures: (1)the information flows;(2) 

decision,authority and govemance;and(3)the specific work structure or determination 

ofwhat work gets done where in the supply chain.The govemance structure issues 

appearto be the most difficult to understand,design and operate. There existno 

mechanism to govem multiplefirms otherthan governmental regulation or cooperative 

agreementsamong them. Some scholars,(Langley and Holcomb 1992;Lambert, 

Emmelhainz,and Gardner 1996;and Cooper and Ellram 1997)have made contributions 

to the understanding ofsupply chain alliances and partnerships,considering only buyer 

and seller interactions. 
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Authorfs') 

Chain AwarenessSchool 
Jonesand Riley(1985) 

Houlihan(1988) 

Langley and Holcomb(1992) 

Cavinato(1991) 

Novackand Simco(1991) 

Stevens(1990) 

Lee and Billington(1992) 

Linkage/LogisticsSchool 
Scottand Westbrook(1992) 

Turner(1993) 

Information School 

Johannson(1994) 

Towill,Nairn and Wikner(1992) 

Integration School 
Cooperand Ellram(1993) 

Ellram and Cooper(1990) 

Hewitt(1992) 

Definition 

"Supplychain managementdeals withthe total flow of 
materiailsfrom suppliersthrough end users(p.19)." 
"Supplychain managementcoversthe flowofgoodsfrom 
supplierthrough manufacturerand distributorto the end user 
(p. 14)." 
"Supplychain managementfocusesattentiononthe 
interactionsofchannelmembersto produce an end 
product/servicethat will provide bestcomparativevaluefor 
theend user(p. 14)." 
"...the entire sourcing,value-added,and marketingactivitieso 
the overall link offirm upto final customer(p.32)." 
"Supplychain managementcoversthe flowofgoodsfrom 
the supplierthroughthe manufacturer and distributorto the 
end user(p.32)." 
"Controlthe flowofmaterial from suppliers,throughthe 
value adding(production)processesand distribution 
channels,to customers." 
"Networksofmanufacturing and distribution sites that 
procureraw materials,transform them into intermediateand 
finished products,and distribute the finished productsto 
customers."(p.65)." 

"...supplychain is used to refer to thechain linking each 
elementofproduction and supply process from raw materials 
throughto theend customer 23)." 
"...techniquethatlooks at all the linksin the chain from raw 
materials suppliersthrough variouslevelsofmanufacturing 
to warehousingand distribution to the final customer(p. 
52)." 

"SCM is really an operationsapproach to procurement. It 
requires all participantsofthesupply chain to be properly 
informed. WithSCM,the linkageand information flow 
between various membersofthe supply chain are critical to 
overall performance." 
"Asupplychain is asystem,the constituentpartsofwhich 
include material suppliers,production facilities, distribution 
services,customerslinked together viathe feed forward of 
materials and the feedback flowofinformation(p.3)." 

"An integrative philosophyto managethe total flow ofa 
distribution channelfrom thesupplier to the ultimate user(p. 
1)." 
"Supplychain managementisan approach wherebythe 
entire network from which suppliersthroughthe ultimate 
customer,is analyzed and managed in orderto achieve the 
'best'outcomeforthe wholesystem(p. 1)." 
"Supplychain integration isonlyanatural resultof 
redesigned businessprocesses notrealigiunentofexisting 
functionalorganizations(p.340)." 

Figure 12 Supply Chain Schools ofThought 
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Therelationships ofsupply chain members are complicated,difficultto manage, 

and subjectto constant change. Supply chain managementcould easily be 

characterized asthe search for compatible,mutual,and rewarding business relationships 

simultaneously with customersand suppliers. 

Until recently,most definitions ofa supply chain focused onthe exchanges 

between sellers and buyers,or dyadic relationships. A supply chain is now more often 

understood as consisting ofthree or more firms directly linked by one or more ofthe 

upstream and downstream flows ofproducts,services,finances,and informationfrom a 

source to acustomer (Mentzer,et al 1999). Ata minimum,asupply chain consists ofa 

focal firm and its downstream customer and upstream supplier. The marketing and 

logistics functions ofchaimel members are largely responsible for supply chain 

activities. Managersofthese functions musthave asupply chain orientation to 

effectively pursue supply chain integration and management. A supply chain 

orientation is the recognition by an organization ofthe systemic,strategic implications 

ofthe activities involved in managing the various flows in achannel ofdistribution 

(Mentzer,et al 1999). Supply chain management would then bethe implementation of 

asupply chain orientation across multiple suppliers and customers(Mentzer,et al 

1999). 

SuppIv Chain Processes 

Until recently,key supply chain processes had not been defined. Departing 

from a persistentfocus ontasks and activities within the firm,managementisjust 

beginning to understand the nature and importance ofbusiness-spanning processes that 
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have both an identified customer and owner(Hammer 1990;Lambert,Emmelhainz,and 

Gardner 1996;Bechtel and Jayaram 1997). The significance ofthis is that,without 

understanding whothe customers ofprocesses are and their specific requirements or 

expectations,owners and managers ofprocesses are unable to measure and produce 

results consistent with those expectations. The key supply chain processes need to be 

identified andjointly managed by suppliers and customers. 

Accomplishments and Gapsin the Literature 

Excellent conceptual work has been offered on the definition ofagood measure. 

Several books published by the CoimcilofLogistics Managementhave described the 

need for,benefits of,and barriers to implementation oflogistics measurement programs. 

The academic and practitioner presses have created awareness ofactivity-based costing 

and reported onthe success offirms that have employed it. 

Gapsin the literature existin several areas importantto logistics measurement. 

The literature has not adequately addressed the need to designate oridentify both 

ownersofmeasures and customers ofmeasures,the importance being that customers of 

measures be involved in predetermining the expected or required performance. Joint 

determination between owners and customers ofmeasures is crucial to producing the 

rightoutcome. 

Theissue ofevaluating marketing and logistics accoimtability for process performance 

cannotbe resolved until key processes are identified and ownership is established. This 

step will create better balance between efficiency and effectiveness efforts ofsupply 
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chain managers. Firms,separately and in combination,could then expand their focus 

beyondjustinput and output measures and toward more importantoutcome and impact 

measures. 

Moreover,thefocusofmeasurement has been restricted largely to single firm 

1■performance. Thefocus has been on measurementofthe firm's inputs and outputs(see 
1 

Figure 13). 

(VAP=Value Added Processes) 

Within the firm Outside the firm 

Inputs(VAP Performance Outcome Impact—1 

Efficiency Effect;iveness Efficacy 

MEASUREMENTS 

Utilization Productivity Performance 
Inputs Used Actual Outputs Actual Outputs 

Inputs Available Inputs Used Planned Outputs 

Figure 13 Measurement Has Been Focused Within the Firm 
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Measurementresearch has been confined to antecedents and behaviors. It has 

notextended to evaluate consequences or outcomes. Outcomesare results thatfall 

outside the domain ofsingle company managers. A full measure offirm effectiveness 

should include an evaluation ofthe consequences offirm performance or outcomesand, 

moreover,the impacts ofthose outcomeson the various membersofthe distribution 

channel or supply chain(see Figure 14). Outcome and consequence measurementis an 

areaforfuture research for supply chain scholars. 

Link 1 

Supplier Input^N^pUtputS Link2 
Inputs^^utputs Links 

Manufacturer 
Posiil the Supply Cham InputsVAF^utputs Link4Distributor 

InputsVAFputputs
Retailer 

Jl 
Consumer Outcome 

Impact 

How do we plan and measure the Outcome atthe ConsumerLevel 
and the resultingImpacton thisand competing Supply Chains? 

Figure14 Supply Chain Performance Measurement:Outcome and ImpactView 
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Also absentin the literature is theory or data on the differences in logistics 

measurement based uponthe firm's position in the supply chain. 

H13a: Theemphasison logistics processes and logistics measurementvaries 
according to the position ofthefirm in the supply chain relative to 
the number ofsteps removed from the consumer. 

H13b: Manufacturers emphasize downstream measurement more than in 
upstream measurement. 

H13c: Retailers emphasize upstream measurement more than downstream 
measurement. 

H13d: Distributorstend to balance their emphasis on upstream and 
downstream measurement. 

While there are publications ofdocumented associationsofthe degree ofuse of 

technology with performance,particularly in the technology tradejournals,the research 

to date has notexplained arelationship between technology use and performance 

measurementactivity. 

H14a: The use oftechnology is positively associated with the degree of 
performance measurement. 

H14b:The use oftechnology is positively associated with a perceived 
competitive advantage. 

Another gap in the literature is the near-absence ofa process orientation to 

measurement. Historically,physical measurement discussions have been atthe task, 

activity and functional level within the firm. The requisite supply chain orientation 

calls for a process view ofperformance spanning multiple firms. Combined with this 

need to be concerned with interfirm process measures isthe need to expand research 

into measuresofrelationships. Economic,physicalandpsychological measures are 
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equally importantin planning and controlling the utilization,productivity and 

performance oflogistics resources across the supply chain. 
r 

Corporate managers shoidd be aware oftwo recenttrendsin performance 

measurement. Firstly,the government has set guidelinesfor strategic planning and 

performance measurement across the federal governmentthrough the Government 

Performance and Results Actof1993(GPRA). Congress has mandated thatthe 

DepartmentofDefense respond with a plan and strategy demonstrating top 

managementcommitmentto implementthe GPRA,with prioritiesfor performance 

measures and management controls,migrationsofsystems,data standards,and process 

improvements(National Academy ofPublic Administration for the Departmentof 

Defense 1996). 

This activity will have an impactonthe private,supplier sector. 

Secondly,anew measure,called Return on Management(ROM)has been 

suggested to accoimtfor management'stime and energy(Simonsand Davila 1998). 

Designed specifically to reflect how wellacompany implements its strategy,this new 

measure is based onthese five questions: 

(1) Do employeesknow which opportunities do not contribute to the 

organization's strategic mission? 

(2) Do managersknow what it would take forthe organization to fail? 

(3) Can managers recall their key diagnostic measures with relative ease? 

(4) Isthe organization free from drowning in a sea ofpaperwork and processes? 

(5) Do all employees watch the same performance measuresthat their bosses 

watch? 
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It appearsthat clarity ofstrategy and alignmentofrelated performance measurementis 

growing in importance. 

Summary 

Here is asummary list ofproblemsfoimd in the literature associated with 

measures and the implementation ofa measurement program: 

Problem with thepurpose ofthe measure: 
Lack ofacustomer ofthe measure 

Problems with the capture ofthe measure: 
Unavailable information 

Lack ofresources to collect data 

Might not be collected economically 

Problems with the quality ofthe measure: 
Incomplete/inaccurate information 
Measurementerror 

May notbejointly defined or similarly interpreted 
Undertermination 

May not bei quantitative^soft versus hard 
Efficiency versus effectiveness measures 

Problems with usefiilness ofmeasure: 
Comparability 
Mightnotfacilitate trust 
Conflicting goals/conflicting measures 
Misdirected evaluation and reward systems 
Mightnotencourage appropriate behaviors 
May be accurate but not useful 
Strategic level measures may not be actionable 
Operational level measures may notroll-up 
Trade offbetween validity and robustness 
Trade offbetween integration and usefulness 
Benchmark measures may not be comparable 
May notbe easy to imderstand 
Measures are always backwards looking 

Problems with the administration ofthe measure: 

Lack ofan owner ofthe measure 
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Too many versus notenough measures 
Measurementtakestime,and is hard work. 

These are someofthe many issues practitioners mustdeal with when designing 

measurementsystemsfor their own departments,functions and firms. A supply chain 

orientation is necessary to constructsupply chain goals,strategies,planning and 

governance structures. The multi-firm dimensionality ofsupply chain management 

adds greater complexity and challenge to performance measurement. 
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CHAPTERS 

RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY 

The research design and methodology are described in this chapter. This 

research used multiple methodsto acquire data relevant to the research questions and 

the hypothesesformulated. The principal data collection methods used were: 

(1)an extensive review ofthe literature,which was described in Chapter 2; 

(2)asurvey ofselected logisticsthoughtand practice leaders using the Delphi 

technique; 

(3)in-person and telephone interviews oflogistics practitioners from several 

representative companies dbriveniehtly selected to target certain industry supply 

chains;and 

(4)a mail questionnaire completed by senior logistics and supply chain 

executives. 

7 

Theresearch methodology is illustrated by Figure 15. 

Literature Review 

An extensive search ofboth academic and practitioner press databases was 

conducted to identify literature pertaining to logistics performance measurementin the 

supply chain. Over700 articles and books were identified using ABI-Inform and 

Lexus-Nexus data base searches on combinations ofapproximately 30key words 

relating to logistics performance measurementin the supply chain. These references 

were compiled in a Lotus Notes database. They represent over500 authors and 200 
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Review Literature 

ConductDelphi Study 

Synthesis 

Identify Firms for Case Study 

Conduct Case StudiesConstruct Questionnaire 

Conduct Survey Analyze Data 

Conclusions 

Figure 15 Research Methodology 

different publications. This literature wasreviewed,categorized and synthesized to 

determine whatresearch has been done and to identify gapsin the literature. This 

relevant body ofknowledge,discussed in Chapter2,provides antecedentjustification 

for theory building or theory-extension on the subject oflogistics performance 

measurementin the supply chain. 
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DelphiStudy 

Named after the Greek oracle at Delphi whom the Greeks visited to obtain 

information abouttheir future,the Delphi is the bestknown qualitative,structured,and 

indirect interaction futures method in usetoday(Woudenberg 1991). Created by Olaf 

Helmerand Norman Dalkey in 1953 attheRAND Corporation to address afuture 

military issue,the technique became popular when it was applied a decade later to large 

scale technologicalforecasting and corporate planning(Helmer 1983). Essentially, 

Delphi isthe name given to asetofproceduresfor eliciting and refining a set of 

opinionsofa group,usually a panelofexperts(Dalkey 1967;Brown 1968). It isa way 

to extractaconsensus position ofagroup ofexperts and relies onthe "informed 

intuitive opinionsofspecialists(Helmer 1983,pg. 134)." AsLinstone and Turoff 

(1975,pg.3)write,"Delphi may be characterized asa method for structuring a group 

communication process,so thatthe process is effective in allowing a group of 

individuals,as a whole,to deal with acomplex problem." 

The Delphiresearch method washelpful in understanding this research area and 

for setting goals and priorities forfurther exploration. Subject matter experts, 

practitioners,and other professionals,identified in the literature and through references 

ofknown experts,were surveyed. The questions were open-ended,allowing 

respondentsto fully discussthe area without significant parameters. Results were 

summarized,and areas ofconsensus and disagreement were provided to the group. A 

second survey,building onthe knowledge gained during the first iteration,was 

developed,administered,evaluated,and summarized. The Delphi methodology helped 

ensure thatthe researcher did not overlook key areas forfuture investigation.The 
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learning from this inquiry ofa heterogeneous group ofthoughtand practice leaders 

helped guide the case studies and construction ofthe survey questionnaire. 

The first survey was mailed in mid-July 1998to 103 industry professionals, 

consultants,and educators. A list ofindividuals included in this mailing isfound in 

Appendix A as ExhibitA1,the cover letter as Exhibit A2,and the surveyform as 

Exhibit A3. Responses were received in late July and early August.The results ofthe 

furst survey were complied and were sent with the second survey to 101 individualson 

August 10,1998. Responsesfrom the second survey were received in late August. For 

the first survey,telephone calls were made to interviewees who had notresponded by 

the requested date. Forthe second round,afax was sentto each interviewee who had 

notresponded bythe requested date. In total,twenty-five responses to the first survey 

and twenty-seven responses to the second were received. Ofthe twenty-seven people 

whoresponded to the second survey,fourteen had responded to the first round,eleven 

were new participants,and two responded with letters and comments butnot directly to 

the questions asked. In the first survey,fifteen respondents were from industry,eight 

were consultants,and two were academicians. In the second survey,twelve 

respondents were from industry,two werefrom government and military,seven were 

consultants,and four were academicians(See Figure 16). 

Case Studies 

The list ofcandidate companiesfor case studies was started based onthe 

literature review. They included those firmsconsidered to be the leaders in measuring 

logistics in their industry that mightbe -willing to share their understanding and 
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Survey 

1st 2nd 

Respondents 25 27 

New Respondents 25 11 

Responded to Previous Survey NA 16 

Industry Expert 15 14 

Government/Military Expert 0 2 

Consulting Expert 8 7 

Academic Expert 2 4 

Figure 16 DelphiSurvey Respondents 

experience in this area. Nominationsfor additional candidates were solicited from a 

variety ofsources,including: 

-the CouncilofLogistics Management(CLM)Research Committee; 

-the Logistics faculty ofUniversity ofTennessee; 

-the Supply Chain practice ofComputer Science Corporation;and 

-the participantsin the Delphi surveys. 

The list ofcandidates included over sixty firms. Based on the composition ofthe list, 

the research was geared to focus onfour industries: 

(1) High Technology; 

(2) Healthcare; 

(3) Automotive;and 

(4) ConsumerPackage Goods. 
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The list ofcandidate companiesis presented in AppendixB as ExhibitB1. 

Initially,the researcher intended to locate and interview groupingsofthree 

companiesthat represented acomplete local supply chain(supplier,focalfirm,and 

customer)and that were measuring and sharing information on measurements across all 

three companies. Efforts to locate such companies were unsuccessful. The research 

focus wasshifted to identify companiesfor study that werejointly measuring with at 

least onetrading partner. The candidate companies were contacted and given an 

introductory background onthe study. The discussion wentas follows: 

"The purpose ofthe case studies wasthreefold: 

(1) to identify process measures being used between companies,and potentially 

across the supply chain; 

(2) to imderstand barriers and benefits associated with developing and 

implementing these measures;and 

(3) to discover activities that companies undertake to assess and improve 

process based performance. 

Thefocus ofthe study is on the interaction between afirm and asignificant supplier and 

customer. We wantto interview individuals who can further our understanding. These 

individuals should have some understanding ofhow the firmsinteract,probably ata 

functional level. We would like to interview individuals knowledgeable in piurchasing, 

orderfulfillment,logistics,supply chain management,information technology(as it 

relates to logistics)and finance.We would like to spend aboutoneto one and one half-

hours with each person." 
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A research colleague jfrom the University ofTennessee and research associates 

from Computer Science Corporation(CSC)assisted the researcher in setting up 

appointmentsand completing the interviews with the companies. In all butthree cases, 

the interview team consisted ofat leastone participant from CSCand onefrom the 

University ofTennessee. The actualformatofthe interviews varied widely,according 

to thetime and availability ofthe people interviewed. The ideal session lasted afull 

day,began with akick-offmeeting for all participants,and then proceeded to interviews 

with individualsfrom the various flmctional areas noted above. In some cases,the 

primary contactfrom logistics or supply chain management was able to stay with the 

team the entire day,and provide continuity across sessions. Dueto time constraints, 

four case studies were conducted throughtelephone interviews. 

An interview guide was distributed to all participants,usually in advance,to 

help them prepare and/or gather support materials,ifavailable. A copy ofthe interview 

guide is presented as ExhibitB2in Appendix B. Charts,graphs,and lists ofmeasures 

were solicited,with the strict agreement thatonly the measures would be used and not 

their numerical values. Whenever possible,the interviews were taped and later 

transcribed. Ifrequested,copies ofthe transcripts were sentto the key contactin the 

companyinterviewed. 

Case studies were conducted between Augustand Novemberof1998. The 

majority ofthe sixty firms contacted declined to participate. A total oftwenty-two 

companies agreed to on-site visits and/or telephone interviewsto provide data on 

current practices in logistics performance measurementfrom senior managementin 

logistics,supply chain,and otherfunctions. Care was given to include a variety of 
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industries,represented by manufacturing,wholesaling and retailing firms. "Pocketsof 

excellence" were identified to serve as models ofbest practice in performance 

measurementofsupply chain processes. The case studies permitted the developmentof 

aresearch tool that was used in the questionnaire to systematically collect data from a 

vdder sampling ofbusinesses. 

Mailed Survey 

The heartofthe data collection effort wasthe six-page mail questionnaire. A 

copy is included in AppendixC as Exhibit C1. A pretestofthe questionnaire was 

completed to minimize instrumentation threats to validity or reliability. The mailing list 

was created primarily from the membership list ofthe CouncilofLogistics 

Management. TheCLM list was edited so the each company received only one 

questionnaire,mailed to the highestranked logistics or supply chain memberofCLM. 

CLM membersidentified as consultants,educators and recruiters were deleted from the 

list. The list wasmerged with a listing ofthe companiesincluded onthe current 

Fortune 500 list and with the top 150companies listed in the article "America's Greatest 

Wealth Creators,"from the November 9,1998 issue ofFortune. Eighty-three 

companiesthat were likely to have significant logistics functions were added from these 

lattertwo lists to the edited CLM list. The final mailing list included 3,185 logistics 

professionals in the United States and 179abroad. The firmsthey represented included 

manufacturers,distributors,retailers,transportation firms,public warehouse companies, 

and third-party logistics providers. Excluded were companiesin the financial, 

insurance,government,software and consulting sectors. 
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The surveys were mailed on December 1,1998 with arequested retum date of 

December 18th. Afollow-up postcard was mailed on December 8th. In all,355 

useable surveys were returned by January 29,1999. Twenty-eightsurveys were 

returned due to either incorrect addressesor addressees no longer with those companies. 

The effective response rate was nearly 11%. Both the length ofthe survey(1184 

variables)and the time ofthe year(year-end business and Christmas priorities)worked 

againsta higherretum rate. 

Recap ofHypotheses 

HI: Key performance measures,as identified by senior supply chain or 
logistics managers,are notbeing captured,eventhough&ey are 
perceived to be importantto their firm and to their customers. 

H2: Firmsthat haveimplemented ABC have a higher perceived competitive 
advantage overthose firms that have notimplemented ABC. 

H3a: Primary financial measures that drive decision-making in firms are more 
likely to be related to margin managementratherthan to asset 
management. 

H3b: Primary financial measures that drive decision-making in firms are more 
likely to be related to margin managementrather than to financial 
measures that integrate theincome statementand balance sheet. 

H3c: Cashflow measures are not often used as a primary financial measure for 
decision-making. 

H4: Firmsthat have alignmentin their logistics and business strategy will 
have a better-perceived competitive advantage than firms that do not. 

H5: Different business strategies will be associated with different logistics 
measures. 

H6a: Firmsthat have a coordinated or integrated planning process are more 
likely to measure key logistics processes within the firm. 
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H6b: Firmsthat havea coordinated or integrated planning process are more 
likely to measure key logistics processes between it and trading partners. 

H6c: Firmsthathave a coordinated or integrated planning process have a 
better-perceived competitive advantage than firms that do not. 

H7a: Firms with a wide span ofcontrol are more likely to follow alow-cost 
business strategy. 

H7b: Firms with a narrow span ofcontrol are more likely to follow a 
differentiation or service strategy. 

H8: The size offirm will be related to the type ofbusiness strategy,larger 
firms will tend tofollow low-cost strategies and smaller firms willtend 
to follow service,or differentiation, strategies. 

H9: Thefirms with wide spans ofcontrol are more likely to demonstrate 
greater coordination and integration oflogistics processes. 

HlOa: Firms with alow-cost strategy willfocus internally and emphasize cost 
measuresrelative to other measures oflogistics performance. 

HIOb: Firms with a differentiation or service strategy willfocus extemally and 
emphasize measures otherthan cost. 

HIla: Firms are morefoCused on internal measures ofefficiency (i.e., 
productivity and utilization)than on measuresofeffectiveness(i.e., 
planned performance and outcomes). 

HIlb: Firms are morefocused on measurementofactivities or processes within 
the firm than on activities or processes between firms. 

HI2a: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used accmately capture 
specific aspectsofthe activities measured. 

HI2b: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used provide actionable 
guidancefor management. 

HI2c: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used allow for 
comparability between it and other measures. 

HI2d: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used promote coordination 
between managersofinterdependent upstream and downstream flows. 
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HI3a: The emphasison logistics processes and logistics measurement varies 
according to the position ofthe firm in the supply chain relative to the 
stepsremovedfrom the consumer. 

HI3b: Manufacturersemphasize downstream measurement morethan upstream 
measurement. 

HI3c: Retailers emphasize upstream measurement more than downstream 
measurement. 

HI3d: Distributors tend to balance their emphasison upstream and downstream 
measurement. 

HI4a: The use oftechnology is positively associated with the degree of 
performance measurement. 

HI4b: The use oftechnology is positively associated with a perceived 
competitive advantage. 

Relationship ofthe Hypotheses to the Research Mode! 

The twenty-eighthypotheses that were tested related to the research model 

introduced in Chapter 1. In addition,post hoc analyses(PHA)wasconducted on the 

data collected by the mailsurvey to add additional insights notprovided by analysis of 

the hypothesis. The additional post hoc analyses were necessary to provide amore 

comprehensive understanding ofthe various antecedents and moderators that affected 

the state oflogistics measurementand respondent perceptions oftheir firm's 

competitive advantage. These relationships ofhypotheses and post hoc analyses to the 

research model are depicted in the figure below(see Figure 17). 
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Research Model 

Strategy;H4,H5,H1Oa,HIOb 
UseofTechnology:H2,HMa,H14b,PHA 

Moderators Organi2ational View ofLogistics:PHA 
Locationin the SupplyChain:HlSa-d 
Industry:PHA;Size:H8,PHA 
SpanofControl:H7a,H7b,H9 
DegreeofSegmentation:PHA 

The State of 
Antecedents Perceived 

Logistics 
Competitiveness

Measurement 

Importanceofthe Measure. WhatMeasuresAre Captured: ByProcess 
Hl,H3a-c WithintheFirm

Enablers'Bamersto Measurement: HowTheyare Determined BetweenFirms: 
HI PHA

AdequacyofMeasures: KeyProcesses in SCM 
H3a-c,H12a-d,PHA ^ea-c 

Internal versusSupplyChain View: 
Hlla,Hllb 

Figure17 Relationship ofHypothesesto Research Model 

Strengths and Limitations ofthe Methodology 

The use ofmultiple methodsofdata gathering is considered a strength ofthe 

research methodology. The literature review revealed the theoretical issues associated 

with measurement,as well as issues having to do with the understanding ofsupply 

chain management. The Delphi study tapped into the diverse experience and thinking 

ofmultiple contemporary researchers and practitioners to help setthe direction ofthe 

study and framed the areas and questionsto be investigated. The case studies provided 

topical relevance on a great numberofissues involved in creating and maintaining a 

performance measurement system,both forthe firm and between it and trading partners. 
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The mail survey provided a database from which the evaluation ofthe hypothesescould 

be made using various statistical techniques. This methodological approach combined 

both qualitative and quantitative datato support an examination ofthe research 

questions and hypotheses. 

There are several threats to the validity ofthe findings based on this 

methodology. One limitation involves the instrumentation bias ofthe Delphi study 

surveyform and the researcher's potential bias in analysis and synthesis ofthe 

responses. The questionnaire contained many constructs that were not explicitly 

defined,so respondent understanding ofquestions asked mightbe based on multiple 

interpretations. Forexample,terms such as"Activity Based Costing"and"BestValue 

Product/Service" could have been interpreted differently by the respondents. 

Significantly,the questionnaire itselfrequired extensive subjective ratings by the 

respondents,requiring the researcher to rely on whatis hoped to be informed and honest 

answers. 

Although the numberofuseable responses(355)was satisfactory,the response 

rate ofeleven percent wasconsidered low. As mentioned previously,the time ofthe 

year,the complexity ofthe questionnaire,the shortamountoftime given for response, 

and lack ofa monetary incentive were four factors which worked againsta higher 

response rate. Six previous studies that similarly used the CoimcilofLogistics 

Managementmembership listfor mailings also had low response rates. LeadingEdge 

Logistics(Bowersox et. al. 1989)used the CLM membership list and generated 695 

responses,ofwhich it identified 117firms asleading edge. It failed to state aresponse 

rate. Partnerships in Providing Customer Service:A ThirdPartyPerspective(LaLonde 
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and Cooper 1989)used theCLM mailing list. Forthat study,1230surveys were mailed 

and a29.9%response rate wasclaimed. PuttingExpertSystems to Workin Logistics 

(Allen and Helferich 1990)used the CLM mailing list. Thatstudy received only 139 

responsesand failed to specify the response rate. 

Improving Quality andProductivity in the LogisticsProcess(Byrne and 

Markham 1991)used the CLM mailing list. Thatstudy received only 309responses 

and failed to specify the response rate. Creating Logistics Value(Novack,Langley and 

Rinehart 1995)used the CLM mailing list. Thatstudy claimed aresponse rate of 

25.1%. World ClassLogistics(Global Logistics Research Team at Michigan State 

University 1995)used theCLM mailing list. Thatstudy claimed aresponse rate of 

19.6%. 

Three major publicationsoflogistics research -Intemational Journal ofPhvsical 

Distribution&Materials Management(IJPD&MM),the Joumal ofBusiness Logistics 

(JBL),and the Transportation Joumal(TJ)- have been used previously as sourcesof 

informationfor understanding response rates for mail surveysin logistics research 

(Novack 1987and Holcomb 1992). Thefollowing response rates were found: 

IJPD«&MM - 26.0% 

JBL - 33.8% 

TJ - 14.6%. 

Techniquesforinducing higher response ratesto mail surveys have been 

published. It has been established that prenotification,follow-ups,and first-class 

outgoing postage increase the response rate(Fox,Crask,and Kim 1989). A monetary 

incentive wasfound to increase response rates(Gajraj,Faria,and Dickinson 1990). The 
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color ofpaper used wasfound to produce no significant difference in response rates 

(Buttle and Thomas 1997). Length ofthe questionnaire wasfound to affect response 

rates(Roth and BeVier 1998),with shorter,simplersurvey instruments producing 

higher response rates. 

This study also failed to testfor non-response bias. This is a potentially serious 

flaw in the methodology thatthreatensthe validity ofthe findings and conclusions. 

However,this is somewhat mitigated bythe factthatthis study was exploratory in 

nature and notintended to testtheory. 

Notwithstanding threats to validity,the findings are considered to be reliable. 

They supportfindingsofpreviousresearch ofthis nature. The analyses ofthe data 

followsin Chapter4. 
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CHAPTER4 

FINDINGS 

The purpose ofthis chapter isto analyze the data collected via the Delphi study, 

the case studies,and the survey questionnaire. The hypotheses that were developed in 

Chapter2and summarized in Chapter3 are tested in this chapter. 

DelphiStudy 

The first survey generated twenty-five responses. The second survey generated 

twenty-seven responses. Thefindingsofeach survey are presented below. 

Kev Findingsfrom the First Delphi Studv 

The survey questions are listed below in bold typeface. The syntheses ofresponses 

are listed inmiediately below the questions,in order offrequency ofmention. 

1.What business and marketfactors are stimulating companies to move 

toward a supply chain process orientation and awayfrom functional silos? 

The answer wasincreasing competition. More specific comments were: 

- Lower margins and competitive pressures to reduce costs 

- Customer service,customerfocus 

- Cycletime pressures/demands 

- Seeking competitive advantage/regain competitive position 

- Continued consolidation ofthe supplier and customer base 
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2.Whatare the barriers companiesface in moving toward asupply chain process 

orientation? 

Status quotendencies and deficientinformation capability were cited. More specific 

comments were: 

- Organizational structure and related issues such as resistance to change,lack 

ofinfrastructure,lack ofleadership commitment,and the lack oftrustamong 

partners 

- I/T infrastructure: outdated/obsolete,lacking,nofunding,Y2K/ERP 

priorities 

- Lack ofmetrics to measure improvement 

- Performance metricsthat reward functional/geographical behaviors 

- Retaining costsavings within individual corporations 

- Absence ofnew performance measures and objectives that are process 

spanning rather thanfunctional 

- Lack ofdata 

3.Whatare the key activity or process measures being used inside companies 

today? 

Traditional internal metrics were referenced,including: 

- Specific functional measurements(case fill,inventory turns,cycle time, 

inventory levels,days sales outstanding,costs versus budget) 

- Performance to expectation/requirement(on time delivery, 

over/short/damaged) 
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- Broader measures/process measures not being widely used(cash to cash, 

EVA) 

4.Whatare the supply chain measures being used between companiestoday? 

Arethere generic performance measurements thattranscend different 

industries? Whatarethey? 

Arethere generic performance measurements thattranscend differentlinkages 

in thesupply chain? Whatare they? 

These questions and answers are grouped,as mostresponses were similar across 

the three questions. They included: 

- Quantitative measures 

- Ontime delivery,fill rate,"perfect order",order cycle time 

- Qualitative measures 

- Customer satisfaction surveys 

- Processimprovement opportunities 

- General dissatisfaction among respondents about whatis being measured/ 

how well/how frequently/to what effect. 

- Confusion around definition ofthe measmes,and the lack ofstandardization 

for the measuresthemselves. 

- Example:On-time delivery could be measured againstthe customer's 

original request,the initial commitmentdate,orthe lastrevised 

commitment date. 
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5.Whatare the key business-to-business linkages thatshould be measured(ifnot 

referenced above)? 

Forecasts,costs and financial consequences were cited. Specifics included: 

- Forecast accuracy 

- Performance against collaborative planning and goals 

- Customer service/satisfaction 

- Total supply chain costs(including total channel inventory)/impacton 

EVA or Shareholder Value/other economic measures 

6.Please commenton the evolution ofthe process ofmeasuring activities across 

firms. Whatis the currentstage? How fastis it evolving? How much progress 

will occur in the nextfive years? 

Respondentsrecognized measurement was deficient today butexpected dramatic 

improvement. Specific commentsincluded: 

- The currentstage is an awareness that it is necessary,butthere is alack of 

knowledge regarding howto do it or implementit. 

- Many organizations,eventoday,do not have cross-functional performance 

measuresin place within theirown companies. 

- Evolution will be based on collaboration among firms 

- Expectthe nextfive years to yield dramatic changes; which will likely 

become cost ofdoing business with Tier 1,maybe Tier 2,companies 

7.Whatwill be the effectofelectroniccommerceon business-to-business performance 

measurement? 
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Respondentshad mixed thoughts onthe value ofe-commerce to measurement: 

- Major enabling tool: real time information availability,commonlanguage 

for data exchange,encourages standardized measurements.Notapanacea! 

Will notchange anything in and ofitself-managers mustinitiate the 

changes,and use e-commerce asatool to facilitate 

8.Whatcompanies do you perceive asleadersin performance measurement? 

The popular press favorites were identified: 

- Proctor&Gamble,Wal-Mart,Dell,Hewlett-Packard,FedEx,Johnson& 

Johnson,Nabisco and Pillsbury were mentioned. 

9.Whatindividuals within these companies are responsible for performance 

measurement,especially in the area ofProduct/Service Flows,FinancialFlows, 

and Information Flows? 

(The researcher waslooking for namesofindividuals,butreceived mostly 

titles.) 

10.Whatcommentsor guidance do you have on where research in this area should 

befocused? 

Respondents were clearly thinking aboutthe evolution oflogisticsthoughtand 

the need for asupply chain orientation. Specific commentsincluded: 

- Be very clear in defining"supply chain". 

- Build on whathas already been accomplished(previousCLM studies. 

Supply Chain Covmcil,etc.). 
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- Focuson end-to-end metrics,and tie them to economic measures and 

executive decision supporttechniques. 

Utilize case studies of"bestin class"companies/focus groups made up of 

individuals from"bestin class"companies. 

Overall Value ofthe First Delphi Survev 

The first Delphi survey providedjustification and direction for this research. 

Logisticsthoughtand practice leaders said there wasaneed for this exploratory 

research. They pointed outthe need for a paradigm shift from single-firm measurement 

to measurementofsupply chain processes linking multiple firms. They indicated that 

supply chain thinking and supply chain measurement were in the developmental stage 

and were critically relevantto the future success ofbusiness. They pointed outthatthe 

general lack ofknowledge ofhow to implementsupply chain measurement and 

managementwas hindering progress. Respondents also identified specific firmsthat 

they felt were leaders in logistics performance measurementthat were later asked to be 

case studies. 

Objective ofthe Second Delphi Survev 

In the second survey,participants were asked to commentonthe findings ofthe 

first round ofquestions,to define the differences between supplychain management 

and logistics management,and to identify the key processes for each. The cover letter 

and surveyform forthis second round ofinquiry are included as ExhibitsA4and A5in 

Appendix A. 
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Respondents feltthatthe findings jfrom the firstround were comprehensive. 

Only Question 1 from the first survey wasaugmented with additional commentsfrom 

the review ofthe second round. Question 1 ofthe first survey is restated with the 

additional commentsfrom reviewers: 

1. Whatbusiness and marketfactors are stimulating companiesto movetoward a 

supply chain process orientation and awayfrom functionalsilos? 

-Increasing complexityofthe supply chain due to globalization,slowergrowth 

in developed markets,andincreasedexpansion to developing markets. 

It is interesting to note thatin the first roimd,the respondents had overlooked the 

implicationsofthe globaleconomy. Asreviewers,many individuals detected this 

glaring omission. 

Results ofthe Second Delphi Studv 

The questionsfrom the second survey are listed in boldface type below with a 

synthesis ofthe responses. 

1. Much has been written regarding the definition ofa supply chain.Onesuch 

definition states that:"Supply chain managementis the integration ofbusiness 

processesfrom end userthrough original suppliers that provides products, 

services,and information thatadd valuefor customers."How would you define the 

difference(s)between Logistics Managementand Supply Chain Management? 

-Supply chain managementis broaderin scope and encompasses logistics 

management activities. 
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-Logistics managementis functionally oriented,and within a company, 

whereas supply chain managementfocuses on the processes and linkages up and down 

the channels. 

-Logistics managementis tactical and execution-oriented.Itfocuses onthe 

physical handling and flow ofgoods and on the associated informationflows.Supply 

chain managementis more strategic in nature and involves collaboration among 

companies.It isfocused moreonthe"conversion processes"and on customer and 

supplier relationships. 

2. Whatkey processes or activities are included in "logistics"? 

-General consensus aslogistics activities: 

-Transportation and warehousing(flow and storage ofgoods and 

services) 

-Orderfulfillment/order entry/order processing 

-Inventory control and management 

-Approximately75%defined as logistics/25% as supply chain: 

-Customer service 

-Approximately50%defined aslogistics/50% as supply chain: 

-Sourcing/procurement/purchasing 

-Planning and scheduling 

-Forecasting 

-Information flows directly related to all ofthe above processes 

3. Whatkey processes or activities are included in"Supply Chain"that are not 

included in"Logistics"? 
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-General consensus: 

-Manufacturing/production 

-Demand management/customer management/sales 

-Product developmentand commercialization 

4. For discussion purposes,we have hypothesized that many companies are 

following a path ofdevelopmentfrom functional measures and benchmarks 

through process measures to intercompany measures,asfurther defined below. 

Please agree or disagree with our premise,commentifyou wish,and indicate 

where you feel yourcompany is on this continuum.(Consultants and academics were 

asked to skip the rating,but were asked to make commentsonthe premises.) 

StageI-Awareness oflogistics functions and the benefits ofsupply chain 

management 

StageII-Measuringfunctional activities within logistics or transportation, 

and comparing to average and/or best-in-class benchmarks 

Stage III— Identifying the underlyingfactors for performance against Stage 

II measures,estimating costs and benefits to improve performance,and 

implementing initiatives 

StageIV-Measuringintracompany cross-functional processes using 

measures thatare both functional and financialin nature/Estimating 

costs/benefits and implementing initiatives 

Stage V-Measuringintercompany logistics activities with a customer or 

supplier 
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stage VI-Structuring aformalorinformalrelationship with a customeror 

supplier to measureintercompany activities,how these activitiesimpact 

intracompany activities and costs,and estimating costs/benefits and 

implementing initiatives 

Stage VII-Extending Stage VIthrough morethan one link ofthe supply 

chain(to customer's customer,supplier's supplier,orsupplier to customer) 

Based on the above criteria,I estimate that mycompany is now 

predominantly in Stage: 

I II III IV V VI VII 

-Of13 respondents,two rated their companiesin Stage II,one in Stage 

III,eightin StageIV,and two in Stage VI. 

Based on thesame criteria,I estimate that my department/division is 

now in Stage: 

I II III IV V VI VII 

-Of12respondents,one rated their departmentin Stage II,one in Stage III, 

seven in StageIV,and three in Stage VI(see Figure 18). 
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My Company

My Oepartmeni

Figure 18 Measurement Sophistication of Delphi Respondents

It is interesting to note that a majority of practice leaders claimed that their

company and department were predominately in Stage IV (focused on intracompany

measurement). Other general comments by respondents on the ratings and criteria

include:

- Two of the 14 practitioners had specific comments on the rating criteria and

urged additional emphasis on using the information gained versus just

measunng.

- Four of the seven consultants objected to the ratings criteria.



-Many said it was very difficultto rate an entire company,or even a department 

or division,because differentfunctions or processes were at different stages.In 

many cases,the ratings reflected"pockets ofexcellence"rather than overall 

performance. 

-Somerespondents said that additional information and guidance in helping 

managers integrate their initiatives with those oftheir customers and suppliers 

would be valuable in helping them identify the costs and benefits ofthe 

initiatives to whichthey are applying the measurements. 

Kev Findingsfrom the Second Delphi Studv 

- Despite all ofthe literature on the subject and the definitions offered bykey 

orgamzations(including the Council ofLogistics Management),there wasa wide 

disparity ofimderstanding as to what logistics and supply chain included. Some 

individuals offered narrow definitions oflogistics processes,defining them as a sub-set 

ofsupply chain processes. Others included many more processes as logistics processes, 

but maintained the sub-set relationship. One individual indicated that there was no 

difference between thetwo. This individual also felt thatthe term"supply chain"was 

misleading,as it implies sequential processes,when in reality the supply chain is closer 

to acomplex integrated network ofprocesses. Measurementinitiatives across 

companies were very much the exception rather than the rule. Among the twelve 

respondentsfrom the second survey,only two indicated that theirfirm had relationships 

with key customers or suppliers thatincludedshared measurements and initiatives to 
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improvethose measurements. Several comments were made such as to"pockets of 

excellence,""relativelyfew butvery effective relationships,"etc. 

Both surveys indicated thatakey barrier to measurementmay be a perceived 

lack ofalignment around key measures,multiple definitions and interpretations ofthose 

measures,and the difficulty ofcomparing measurementsofdifferent companies(or 

even different departments or divisions ofasingle company). This confirmed the 

researcher's beliefthatthis research would be valuable to the logistics profession. One 

respondent also offered that"there is too much emphasis on'measuring'versus 

'doing'..."and that"measuring is important,but we are doing some(things)that we 

don't yet have good measuresfor." 

Considering thatthe Delphi survey represented the understanding and practices 

ofindividuals and companiesthoughtto be among the leaders in supply chain 

measurement,the overall findings were both humbling and discouraging. There is great 

confusion overthe definition ofthe logistics managementand supply chain 

managementconstructs. Moreformalized explication and dissemination ofthese terms 

is required. A majority ofrespondents claim that their departmentand company are in 

StageIV orfocused on internal measurementissues. However,mosthave no shared 

measures with customers or suppliers.The transition from a logistics orientation to a 

supply chain orientation appearsto require afundamental shiftoffocus. Logistics 

managementisthoughtto focus on accounting measuresoffunctional performance and 

engineering measures ofactivities intemalto the firm. Supply chain managementis 

thoughtto focus on processesthat interface with trading partners,oninvestments in 

developing relationships,and an ability to collaborate on mutual adjustments of 
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activities in the larger system ofmultiple firms. Generally,there appearsto be great 

confusion on how to implementsupply chain management. 

Case Studies 

Participating Companies 

Fifty-five in-depth interviews were conducted with twenty companies 

and a governmentagency. Initial telephone interviews with several other 

companies did notresultin complete interviews.Thecompaniesthat declined 

did so due to limited time availability ofkey staffora beliefthatthey were not 

leaders in the area ofmeasurement. Participating organizations represented 

several industries and positions in the supply chain(see Table 2). 

Kev Findingsfrom the Case Studies 

The purpose ofthe case studies wasthreefold:(1)to determine whatlogistics 

activities and processes were being measured;(2)to identify barriers and enablers of 

their measurement efforts; and(3)to discover any methods or tools used to achieve 

success in this area that could be considered by other companies. Key findingsforthe 

case studies are highlighted in Appendix B. 
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Table2 CaseStudy Participants by Business Category 

Consumer Electronics 

Compaq Computer 

Greybar Electric Company 

ModusMediaIntemational 

Motorola,Inc. 

Paging Network,Inc. 

TexasInstruments 

Sun Microsystems 

Food Distribution 

Martin Brower 

Food Manufacturing 

Nabisco Foods 

Tyson Foods 

Welch Foods 

Food Retailing 

H.E.Butt 

Loblaw Companies 

Lessons Learned jfrom the Case Studies 

GovernmentAgencv 

Defense Logistics Agency 
Medical Sunnlies Distribution 

Owens&Minor,Inc. 

Industrial Sunnlies Distribution 

W.W.Grainger,Inc. 
Office Products 

3M 

Avery Dennison 

Paner Goods Manufacturing 

Intemational Paper Company 
Service Provider.Automotive 

Caliber Logistics,Inc. 

Snecialitv Products Retailer 

Service Merchandise Company 

The case studies showed the importance ofkey antecedents,moderators,and 

tools for the implementation ofeffective logistics and supply chain measurement 

systems. Several companies flow-charted their workflow and used process mapping 

and process reengineering to achieve more efficientand effective practices. The use of 

activity-based costing allowed companiesto determine coststo serve customers and to 

perform customized customer profitability analyses. Data warehousing,providing 

accurate,comprehensive,timely,and accessible information,wasakey enabler of 
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measurementand performance improvement,as wastop managementsupportof 

measmementinitiatives. Sharing databases viathe intemet with customers and 

suppliersimproved communication and coordination ofactivities measured. Providing 

performance scorecards to customers and top management wasconsidered essential. 

Tying operational measuresto the financial statementsreceived top-management 

attention. Tying individual employee incentives to key performance measiures created 

ownership and responsibility for performance throughoutthe organization. Elimination 

ofoutdated and inappropriate measures and incentives that produced counter-productive 

behaviors was essential. 

Collaboration with customers and suppliers on the key interface processes(such 

as planning,forecasting,scheduling,order fulfillment and procurement)is a first step in 

building relationships oftrust based onjointly defined and shared measures. Questions 

to be discussed with trading partners include: 

Whatconstitutes our mutual success? 

How will the factorsfor success be measured? 

Whatis the currentlevel ofperformance,and whatisthe expected level? 

Who is responsible for gathering the data? 

Who will review the data and approve or disapprove ofthe progress againstthe 

goal? 

Being willing to negotiate changesin business practices,so long as there is a benefit 

to one ofthe trading partners,is anew but promising orientation for many companies. 

Bringing key customersor suppliers into the company to mobilize internal functions to 

address changes required can be more successfiil than trying to change an organization 
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from the inside. Attention to cultural compatibility and understanding the trading 

partner's business strategy can also facilitate supply chain improvements. Finally, 

successful logistics measurementinitiatives and programs rely heavily on top 

managementsupport 

MailSurvey 

The respondents represented morethan twenty-five industries,with food and 

beverage(21%),chemicals and plastics(9%),automotive related(7%),pharmaceuticals 

(6%),and paper and related products(6%)being the mostrepresented. Manufacturing 

wasthe mostpredominant businesstype(56%),followed by distribution/wholesaling 

(11%),and retailing(10%). Third party logistics providers(7%),carriers(5%),and 

public warehousing(3%)were also represented. Ofthe 355 useable responses,51% 

were from executives with titles ofvice president or senior vice president oflogistics, 

operations,distribution,orsupply chain management,suggesting the importance ofthis 

function to the firm. These firms represented a wide range in annual sales volume:31% 

were under$250 million in sales,21%were between$250-$500 million,17% were 

between $500 million-$l billion,21% were between$l-$5 billion,6%were between 

$5-$10 billion,and4%over$10 billion in annual sales. 

The balance ofthis chapter will discussthe findings ofthe research hypotheses 

and additional post hocfindings ofinterest from the mail survey. 
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Hypothesis 1:Key performance measures,as identified by senior supply chain or 

logistics managers,are not being captured,eyen though they are perceiyed to be 

importantto their firm and to their customers. 

Respondents were asked to indicate the degree ofimportance ofyarious 

measuresto their trading partners,to theirownfunction,and to their company. On a 

scale of1 to 5,with 1 being'Very important"and5 being "notimportant," the means 

were calculated to compare ratings and rankingsforthe twelye measures perceiyed to 

be mostimportantto partners(i.e.,customers,unless the respondents were retailers -

then suppliers). Ontime deliyery and order fill were equally ranked asthetwo most 

important measuresfor customers. Freightcost was considerably more importantto the 

function than to partners(see Table 3). 

Table3 Importance ofMeasures 

ImportanceTo 

Partner Function Company 
Measurement 

N Mean Rank N Mean Rank N Mean Rank 

On Time Delivery 274 1.51 1 275 1.49 1 266 1.59 1 

Order Fill 233 1.62 2 269 1.61 2 266 1.71 2 

Line Item Fill 172 1.65 3 235 1.79 4 227 1.93 4 

Back Order 189 1.79 4 222 2.01 6 217 2.10 7 

Order Cycle Time 202 1.87 5 218 1.97 5 213 2.04 6 

Invoice Accuracy 216 1.88 6 187 2.04 8 180 1.88 3 

Case Fill 112 1.92 7 148 2.06 9 140 2.11 8 

Over/Short/Damage 194 2.02 8 249 2.06 10 240 2.52 12 

Freight Cost 144 2.19 9 293 1.66 3 282 2.03 5 

Returns and Allowances 148 2.24 10 241 2.56 12 231 2.43 11 

Inquiry Response Time 122 2.27 11 121 2.23 11 120 2.36 10 

Forecasting Accuracy 75 2.53 12 197 2.03 7 192 2.33 9 

Scale: 1 to 5: (1 =VeryImportant,5=NotImportant.) 
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Moreover,respondents indicated thattrading partners used many ofthese 

measuresto quantify their firm's performance,implying thatthe partners had the 

measure. Even so,many respondents admitted to not capturing these important 

measures. Forexample,the measure ofinvoice accuracy,the third mostimportantof 

these measuresto the company,was captured by only fifty-two percent ofthe 

respondents. Exacerbating this measurementissue wasthe fact that at least40%of 

these measures were notdefined,either by the parmer orjointly with the partner(See 

Table 4). 

Table4 Capture ofMeasures 

Partner Partner Company Defined by 
Partner 

Measurement Importance UsesIt? CapturesIt? or Jointly Defined 
Rank (Yes%) (No%) (Yes%) 

On Time Delivery 1 86 21 60 

Order Fill 2 75 19 58 

Line Item Fill 3 55 31 58 

Back Order 4 62 36 55 

Order Cycle Time 5 63 38 50 

Invoice Accuracy 6 69 48 58 

Case Fill 7 32 61 53 

Over/Short/Damage 8 61 28 57 

FreightCost 9 44 13 52 

Retumsand Allowances 10 44 31 50 

Inquiry Response Time 11 36 60 52 

Forecasting Accuracy 12 16 46 43 
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A separate measure,"overall customer satisfaction," wasregarded asimportant 

or very important by90%ofthe respondents. With a mean of1.48 on afive-point scale, 

this wasthe mostimportant ofall measures rated. Yet,only61%ofthe respondents 

said they captured this measure. 

To evaluate the differences in responses to the importance ofthe 

measures between those firms that captured these measures(the yes group)and those 

that did not(the"no"group),an independent-samples t-test was performed. This was 

donefor each ofthe twelve logistics measuresforthe three importance ratings(Partner, 

Function,and Firm). Levene's Testfor equality ofvariances produced significance 

levels thatrequired rejecting the null hypothesisthatthe variances were equal. 

Consequently,equal variances were notassumed. Differences in means between the 

"yes"and "no"groups were fouxid to be statistically significantforten ofthe twelve 

measures(see Table 5). Forexample,the twenty-one respondents who did notcapture 

the measure for "invoice accuracy" generated a mean of2.80(less important)forthe 

function. The 161 respondents who didcapture this measure generated a mean of1.96 

(more important)to the function. The t-test for equality ofmeansfoimd atwo-tailed 

significance level of0.009for this comparison ofmeans.In all cases forthe twelve 

(measures)by three(importance dimensions)matrix ofcomparisons,the"no"group 

considered the measure less importantto partners. However,these differences in means 

were statistically significantfor only two ofthe twelve measures -"line item fill" and 

"case fill." Otherwise,there wasno difference in perceived importance ofthe measure 

to the partner and whether the measure wascaptured or not. 
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Table5 Comparison ofImportance ofMeasure and WhetherItIs Captured 

Importance To 

Partner Function Company 
Measurement Captured N Mean N Mean N Mean 

9 

On Time Delivery No 50 1.70 13 2.15 14 2.29 

Yes 217 1.47 258 1.46 251 1.56 

Order Fill No . 26 1.96 10 3.00* 9 2.89 

Yes 201 1.57 257 1.56* 255 1.60 

Line Item Fill No 28 2.18* 14 3.21* 13 2.85 

Yes 137 1.53* 218 1.71* 212 1.88 

Back Order No 35 1.91 10 4.01* 9 3.89* 

Yes 151 1.75 224 1.68* 219 1.74* 

Order Cycle Time No 57 2.04 18 2.78* 16 2.63* 

Yes 136 1.78 195 1.91* 192 1.99* 

Invoice Accuracy No 85 2.00 21 2.80* 19 2.42* 

Yes 120 1.78 161 1.96* 157 1.82* 

Case Fill No 34 2.59* 26 3.85* 3.65*23 

Yes 74 1.60* 118 1.65* 113 1.70* 

Over/Short/Damage No 31 2.35 11 2.82* 13 2.85 

Yes 158 1.95 234 2.03* 223 2.50 

Freight Cost No 18 2.50 9 2.57 5 2.60 

Yes 119 1.63 283 1.63 274 2.02 

Returns and Allowances No 27 2.56 16 3.88* 15 3.40* 

Yes 116 2.18 219 2.47* 212 2.36* 

Inquiry Response Time No 58 2.41 27 2.96* 26 3.00* 

Yes 55 2.20 90 2.01* 88 2.17* 

Forecasting Accuracy No 26 2.77 20 2.75* 20 3.10* 

Yes 48 2.38 176 1.95* 172 2.24* 

Scale: 1 to 5: 1 = Very Important,5=NotImportant. 
* indicates t-test significance(2-sided)at below.05 level 
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Chisquare tests were conducted to understand differences between the group of 

respondents who rated these twelve measures as a 1 or2(important)and the group of 

respondents who rated these twelve measures as3,4 or5(less importantto not 

important). The chi square tests supported the results ofthe t-tests for the two measures 

of"line item fill"(Pearson chi square value of10.118 and asymptotic significance of 

0.001)and "case fill"(Pearson chi square value of15.947 and asymptotic significance 

of0.000). For only thesetwo measures was statistical significancefound to indicate a 

difference between the rating ofimportance and whether the measure was captured. For 

the remaining ten measures,the chi square testfound no significant association between 

perceived importance and whetherthe measure wascaptured or not. Key performance 

measures,knownto be importantto trading partners and the company,are not being 

captured by roughly 20-50% ofthe respondents.The single exception is freight costs, 

loweronthe importance ranking to customers,where 13%do notcapture the measure. 

The data support accepting Hypothesis 1. 

Hvpothesis2:Firmsthat have implemented ABC have a higher perceived competitive 

advantage overthose firms that have notimplemented ABC. 

Respondents indicated whetherthey perceived to have an advantage or 

disadvantage(on afive point scale)compared to their primary competitor for seven 

processes or capabilities: Customer Service,Order Fulfillment,Sourcing/Procurement, 

Transportation/Distribution, Warehousing/Handling/Storage,Information Capability, 

and Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling(See Question II Con page4ofthe questionnaire, 
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ExhibitX in Appendix Y). They also indicated whether varioustechnologies,including 

activity-based costing(ABC),were implemented,being implemented,planned for 

implementation,or notplanned forimplementation. Crosstabulations were performed 

comparing responses based on degree ofadvantage/disadvantage and degree of 

implementation ofABC. This wasdone with three grouping variations ofdegree of 

advantage/disadvantage and degree ofimplementation. In no case did the chi square 

testfind any significant associations. Expected counts and actual counts were not 

statistically different. Thefindings indicated that perceived competitive advantagefor 

the seven processes/capabilities is not associated with having ABCimplemented. 

Hypothesis2is notsupported. 

Hvpothesis 3a:Primarv financial measuresthat drive decision-making in firms are more 

likelv to be related to margin managementrather than to asset management. 

Respondents selected from a list ofthirteen financial measures a primary 

financial measure that drives decision making in their organizations. For Hypotheses 

3a,3b and 3c,the nonparametric chi-square test was appropriate to testfor significance. 

This goodness offit test compared the observed and expected frequencies ofchoice of 

primary financial measure to determine ifthe selections contained the same proportion 

ofvalues. The chi-square value produced was 153.847,with twelve degrees offreedom 

and asymptotic significance of0.000. The choices ofprimary financial measures are 

significantly different(see Table 6). 
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Table6 ChiSquare TestforPrimary Financial Measure 

Primary Financial Measure 
Observed N Expected N Residual 

Cash Flow 24 26.2 -2.2 

Contribution Margin 20 26.2 -6.2 

EPS 22 26.2 -4.2 

EBIT/EBITDA 46 26.2 19.8 

EVA 27 26.2 0.8 

Gross Profit Margin 47 26.2 20.8 

MarketShare 8 26.2 -18.2 

Net Profit Margin 66 26.2 39.8 

ROA 13 26.2 -13.2 

ROCE 17 26.2 -9.2 

ROE 4 26.2 -22.2 

ROI 38 26.2 11.8 

RONA 8 26.2 -18.2 

Total 340 

Netprofit margin(19.4%)and gross profit margin(13.8%)were the two most 

frequently selected financial measures(see Figure 19). This supportsthe hypothesis 

that managementis especially concerned with margin management. 

Thethirteen measures were grouped into four categories: Margin 

ManagementMeasures,Asset Management Measures,Integrative Measures,and Other 

Measures(see Figure 20). Margin ManagementMeasures accounted for 52.6% ofthe 

responses. It is remarkable that integrative financial measures were selected by less 

than one outoffive respondents. This suggests.a lack ofunderstanding ofthe impactof 

asset utilization onthe production ofwealth by the firm. 
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Categories of 
Primary Financial 
Measures 

Margin Management 

Net Profit Margin 
GrossProfit Margin 
EBIT 

Contribution Margin 

Subtotal 

Asset Management 

ROA 

RONA 

Subtotal 

Integrative Measures 

ROI 

ROCE 

ROE 

Subtotal 

Other Measures 

EVA 

Cash Flow 

EPS 

MarketShare 

Subtotal 

%ofTotal 

Respondents 

Valid N=340 

19.4 

13.8 

13.5 

5.9 

52.6 

3.7 

2.4 

6.1 

11.2 

4.8 

1.1 

17.1 

7.9 

7.1 

6.5 

2.3 

23.8 

Figure20 Categories ofPrimary Financial Measures 
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Respondents selected one of eight choices for primary business strategy. These

were:

- Differentiated Customer Service

- Best Value Product/Service

- Low Cost Provider/Cost Leader

- All Things to All People

- Focus On a Product/Market Niche

- Differentiation or Innovation in Product/Services

- Differentiation Supply Chain Management

- Tailored Personalized Service to Customers

Margin management was the primary financial measure regardless of business strategy

(see Figure 21).

[□Margin Management BAssel Manageinent nintegrative Measures DCash Flow ■ Other Measures |

f r

10

DiffCustSvc Best Value Low Cost AIIThlngs Focus/I^lche DIffer/lnnov Differ SCM Tailored Svcs

Figure 21 Primary Financial Measure by Business Strategy
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Respondents selected one of five choices for their primary logistics strategy.

They were:

- Minimize Supply Chain Costs

- Increase Corporate Revenue

- Maintain or Improve Customer Service

- Provide Best Value Added Services/Capabilities for Our Customers

- Provide Tailored, Personalized Service to Specific Customer Segments

Margin management measures were the primary financial measures regardless of

logistics strategy (see Figure 22).

iDMargin Management ■AssetMancggnentnintegralive Measures aCash Flow BOlher Measures'

knlJ
MnSC Costs Increase Rev. Cost Service Best value Add TallcredSvcs

Figure 22 Primary Financial Measure by Logistics Strategy



Respondents indicated their company's position in its primary supply chain.

Their five choices were:

- Sells Directly to the End Consumer,

- is One Step Removed from the end consumer,

- is Two Steps Removed from the end consumer,

- is Three Steps Removed from the end consumer,

- is primarily a Service Organization, acting as a Subcontractor to other

businesses, and occupies multiple locations in the supply chain.

Margin management measures were the primary financial measure regardless of the

company's position in the supply chain (see Figure 23). Hypothesis 3a is supported by

iBMargin Management BAsset Management □Inlegralive Measures DCash Flow ■Other Measures i

m
■ ■

Two Steps 3 Plus Steps

Figure 23 Primary Financial Measure by Position in the Supply Chain



Hypothesis 3b:Primary financial measuresthat drive decision making in firms are more 

likely to be related to margin managementrather than to financial measures that 

integrate the income statementand balance sheet. 

The measures that integrate the income statementand the balance sheet,namely 

ROI,ROCE,and ROE,were selected by only 17.1%ofthe respondents astheir primary 

financial measure. More than three times as manyrespondents selected margin 

management measuresastheir primary financial measure. A chi-square testfoimd 

significance in these results,as described in Table6,above. The data support 

Hypothesis 3b. 

Hypothesis 3c:Cashflow measures are not often used asa primary financial measure 

for decision-making. 

Cashflow wasselected by only 7.1%ofthe respondents as their primary 

financial measure. By business strategy,it was selected zero to 14%ofthe time. By 

logistics strategy,it was selected 3to 12%ofthe time. By position in the supply chain, 

it was selected zero to 14%ofthe time.A chi-square testfound significance in these 

results,as described in Table 6,above. Hypothesis3c is supported by the data(see 

Table 7). 
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Table7 Cash Flow as aPrimaiy Financial Measure 

"Cash Flow is the Primary Financial 
Measure in My Organization li 

Total Respondents 
Valid N=340 

By Business Strategy 

Diff GustSvc 

Valid N=31 

BestValue 

Valid N=86 

Low Cost 

Valid N=23 

All Things 

Valid N=28 

Focus/Niche 

Valid N=58 

Differ/lnnov 

Valid N=56 

DifferSCM 

Valid N=26 

Tailored Svcs 

Valid N=27 

7.1% 

9.7% 

7.0% 

4.3% 

14.3% 

5.2% 

5.4% 

0.0% 

11.1% 

By Logistics Strategy 

Minimize SC Costs 10.1% 

Valid N=89 

Increase Revenue 12.1% 

Valid N=33 

Customer Service 3.7% 

Valid N=53 

BestValue Added 4.9% 

Valid N=122 

Tailored Svcs 7.1% 

Valid N=42 

By Position in the Supply Chain 

Sell Direct 5.6% 

Valid N=71 

One Step 6.3% 

Valid N=127 

TwoSteps 5.7% 

Valid N=87 

3Plus Steps 0.0% 

Valid N=10 

Serv/Sub. 14.3% 

Valid N=42 

Hypothesis4:Firmsthat have alignmentin their logistics and business strategy will 

have a better-perceiyed competitive advantage than firms that do not. 

Respondents selected their primary business strategy from a list ofeightchoices 

and their primary logistics strategy from alist offive choices. The mostoften selected 

business strategy was"Best Value Products/Services"(25.8%);the least often was 

"Low CostProvider"(6.9%)(see Figure 24). A nonparametric chi square testfoimd 
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Figure 24 Describe Business Strategy

significance in the differences in the choices of business strategy (chi-square value of

87.516, seven degrees of freedom, and asymptotic significance of 0.000).

The most often selected logistics strategy was "Provide Best Value

Services/Capabilities for Our Customer" (37.8%) and the least selected was "Increase

Corporate Revenue" (9.4%) (see Figure 25). A nonparametric chi square test found

significance in the differences in the choices of logistics strategy (chi-square value of

96.267, four degrees of freedom, and asymptotic significance of 0.000).



CD
Q. 0

Minimize Supply Chai Maintain/improve Cus Provide Tailored Ser

Increase Corp. Reven Provide Best Value/C

Figure 25 Describe Logistics Strategy

The selection of a logistics strategy was compared to the business strategy
selected.

The comparison of matched selections of business and logistics strategies reveals an

array of possible strategy pairs (see Table 8).



Table8 Business Strategy Alignmentwith Logistics Strategy 

Business Strategies 

Differentiated customer 

service 

Best value product/service 
Low cost provider 
All things to all people 
Focuson niche 

Differentiation/innovation in 

products/services 

Differentiation through supply 
chain management 

Tailored,personalized service 
to customers 

Total 

Logistics Strategies 

Maintain Provide Provide 

best 

Minimize Increase or value- tailored, 
improve added 

supply chain corporate customer services for personalized 
costs revenue service customers services Total 

7 3 5 17 3 35 

23 11 11 36 9 90 

15 1 5 3 0 24 

8 1 10 7 1 27 

15 9 12 19 4 59 

9 4, 8 29 7 57 

10 1 1 11 4 27 

1 2 1 11 13 28 

88 32 53 133 41 347 

Visual inspection ofTable8reveals many mismatches between business 

strategy and logistics strategy. "Best Value"and"All Things"strategies are likely 

indicative ofthe presence ofno clear strategy,consequently making alignment 

problematic. 

A chi square test was conducted to determine ifthere were any significant 

associations between the selection matches ofbusiness and logistics strategy. For the 

347 valid cases,an asymptotic significance level of0.000 was determined,indicating 
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that strong associations were present. Specifically,strong positive associations were 

found betweentwo matches:(1)"Low CostProvider" business strategy and the logistics 

strategy of"Minimize Supply Chain Costs;" and(2)"Tailored,Personalized Service to 

Customers" business strategy and "Tailored,Personalized Service" logistics strategy. A 

strong negative association wasfound between one match:"Tailored,Personalized 

Service to Customers" business strategy and the logistics strategy of"Minimize Supply 

Chain Costs." The"Best Value" matches ofbusiness and logistics strategy did not 

produce a statistically significant association. 

An attempt was made to find an association between those respondents who 

reported "aligned" business and logistic strategies of(1)Low Costor(2)Tailored 

Service based upon their claim ofa competitive advantage or disadvantage. Cell counts 

were below the minimum required to produce results using the chi square test(see 

Table 9). 

A visual inspection ofthe data in Table9reveals that no respondents with 

strategies outofalignmentclaimed a disadvantage in the order fulfillment, 

transportation,or warehousing activities. Perhapsthis supportsthe theory that 

ignorance is bliss. Howeverthe data are inconclusive to either support or reject 

Hypothesis4. 
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Table9 AlignmentofStrategies and Competitive Advantage 

Low Cost- Aligned Low Cost - NotAligned 
Counts ofStrategy based Claimed Claimed Claimed Claimed 
on Perceived Advantage Disadvantage Advantage Disadvantage 
Competitive Advantage 

Process/Capability 

Customer Service 6 3 3 1 

Order Fulfillment 5 2 3 0 

Sourcing/Procurement 8 1 5 2 

Transportation 8 0 7 0 

Warehousing 4 3 6 0 

Information Capability 5 8 3 3 

Planning/Forecasting/Sc 4 5 3 4 

heduling 

Tailored-Aligned Tailored -NotAligned 
Counts ofStrategy based Claimed Claimed Claimed Claimed 
on Perceived Advantage Disadvantage Advantage Disadvantage 
Competitive Advantage 

Process/Capability 

Customer Service 8 1 7 0 

Order Fulfillment 9 1 6 0 

Sourcing/Procurement 4 1 5 1 

Transportation 7 3 9 0 

Warehousing 8 1 8 0 

Information Capability 11 1 9 2 

Planning/Forecasting/Sc 4 0 3 4 
heduling 

Hypothesis 5:Different business strategies will be associated with different logistics 

measures. 

The thirty-seven logistics measures explored on the questionnaire were 

crosstabulated with the eight business strategy choicesto determine ifthere were any 

associations between the business strategy pursued and whether or not specific logistics 

measures were captured. Overall,a statistically significant association with business 

strategy wasfound for only four ofthe thirty-seven logistics measures(see Table 10). 
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Table 10 Significant Associations ofMeasuresand Business Strategy 

Significant Associations ofMeasures and Business Strategy 
Measure Pearson Chi Degrees Asymptotic 

Square Value of Significance 
Freedom 

Costto serve 19.496 7 0.007 

Returns and allowances 20.454 7 0.005 

Inventory obsolescence 16.463 7 0.021 

Incoming material quality 14.356 7 0.045 

Based on the comparisons ofexpected counts to actual counts,thefollowing 

interpretations can be made:Tailored service business strategies are more likely to 

capture the costto serve measure,whilelow cost provider strategies are less likely to do 

so. Tailored service business strategies are more likely to capture the retioms and 

allowances measirre. Measures ofobsolete inventory are significantly less likely to be 

captured by companies with either an "All Thingsto AllPeople"ora Tailored Service 

strategy. 

Since no association between business strategy and logistics measures captured 

wasfound for thirty-three ofthe thirty-seven measures.Hypothesis5can not be 

supported. 

Although Hypothesis5 wasnotsupported by the data,post hoc exploratory 

analysis produced some interesting associations. Twice as many statistically significant 
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Table 11 Significant Associations ofMeasures and Logistics Strategy 

Significant Associations ofMeasures and Logistics Strategy 
Measure Pearson Chi Square Degrees of Asymptotic 

Value Freedom Significance 

Lineitem fill 10.677 4 0.03 

Outofstock 11.896 4 0.018 

Costto serve 15.208 4 0.004 

Inquiry response time 11.762 4 0.019 

Finished goodsinventory turns 10.453 4 0.009 

Product units processed per 10.366 4 0.035 

warehouse labor unit 

Processing accuracy 10.984 4 0.027 

Space utilization vscapacity 10.73 4 0.03 

associations werefound between logisticsstrategy and the capture ofmeasures(see 

Table 11). Based on the comparisons ofexpected counts to actual coimts,the logistics 

strategy of"Tailored Service"is more likely to capture several logistics measures(see 

Table 12). 

Location in the supply chain accountsfor more statistically significant 

associations with the measures captured than logistics strategy does. Seventeen ofthe 

thirty-seven measures produced associations with position ofthefirm in the supply 

chain(see Table 13). 
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Table 12 Implications ofAssociations ofMeasures and Logistics Strategy 

Significant Associations ofMeasures and Logistics 
Strategy 
Measure 

Line item fill 

Outofstock 

Costto serve 

Inquiry response time 

Strategy More Likely to 
Capture Measure 

Increase corp.revenue 

Tailored service 

Tailored service 

Min.supply chain costs 

Maintain/improve cust 
SVC 

Finished goodsinventory turns Min.supply chain costs 
Product units processed per Tailored service 
M^arehouse labor unit 

Processing accuracy Tailored service 
Space utilization vs capacity Tailored service 

Strategy Less Likely to 
Capture Measure 

Provide best value 

Min.supply chain costs 

Maintain/improve cust 
SVC 

Tailored service 

Increase corp.revenue 

Increase corp.revenue 

Min.supply chain costs 

Increase corp.revenue 
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Table 13 Significant Associations ofMeasures and Position in the Supply Chain 

Significant Associations ofMeasures and Position in the Supply Chain 
Measure Pearson Chi Square Degreesof Asymptotic 

Value Freedom Significance 

Order fill 11.922 4 0.018 

Line item fill 10.17 4 0.038 

Outofstock 9.497 4 0.050 

Back orders 11.374 4 0.023 

Perfect orderfulfillment 10.118 4 0.038 

Costto serve 19.928 4 0.001 

Returns and allowances 23.17 4 0.000 

Inquiry response time 16.181 4 0.003 

Inventory count accuracy 13.373 4 0.010 

Forecast accuracy 13.636 4 0.009 

Inventory carrying costs 19.696 4 0.001 

Inventory obsolescence 11.335 4 0.023 

Outboimd freight costs 16.14 4 0.003 

Processing accuracy 14.431 4 0.006 

Space utilization vs capacity 9.711 4 0.046 

Labor utilization vs capacity 11.487 4 0.022 

Equipment utilization vs 11.922 4 0.018 
capacity 

Based onthe comparisons ofexpected counts to actual counts,those companies 

that sell directly to the end consumer are often more likely to capture logistics measures. 

Companiestwo steps removed,typically manufacturers,are only more likely to capture 

measures ofinventory accuracy and less likely to capture costto serve and perfect order 

fulfillment(see Table 14). 
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Table14 Differences in Emphasison Measures based on Supply Chain Position 

Significant AssociationsofMeasures and Position in the Supply Chain 

Measure 

Orderfill 

Line item fill 

Outofstock 

Back orders 

Perfectorderfulfillment 

Costto serve 

Returnsand allowances 

Inquiry responsetime 

Inventory count accuracy 

Forecast accuracy 

Inventory carrying costs 

Inventory obsolescence 

Outbound freight costs 

Processing accuracy 

Space utilization vs capacity 
Labor utilization vs capacity 
Equipment utilization vs 
capacity 

Position More Likelyto Position Less Likely to 
Capture Measure Capture Measure 

(Steps Removedfrom Consumer) 

Service org/subcontractor Three or more steps 
Sell direct 

Sell direct 

(none) 

Sell direct 

Service org/subcontractor 

Sell direct 

Service org/subcontractor 

One step 

Sell direct 

Two steps 

One step 

One step 

One step 

One step 
Sell direct 

Sell direct 

Sell direct 

Sell direct 

Service org/subcontractor 
Service org/subcontractor 

Service org/subcontractor 

Two steps 

Two steps 

Service org/subcontractor 
One step 

Service org/subcontractor 

Service org/subcontractor 

Sell direct 

Service org/subcontractor 

Service org/subcontractor 

Service org/subcontractor 

Two steps , 

Two steps 

One step 

Two steps 
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Hypothesis6a:Firms that have a coordinated or integrated planning process are more 

likely to measure key logistics processes vyithin the firm. 

Respondents described the current state oflogistics measurementfor seven 

logistics processes/capabilities by indicating one offive states:(1)they were unaware 

ofthe process performance and did notmeasure it;(2)they were aware ofthe process 

performance and did not measure it;(3)they measure activities ofthe process but did 

nottake action to change the value ofthe measure;(4)they coordinate functional 

activities and estimate costs and benefits ofimplementing improvements based upon the 

measures captured;and(5)they integrate activities with otherfunctions orfirms based 

upon functional and financial measures captured and implementimprovements in the 

process. These ratings were madefor both within the company and between it and 

trading partners. The planning process wasone ofthe seven evaluated bythe 

respondents. 

A chi square test wasconducted to determine the association ofhaving a 

coordinated or integrated planning process with the likelihood ofatleast measuring 

other logistics processes and capabilities within the firm. In all cases,a significant 

positive association wasfoimd(see Table 15).The data strongly support Hypothesis6a. 

Measurementis more often found infirmsthat have aformal planning function. 
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Table15 FirmsthatPlan Internally Also Measureand ImproveInternally 

Having a Coordinated or Integrated Planning Process is Significantly 
Associated with MeasurementofLogistics processes and capabilities Within 
the Firm 

Processes/Capabilities Pearson Degrees Asymptotic 
Chi of Significance 

Square Freedom 

Value 

Customer Service 12.210 1 0.000 

Order Fulfillment 14.606 1 0.000 

Sourcing/Procurement 18.652 1 0.000 

Transportation/Distribution 13.401 1 0.000 

Warehousing/Storage 12.044 1 0.001 

Information Capability 33.691 1 0.000 

Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling 121.935 1 0.000 

Hypothesis6b:Firmsthat have a coordinated or integrated planning process are more 

likely to measure key logistics processes between it and trading partners. 

A chi square test wasconducted to determine the association ofhaving a 

coordinated or integrated planning process with the likelihood ofatleast measuring 

other logistics processes and capabilities between the firm and its trading partners. In 

all cases,a significant positive association wasfound(see Table 16). The data strongly 

support Hypothesis6b. 
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Table16 FirmsthatPlan Are More Likely to Measure 

Having a Coordinated or Integrated Planning Process is Significantly 
Associated with MeasurementofLogistics processes and capabilities Between 
the Firm and its Trading Partner 

Processes/Capabilities Pearson Degrees Asymptotic 
Chi Square of Significance 

Value Freedom 

Customer Service 17.111 0.000 

Order Fulfillment 16.947 0.000 

Sourcing/Procurement 10.018 0.002 

Transportation/Distribution 14.886 0.000 

Warehousing/Storage 20.938 0.000 

Information Capability 40.961 0.000 

Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling 93.068 0.000 

Hvpothesis 6c:Firmsthat have a coordinated or integrated planning prnc.ess have a 

better-perceived competitive advantage than firmsthat do not. 

A chi square test wasconducted to determine the association ofhaving a 

coordinated or integrated planning process with the likelihood ofhaving a perceived 

competitive advantage in logistics processes and capabilities,for both within the firm 

and between thefirm and its trading partners. No significant associations werefoimd 

for Customer Service,Transportation, Warehousing,orInformation Capability. A 

significant positive association wasfound for Order Fulfillment and Planning/ 
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Table17 Advanced Planning Fays OffCompetitively 

Having a Coordinated or Integrated Planning Process is Significantly Associated 
with a Competitive Advantage in some Logistics processes and capabilities 

Processes/Capabilities Pearson Degrees Asymptotic 
Chi Square of Significance 

Value Freedom 

Order Fulfillment,Within the Firm 6.625 1 0.010 

Order Fulfillment,Between Firms 4.330 1 0.037 

Sourcing/Procurement,Within the Firm 4.290 1 0.038 

Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling,Within 27.187 1 0.000 

Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling,Between 12.605 1 0.000, 

Forecasting/Scheduling. A significant association for Sourcing/Procurement wasfound 

only within the firm and not between firms(see Table 17).The data only partially 

support Hypothesis6c. 

Hypothesis 7a:Firms with a wide span ofcontrol are more likely to follow a low-cost 

business strategy. 

Respondents indicated whether any offifteen activities associated with logistics 

and supply chain managementreported within their function. The Supply 

Chain/Logisticsfunction claimed primary control over thirteen ofthe fifteen activities. 

Operation/Manufacturing wasthe primary controlling function fortwo activities, 

Purchasing and Production Planning(see Table 18). 
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Table18 Supply Chain/Logistics Function and Span ofControl 

Functional Responsibility for Various Activities 

Activities Supply Chain/ Other 

Logistics Network Design/Strategy 
Transportation Planning 
Outbound Transportation 
Inbound Transportation 
Warehousing 
Order Fulfillment 

Inventory Management/Planning 
OrderProcessing 
Demand Forecasting 
Order Entry 

Procurement/Sourcing 

Customer Service 

Inventory Accounting/Control 
Purchasing 
Production Planning 

Logistics Largest 
Function Function 

% % 

77.6 14.1 

75.5 17.8 

75.3 17.2 

68.4 22.9 

62.7 28.9 

58.5 27.1 

52.8 29.4 

48.7 24.9 

40.0 37.9 

39.1 35.6 

38.6 37.2 

37.8 33.8 

37.6 37.0 

34.3 38.0 

33.6 52.6 

Other Function 

Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Sales/Marketing/Merchandising 
Sales/Marketing/Merchandising 
Sales/Marketing/Merchandising 
Operations/Manufacturing 
Sales/Marketing/Merchandising 
Finance 

Operations/Manufacturing 
Operations/Manufacturing 

New variables were established to ekaminethe differences in responses from 

companies with wide and narrow spans ofcontrol. Only manufacturers, distributors, • 

and retailers(267outof355 respondents)were considered in the span ofcontrol 

comparison,since service providers often do not manage all the traditional,or core 

activities, associated with product distribution. Core logistics activities were defined to 

include these six: 

(1)Logistics Network Design/Strategy, 

(2)Transportation Planning, 

(3)Outbound Transportation, 

(4)Inbound Transportation, 
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(5)Warehousing,and 

(6)Inventory Management/Planning. 

The narrow span ofcontrol group would include at leastfour ofthe six core 

logistics activities. Sixty-five ofthe manufacturer,distributor,ands retailer respondents 

claimed that less than four ofthe core logistics activities reported to the supply rhain or 

logistics function. They were excluded from the analysis for span ofcontrol,leaving 

202cases.The completed questionnaires for these remaining 202respondents were 

sorted into fifteen groups.The groupsrepresented the different frequenciesfor which 

the fifteen activities were claimed to reportto the Supply Chain/Logistics organization. 

Only 5.4 percentofrespondents claimed primary responsibility for all fifteen activities. 

Another 8.4 percentofrespondents claimed primary responsibility for fourteen 

activities; Another4.5 percentofrespondents claimed primary responsibility for 

thirteen activities. The median ofactivities claimed to report to the Supply 

Chain/Logistics organization was between nine and ten activities. Fifty-six percentof 

respondents claimed ten or more ofthe activities. Forty-four percent ofrespondents 

claimed nine orfewer activities. Consequently,wide span ofcontrol was defined as 

having primary responsibility for ten or more ofthe fifteen activities. Those claiming 

nine orfewerofthe activities reporting to Supply Chain/Logistics were classified in the 

narrow span ofcontrol group. There were 113 respondents(56%)claiming wide spans 

ofcontrol(see Table 19). 

A chi-square test was used to testfor significance between span ofcontrol and 

choice ofbusiness strategy. The Pearson chi-square value of4.276,with seven degrees 
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Table19 Span ofControland Choice ofBusiness Strategy 

Span ofControl 

Narrow Wide 

Business Strategy % % 

N=89 N=113 

Differentiated Customer Service 10.2 10.7 

Best ValueProduct/Service 33.0 25.0 

Low CostProvider/Cost Leader 10.2 8.0 

All ThingsTo AllPeople 5.7 10.7 

FocusonaProduct/MarketNiche 18.2 16.1 

Differentiation orInnovation in Products/Services 15.9 17.9 

Differentiation Through Supply Chain 4.5 8.0 

Management 
Tailored,Personalized Service to Customers 2.3 3.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 

offreedom,produced an asymptotic significance of0.747. Statistical significance was 

notestablished. The dataindicate thatLow CostProvider wasthe sixth choice of 

companies with a wide span ofcontrol,providing no supportfor Hypothesis 7a. Only 

six percentofthe 202 manufacturer,distributor,ands retailer respondents choseLow 

CostProvider asthe company's primary business strategy from the eightpossible 

selections. 

Had the hypothesis been stated as:"Firms with alow cost business strategy are 

more likely to have a wide span ofcontrol,"the data would have been supportive. 

However,the data do notsupport Hypothesis 7athat firms with a wide span ofcontrol 

in their supply chain/logistics function are more likely to follow alow cost strategy. 
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Hypothesis 7b:Firms with a narrow span ofcontrol are more likely to follow a 

differentiation or seryice strategy. 

Aspreyiously mentioned,statistical significance was not established between 

span ofcontrol and choice ofbusiness strategy. Asshown in Table 19,aboye,the 

narrow span group selected the tailored seryice and differentiation strategies less often 

than did the wide span group.The analysis ofthe data doesnotsupport Hypothesis7b. 

Hypothesis 8: The size offirm will be related to the type ofbusiness strategy:larger 

firms yyill tend to follow low-cost strategies and smaller firms will tend to follow 

seryice.or differentiation,strategies. 

There were 104respondents in the smallerfirm category and 106in the larger 

group category. Size offirm and choice ofbusiness strategy were crosstabulated to 

determine ifthere was a statistically significant association between thesetwo yariables. 

The Pearson chi-square yalue was21.349,with seyen degrees offi-eedom. The 

asymptotic significance was0.003,indicating a yery strong association. An 

examination ofthe actual yersus expected countsfound that smaller companies are 

much more likely to haye atailored seryice strategy orfocus ona niche than larger 

firms are. Larger firms are more likely to claim the Best Value orLow Cost business 

strategy than smaller firms are(see Table 20). 
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Table20 Size ofFirm and Business Strategy 

Size ofFirm 

Smaller Larger 

N=104 N=106 

Business Strategy % % 

Differentiated Customer Service 4.8 5.7 

Best Value Product/Service 11.0 17.1 

Low CostProvider/CostLeader 1.9 4.8 

All ThingsTo AllPeople 3.8 3.3 

Focuson aProduct/MarketNiche 9.5 4.3 

Differentiation orInnovation in Products/Services 8.1 8.6 

Differentiation Through Supply Chain 1.9 4.8 

Management 
Tailored.Personalized Service to Customers 8.6 1.9 

Total 49.5 50.5 

However,the data do notsupport Hypothesis 8. Combining the three 

differentiation strategies reveals that 14.8 percent are smallerfirms and 19.1 percent are 

largerfirms. Smallerfirms do nottend to follow differentiation strategies,even though 

they are significantly associated with tailored service strategies. 

Recognizing thatthis hypothesis considered only the lowestthird and the 

highest third sales volume groups,an additional post hoc classification and analysis was 

conducted to include all cases. Using em univariate analysis ofvariance test and the six 

sales volume choices asacontinuous scale where 

1 =<US$250M; 

2=US$250-$500M; 
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3=US$500M-$1B; 

4=US$1B-$5B; 

5=US$5B-$10B;and 

6=>US$10B, 

mean scoresofsales volumefor each ofthe eight business strategies were calculated 

(see Table 21). 

Table21 Mean Score ofSales VolumeBy Business Strategy 

Univariate Analysisof 
Variance 

Dependent Variable: Total Sales 
Volume 

Business Strategy 

Low CostProvider/Cost 

Leader 

Mean 

2.96 

Std.Dev. 

1.37 

ValidN 

24 

Best Value Product/Service 

Differentiation Through 
Supply Chain Management 

2.92 

2.89 

1.59 85 

1.31 27 

Differentiated Customer 

Service 

2.76 1.5 34 

Be All Thingsto AllPeople 

Differentiation orInnovation 

in Products/Services 

2.71 

2.67 

1.54 

1.47 

28 

55 

Focuson aProduct/Market 

Niche 

2.25 1.23 57 

Tailored,Personalized 
Service to Customers 

1.68 1.09 28 

Total 2.63 1.46 338 
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The TypeIII sum ofsquares method was used to test for significance(alpha= 

0.05)in the differences between means. The test ofbetween-subjects effects revealed 

sigmficance of0.002. To determine which means differ significantly the Tukey's 

honestly significant difference(HSD)test was used. Tukey'sHSD test uses the 

Studentized range statistic to make all pairwise comparisons between groupsand sets 

the experimentwise error rate to the error rate ofthe collectionfor all pairwise 

comparisons. Whentesting alarge number ofpairs ofmeans,Tukey'sHSDtest is more 

powerfulthan the Bonferroni test(SPSS 1998). The TukeyHSD multiple comparison 

analysis identified three significant mean differences and all were associated with the 

Tailored,Personalized Service strategy(see Table 22). 

Table22 Tailored Service Strategies Are Associated with SmallerFirms 

Multiple Comparisons ofMeans(TukeyHSD) 
Dependent Variable:Total Sales Volurrie 

(A)Business Strategy (B)Business Strategy Mean 

Difference 

(A-B) 

Std. 

Error 

Sig. 

Tailored,Personalized Low CostProvider/Cost 

Service to Customers Leader 

-1.28 0.40 0.027 

Best Value Product/Service 

Differentiation Through 
Supply Chain Management 

-1.24 

-1.21 

0.31 

0.38 

0.002 

0.035 

Differentiated Customer 

Service 

-1.09 0.36 0.057 

Be All Thingsto AllPeople 
Differentiation orInnovation 

in Products/Services 

-1.04 

-0.99 

0.38 

0.33 

0.117 

0.054 

Focus on aProduct/ Market 

Niche 

-0.57 0.33 0.672 
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This additional post hoc testing ofHypothesis8using all cases and all sales 

levels does notprovide support asthe hypothesis is stated. Ifthe hypothesis had been 

restricted to the single strategy ofTailored,Personalized Service,it could be 

demonstrated thatsuch a strategy is more likely to be associated with smallerfirmsthan 

with largerfirms. 

Hvpothesis9: Thefirms with wide spans ofcontrol are more likelv to demonstrate 

greater coordination and integration oflogistics processes. 

Supply chain/logisticsfunctions in manufacturing,didtributing,and retailing 

firms with control often or moreofthe fifteen activities described earlier under 

Hypothesis7a are considered to have wide spans ofcontrol. This group wascompared 

with the narrow span ofcontrol group to determine ifthere were any significant 

associations with greater coordination and integration ofthe seven 

processes/capabilities discussed in Hypotheses6a,6b,and 6c. A chi-square test 

showed no significant associationsfor any ofthe processes/capabilities within the 

company but did determine thatthere were three significant associations onthe 

"betweenfirms" basis(see Table 23). 

However,an examination ofthe actual to expected counts demonstrated that 

there wasasignificant negative association with wide spans ofcontrol and these three 

processes/capabilities between trading partners. The data show that supply 

chain/logisticsfunctions with narrow spans ofcontrol are more likely to be coordinated 
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Table23 WideSpan ofControland Intercompany Significance 

Haying a Wide Span ofControl is Significantly Associated with Coordination 
or Integration ofThree Logistics Processes and Capabilities Betweenthe Firm 
and Its Trading Partners 

Processes/Capabilities Pearson Degrees Asymptotic 
Chi of Significance 

Square Freedom 
Value 

Transportation/Distribution 13.401 1 0.000 

Warehousing/Storage 12.044 1 0.001 

Information Capability 33.691 1 0.000 

or integrated with trading partners in these areas. Hypothesis 9,therefore,mustbe 

rejected. 

Hypothesis 10a:Firms with alow-cost strategy will focus internally and emphasize cost 

measures relatiye to other measures oflogistics performance. 

Six ofthe thirty-seyen logistics measures explored for degree ofimportance and 

capture by the respondents were associated with cost. They were: 

- costto serye, 

-inbound freight cost, 

-3rd party storage cost, 

- inyentory carrying costs, 

-outbound freight cost,and 
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-logistics cost per unit versus budget. 

A crosstabulation wasperformed between these six cost measures and the eight 

business strategies. Only one significant association wasfound,which was with costto 

serve. The Pearson chi-square value was 19.496,with seven degrees offreedom,and 

produced an asymptotic significance of0.007. In that case,acomparison ofactual 

versus expected counts revealed thatlow cost provider strategies were less likely to 

capture the costto serve measure. 

Another crosstabulation was performed between these six cost measures and the 

five logistics strategies. Only one significant association wasfound,which was also for 

costto serve. ThePearson chi-square value was 15.208,withfour degrees offreedom, 

and produced an asymptotic significance of0.004. In that case,acomparison ofactual 

versus expected counts revealed that"minimize supply chain cost" strategies were, 

again,less likely to capture the costto serve measure. 

The data do notsupport Hypothesis 10a. Firms with low cost strategies do not 

emphasize cost measures over other measures ofperformance. 

Hvpothesis 10b:Firms with a differentiation or service strategv will fncus externally 

and emphasize measures other than cost. 

Therespondents claiming the three differentiations strategies and the tailored 

service business strategy were grouped and compared for association with the five cost 

measures. It was anticipated that a significant negative association would supportthis 

hypothesis,especially ifHypothesis 10a had been supported. The Pearson chi-square 
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testfound significance only forthe costto serve measure. An evaluation ofthe actual 

counts to expected countsrevealed that significantly more respondents in this group 

(63)did actually capture this costto serve measurethan would normally be expected 

(49). The data do notsupport Hypothesis 10b. 

Hvpothesis 11a:Firms are morefocused on internal measures ofefficiencv (i.e. 

productivitv and utilization')than on measures ofeffectiveness(i.e- planned 

performance and outcomes'). 

The thirty-seven logistics measures included on the questionnaire were grouped 

into two categories:those that were related to efficiency and those that were related to 

effectiveness. On a scale ofl=No and 2=Yesfor the question,"Do you capture this 

measure?"the effectiveness measures produced a higher mean overall than the 

efficiency measures(see Table 24). This indicates thatrespondents capture a greater 

percentage ofeffectiveness measures than efficiency measures. 

A paired samples t-test was conducted onthe Efficiency and Effectiveness 

measuresto determined ifthere were statistical significances between the meansfor 

each group ofmeasures. The test produced a correlation of0.541 and two-tailed 

significance of0.000,indicating significant difference. The data do not support 

Hypothesis 11athatfirms are morefocused on internal efficiency measures. 
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Table24 Efficiency versus Effectiveness Measures 

Effectiveness Measures 

Inventory countaccuracy 
Customer complaints 

Order fill 

On-time delivery 

Over/short/damaged 
Outofstocks 

Retumsand allowances 

Line item fill 

Order cycle time 

Back orders 

Inventory obsolescense 

Incoming material quality 
Overall customer satisfaction 

Days sales outstanding 

Forecast accuracy 

Invoice accuracy 

Processing accuracy 

Case fill 

Perfect orderfulfillment 

Cash/cash cycle time 
Inquiry responsetime 

Average 

Mean 

1.86 

1.83 

1.81 

1.79 

1.72 

1.71 

1.69 

1.68 

1.68 

1.64 

1.63 

1.62 

1.61 

1.59 

1.54 

1.52 

1.45 

1.39 

1.39 

1.32 

1.30 

1.61 

% 

Capture 

85.8 

76.6 

80.8 

78.6 

72.3 

70.5 

69.1 

68.5 

62.3 

64.4 

62.7 

61.6 

60.8 

58.7 

54.4 

52.1 

45.0 

39.1 

39.5 

32.2 

29.6 

60.2 

Efficiency Measures Mean % 

Capture 

Outbound freightcost 1.87 87.3 

Finished goodsinventoryturns 1.86 80.2 

Inbound freightcost 1.69 68.9 

3rd party storage cost 1.62 58.6 

Inventory carrying cost 1.60 60.4 

Logistics cost per unit vs budget 1.52 52.4 

Orders processed/labor unit 1.49 43.3 

Product units processed per 1.48 47.6 

warehouse labor unit 

Space utilization vs capacity 1.46 46.5 

Equipmentdowntime 1.46 46.0 

Equipment utilization vs capacity 1.40 40.4 

Costto serve 1.37 37.4 

Units processed pertime unit 1.37 37.2 

Orders processed pertime unit 1.36 36.1 

Labor utilization vs capacity 1.36 35.8 

Product units processed per 1.25 21.8 

transportation unit 

Average 1.51 50.0 
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Hypothesis lib:Firms are morefocused on measurementofactivities or processes 

within the firm than on activities or processes between firms. 

A measurementintegration matrix wasincluded in the questionnaire to help 

respondents identify their level ofmeasurement sophistication for seven logistics 

processes/capabilities,for both within their company(intracompany)and between their 

firm and trading partners(intercompany). Respondents could select their state of 

measurementfrom five choices. They could be(1)unaware;(2)aware but not 

measuring;(3)measiiring and comparing to benchmarks;(4)coordinating activities 

based onthe measurementto improve performance;or,(5)integrating measures and 

improvements cross-functionally or across businesses. 

Customer service activities are the primary interfaces with customersand would 

seem to be a quite important area to measure,coordinate and integrate activities to 

insure effective performance. The data suggestthat35%ofthe respondents(those who 

are Unaware or Aware)do notcapture measures for customer service. Only22%of 

respondents(those who are Coordinating or Integrating)are acting on intercompany 

measuresofcustomer service(see Table 25). 
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Table25 MeasurementofCustomer Service 

Process/Capability: Customer Service 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level of % % 

Sophistication 

Integration 18 5 

Coordination 27 17 

Measuring 27 28 

Aware 29 38 

Unaware 6 12 

One ofthe major processes in a supply chain is order fulfillment,as it captures 

and satisfies customer demand. Thirty percent ofrespondents(those who are Unaware 

or Aware)do not measure this intemally,and41%do notcapture the intercompany 

measure(see Table 26). 

Table26 MeasurementofOrderFulfillment 

Process/Capability: Order Fulfillment 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level of % % 

Sophistication 

Integration 12 4 

Coordination . 25 18 

Measuring 34 • 37 

Aware 24 29 

Unaware 6 12 
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Table27 MeasurementofSourcing/Procurement 

Process/Capability: Sourcmg/Procurement 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level of % % 

Sophistication 

Integration 90 5 

Coordination 23 16 

Measuring 27 21 

Aware 28 32 

Unaware 13 27 

The datashow that companies are paying less attention to 

sourcing/procurement activities than to their customer interfaces. The sourcing process 

is the least integrated ofthe seven(see Table 27). 

As mightbe expected,given the importance oftransportation in logistics,this 

wasthe mostmeasured and bestintegrated ofthe seven processes/capabilities. It is 

notable that more than a third still do not measure transportation intemally,and nearly 

half(Unaware of17%and Aware of32%)do not capture intercompany measures of 

transportation(see Table 28). 
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Table28 MeasurementofTransportation/Distribution 

Process/Capability: 

Level of 

Sophistication 

Integration 

Coordination 

Measuring 
Aware 

Unaware 

Transportation/Distribution 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 

% % 

17 8 

30 19 

22 25 

26 32 

5 17 

Warehousing wasthe second most measured activity ofthe seven. However,the 

focus has been internally oriented. Sixty percentofrespondents(Those who are 

Unaware or Unaware)have not yet begun to measure intercompany warehousing 

activities(see Table 29). 

Table29 MeasurementofWarehousing/Storage 

Process/Capability; Warehousing/Storage 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level of % % 

Sophistication 

Integration 16 6 

Coordination 29 16 

Measuring 25 19 

Aware 23 41 

Unaware 8 19 
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It is clear from earlier studies and findings thatinformation technology is a 

concern and increasing focus offirms. The benefit ofthese information technologies 

has not been greatly realized within the firm and between companies(see Table 30). 

Table30 MeasurementofInformation Capability 

Process/Capability: Information Capability 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level of % % 

Sophistication 

Integration 12 4 

Coordination 27 17 

Measuring 22 25 

Aware 30 38 

Unaware 9 17 

It could be argued that planning/forecasting/scheduling is the most critical 

process,with the capability oftranscending multiple firms. Firmsthat demonstrate 

sophistication in this process have demonstrated a higher perceived competitive 

advantage. Still,many firms have not yet realized a capability in this important 

dimension ofsupply chain management(see Table 31). 
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Table31 MeasurementofPlanning/Forecasting/Scheduling 

Process/Capability: Planning/Forecasting/Schedulmg 

Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level of % % 

Sophistication 

Integration 9 4 

Coordination 27 14 

Measuring 24 24 

Aware 30 39 

Unaware 10 19 

Forevery process/capability,it is obvious that sophistication in measurement 

has an intemal focus. A paired samples t-test wasconducted to determine ifthe level of 

measurement sophistication within the firm wassignificantly different from 

measurementbetween firms.For each ofthe seven pairs ofwithin and between 

processes/capabilities a significance of0.000 was calculated(see Table 32). 

Consequently,the data consistently support Hypothesis lib,thatfirms are more 

focused on measurementofactivities within the firm than between firms. 
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Table32 InternalFocus is Significantly GreaterThanIntercompany Focus 

Paired Samples T-Test 

Pair Process/Capability Valid Mean Correlation Sig. 
N 

1 Customer Service,Within& 317 3.10 0.553 0.000 

Customer Service,Between 2.64 

2 Order Fulfillment, Within& 301 3.15 0.481 0.000 

Order Fulfillment,Between 2.71 

3 Sourcing/Procurement,Within& 313 2.88 0.56 0.000 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.41 

4 Transportation/Distribution, 315 3.30 0.464 0.000 

Within& 

Transportation/Distribution, 2.68 

Between 

5 Warehousing/Storage,Within& 309 3.23 0.481 0.000 

Warehousing/Storage,Between 2.48 

6 Information Capability,Within 310 3.03 0.574 0.000 
& 

Information Capability,Between 2.51 

7 Planning/Forecastiiig,Within& 307 2.98 0.522 0.000 

Planning/Forecasting,Between 2.45 

Hypothesis 12a:Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used accurately capture 

specific aspectsofthe activities measured. 

Respondents were asked to react to the statement:"The logistics measures we 

use currently accurately capture the events and activities being measured." The 

respondentsindicated their degree ofagreement or disagreement by use ofafive-point 

scale,where 1 equaled "strongly agree"and 5 equaled "strongly disagree." For344 

valid responses,69.5% were in agreement. Only23% disagreed(see Figure 26). 
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strongly Agree Neutral Strongy Disagree

Somewhat Agree Somewhat Disagree

Figure 26 Measures Accurately Capture Events

A nonparametric chi-square test (chi-square value of 249.692, with four degrees

of freedom, and asymptotic significance of 0.000) demonstrated that these differences

were significant. The data support Hypothesis 12a.

Hypothesis 12b: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used provide actionable

guidance for management.

Respondents were asked to react to the statement: "The logistics measures we

use currently are understandable by the decision-makers in our company and provide a

guide for action to be taken." The respondents indicated their degree of agreement or



disagreement by use of a five-point scale, where 1 equaled "strongly agree" and 5

equaled "strongly disagree." For 343 valid responses, 64.7% were in agreement. Only

21.6% of the respondents disagreed (see Figure 27). A nonparametric chi-square test

(chi-square value of 193.574, with four degrees of freedom, and asymptotic significance

of 0.000) demonstrated that these differences were significant. The data support

Flypothesis 12b.
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Figure 27 Measures Are Understood By Decision Makers



HI2c: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used allow for comoarabilit

between it and other measures.

Respondents were asked to react to the statement: "The logistics measures we

use currently are interpreted similarly by internal users, are repeatable, and are

comparable across time, location and divisions." The respondents indicated their degree

of agreement or disagreement by use of a five-point scale, where 1 equaled "strongly

agree" and 5 equaled "strongly disagree." For 340 valid responses, 66.8% were in

agreement. Only 23.5% of respondents disagreed with the statement (see Figure 28).

(U
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Strongly Agree Neutral Strongy Disagree

Somewhat Agree Somewhat Disagree

Figure 28 Measures Are Interpreted Similarly By Internal Users



A nonparametric chi-square test(chi-sqiiare value of184.647,with four degrees 

offreedom,and asymptotic significance of0.000)demonstrated thatthese differences 

were significant. It would appear that there is strong supportfor Hypothesis 12c. 

However,responses were different when external users were considered. Respondents 

were asked to reactto the statement:"The logistics measures we use currently are 

interpreted similarly by external users,are repeatable,and are comparable across time, 

location and divisions." The respondents indicated their degree ofagreement or 

disagreement by use ofafive-point scale,where 1 equaled "strongly agree" and 5 

equaled "strongly disagree." For342 valid responses,only 34.2% werein agreement. 

There wasalarge neutral group of31%. There were 34.8% who disagreed(see Figure 

29). 

A nonparametric chi-square test(chi-square value of75.749,with four degrees 

offreedom,and asymptotic significance of0.000)demonstrated thatthese differences 

were significant. While supportfor Hypothesis 12c can befound when considering 

users ofmeasures internalto the firm,there is not strong agreementfor interpretation 

and comparability ofthe firms measures with external entities. There is only partial, 

qualified supportfor Hypothesis 12c. 
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Figure 29 Measures Are Interpreted Similarly By External Users

Hypothesis 12d: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used promote

coordination between managers of interdependent upstream and downstream flows.

Respondents were asked to react to the statement; "The logistics measures we

use currently include all relevant aspects of the processes and promote coordination

across functions and divisions." The respondents indicated their degree of agreement or

disagreement by use of a five-point scale, where 1 equaled "strongly agree" and 5

equaled "strongly disagree." For 342 valid responses, only 33.9% were in agreement.

There were 46.2% who disagreed (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30 Measures Include Relevant Aspects

A nonparametric chi-square test (chi-square value of 84.374, with four degrees

of freedom, and asymptotic significance of 0.000) demonstrated that these differences

were significant. These findings do not support Hypothesis 12d. However, three other

questions related to promotion of upstream and downstream coordination were asked,

having to do with compatibility of the measures and whether they discouraged counter

productive behaviors.

Respondents were asked to react to the statement: "The logistics measures we

use currently are compatible with existing internal information and systems in the

organization." The respondents indicated their degree of agreement or disagreement by

use of a five-point scale, where 1 equaled "strongly agree" and 5 equaled "strongly



disagree." For 340 valid responses, 59.7% were in agreement. Only 24.4% disagreed

with the statement (see Figure 31). A nonparametric chi-square test (chi-square value of

182.618, with four degrees of freedom, and asymptotic significance of 0.000)

demonstrated that these differences were significant.

CL 0

strongly Agree Neutral Strongy Disagree

Somewhat Agree Somewhat Disagree

Figure 31 Measures Are Compatible With Internal Information

It would appear that there is some support for Hypothesis 12d. However,

responses were different when external users were considered. Respondents were asked

to react to the statement:" The logistics measures we use currently are compatible with

existing external information and systems in the organization." The respondents



indicated their level of agreement or disagreement by use of a five-point scale, where 1

equaled "strongly agree" and 5 equaled "strongly disagree." For 341 valid responses,

only 33.7% were in agreement. There was a large neutral group of 32%. There were

34.3% who disagreed (see Figure 32). A nonparametric chi-square test (chi-square

value of 127.666, with four degrees of freedom, and asymptotic significance of 0.000)

demonstrated that these differences were significant.
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Figure 32 Measures Are Compatible With External Information



A final question related to the promotion of coordination was posed.

Respondents were asked to react to the statement: "The logistics measures we use

currently minimize incentives for counterproductive acts or game playing and are

presented in a useful form." The respondents indicated their degree of agreement or

disagreement by use of a five-point scale, where 1 equaled "strongly agree" and 5

equaled "strongly disagree." For 342 valid responses, 46.3% were in agreement. Only

27.6% disagreed with the statement (see Figure 33). A nonparametric chi-square test

(chi-square value of 122.837, with four degrees of freedom, and asymptotic significance

of 0.000) demonstrated that these differences were significant.
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Figure 33 Measures Minimize Incentives for Counterproductive Acts



There is evidence that current measures are compatible internally and tend to 

minimize game playing. However,current measures do notsucceed in promoting 

coordination with upstream and downstream flows,likely dueto their incompatibility 

with external measurementsystems. Hypothesis 12d is notsupported. 

Hvpothesis 13a:The emphasis on logistics processes and logistics measurement varies 

according to the position ofthe firm in the sunnlv chain relative to the steps rRmnved 

from the consumer. 

Respondents were given a choice offive selections to indicate their company's 

location in the extended supply chain for the majority ofits goods or services. These 

were: 

- Sells directly to the end.consumer; 

-Is one step removed from the end consumer; 

-Istwo stepsremoved from the end consumer; 

-Is three stepsremoved from the end consumer;and 

-Is primarily a service organization acting as a subcontractor to other 

businesses,and occupies multiple locations in multiple supply chains. 

To determine ifthere were any statistically significant associations between a 

firm's location in the supply chain and the degree ofmeasurementsophistication or 

emphasis,chi-square tests were conducted for each ofthe seven processes/capabilities. 
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Significant associations between supply chain position and logistics measurement 

sophistication occmred in six cases outofthefourteen possibilities(see Table 33). 

The numberofvalid responsesfor five supply chain positions varied from 311 

to 335. The supply chain position mostrepresented wasone step removed from the 

consumer.All positions were well represented exceptfor that defined as three steps 

removed from the consumer,for which only nine valid responses were obtained. 

Interpretation ofthe chi-square analysesfor this one group mustbe ignored due to 

inadequate numbers. Otherwise,associations can be interpreted. 

Table33 Associations Between Measurementand Position in the Supply Chain 

Significant Associations Between Position in the Supply Chain and the 
Sophistication ofMeasurementofLogistics Processes and Capabilities 

Processes/Capabilities 

Sourcing/Procurement,Intracompany 
Transportation/Distribution,Intracompany 
Information Capability,Intracompany 
Transportation/Distribution,Intercompany 

Warehousing/Storage,Intercompany 
Information Capability,Intercompany 

Pearson 

Chi 

Square 
Value 

26.618 

29.235 

27.184 

34.430 

26.786 

34.757 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

16 

Asymptotic 
Significance 

0.046 

0.022. 

0.038 

0.005 

0.044 

0.004 
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Results ofthe associations for supply chain positions and the internal 

sourcing/procurement process indicated thatthe location ofthefirm relative to the 

location ofthe end consumer doesinfluence the level ofmeasurement(see Table 34). 

This exploratory finding shedsnew lighton whysomefirms measure some activities 

more than otherfirms. 

Table34 MeasurementByPosition forIntracompany Sourcing/Procurement 

Sophistication ofMeasurementfor Company Location within the Supply 
Chain 

Sourcing/Procurement,Intracompany 

Measurement Sell One Step 2Steps 3 Steps Service Org/ Total 

Sophistication Directly to Removed Removed Removed Subcontractor 
Level Consmner from from from 

Consumer Consumer Consumer 

N=70 N=123 N=88 N=9 N=41 N=331 

% % % % % % 

Unaware 14.3 6.5* 14.8 11.1 24.4* 12.7 

Aware 31.4 29.3 22.7 22.2 31.7 28.1 

Measuring 22.9 33.3* 26.1 0.0 22.0 26.9 

Coordinating 24.3 21.1 23.9 66.7 17.1 23.3 . 

Integrating 7.1 9.8 12.5 0.0 4.9 9.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

*=significant 
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Firms one step removed from the consumer are more likely to be measuring this 

process and less likely to be unaware ofthese activities for sourcing/procurement within 

the firm. Service organizations/subcontractors are more likely to be unaware ofthe 

activities. 

Results ofthe associations for supply chain positions and the internal 

transportation/distribution process are asfollows(see Table 35): 

Table35 Measurementby Position forIntracompany Transportation 

Sophistication ofMeasurementfor Company Location within the Supply 
Chain 

Transportation/Distribution,Intracompany 

Measurement Sell One Step 2Steps 3 Steps Service Org/ Total 

Sophistication Directly to Removed Removed Removed Subcontractor 
Level Consumer from from from 

Consumer Consumer Consumer 

N=70 N=123 N=87 N=9 N=43 N=332 

% % % % % % 

Unaware 4.3 2.4* 6.9 22.2 9.3 5.4 

Aware 24.3 27.6 21.8 33.3 27.9 25.6 

Measruing 21.4 22.8 25.3 11.1 16.3 22.0 

Coordinating 21.4 37.4* 31.0 33.3 20.9 30.1 

Integrating 28.6* 9.8 14.9 0.0 25.6* 16.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

*=significant 
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Firms one step removed from the consumer are more likely to be coordinating 

this process and less likely to be unaware ofthese activities for 

transportation/distribution within the firm. Companiesthat sell directly to the consumer 

and service organizations/subcontractors are more likely to be integrating 

transportation/distribution activities. 

Results ofthe crosstabulation to determine associationsfor supply chain 

positions and internal information capabilities are asfollows(see Table 36): 

Table36 Measurementby Position forIntracompanyInformation Capability 

Sophistication ofMeasurementfor Company Location within the Supply 
Chain 

Information Capability,Intracompany 
Measurement Sell One Step 2Steps 3 Steps Service Org/ Total 
Sophistication Directly to Removed Removed Removed Subcontractor 
Level Consumer from from from 

Consumer Consumer Consumer 

N=70 N=121 N=85 N=9 N=44 N=329 

% % % % % % 

Unaware 14.3* 5.0* 11.8 22.2 4.5 9.1 

Aware 18.6* 38.0* 28.2 11.1 31.8 29.8 

Measuring 22.9 27.3 20.0 22.2 13.6 22.5 

Coordinating 32.9 23.1 28.2 22.2 27.3 27.1 

Integrating 11.4 6.6 11.8 22.2 22.7 11.6 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

*=significant 
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Companiesthat sell directly to the consumer are more likely to be unaware and 

less likely to be aware,ofthese internal information capabilities. Firms one step 

removedfrom the consumer demonstrate the reverse.They are more likely to be aware 

and less likely to be tmaware ofthese information capabilities within the firm. 

Results ofthe associations for supply chain positions and the external 

transportation/distribution process are asfollows(see Table 37): 

Table37 Measurementby Position forIntercompany Transportation 

Sophistication ofMeasurementfor Company Location within the Supply 
Chain 

Transportation/Distribution,Intercompany 
Measmement Sell One Step 2Steps 3 Steps Service Org/ Total 
Sophistication Directly to Removed Removed Removed Subcontractor 
Level Consumer from from from 

Consumer Consumer Consumer 

N=66 N=120 N=84 N=9 N=39 N=318 

% % % % % % 

Unaware 18.2 19.2 15.5 11.1 12.8 17.0 

Aware 27.3 35.8 34.5 22.2 23.1* 31.8 

Measuring 25.8 25.0 29.8 22.2 15.4 25.2 

Coordinating 13.6 18.3 16.7 44.4 28.2 18.9 

Integrating 15.2* 1.7* 3.6* 0.0 20.5* 7.2 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

*=significant 
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Companiesthat sell directly to the consumer and service organizations/ 

subcontractors are more likely to be integrating intercompany transportation/ 

distribution. Interestingly,firmsthat are one step removed and two stepsremoved from 

the consumer demonstrate the reverse. They are less likely to be integrating 

transportation/distribution betweenfirms. 

Results ofthe crosstabulation to determine associations for supply chain 

positions and intercompany warehouse/storage activities are asfollows(see Table 38): 

Table38 Measurementby Position forIntercompany Warehousing 

Sophistication ofMeasurementfor Company Location within the Supply 
Chain 

Warehousing/Storage,Intercompany 
Measurement Sell, One Step 2Steps 3 Steps Service Org/ Total 

Sophistication Directly to Removed Removed Removed Subcontractor 
Level Consmner from from from 

Consumer Consumer Consumer 

N=65 N=118 N=82 N=9 N=38 N=312 

% % % % % % 

Unaware 21.5 15.3 19.5 22.2 21.1 18.6 

Aware 43.1 49.2* 37.8 22.2 26.3* 41.3 

Measuring 23.1 17.8 20.7 11.1 13.2 18.9 

Coordinating 7.7* 15.3 15.9 44.4 23.7 15.7 

Integrating 4.6 2.5* 6.1 0.0 15.8 5.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
*=significant 
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Companiesthat sell directly to the consumer less likely to be coordinating 

intercompany warehousing/storage. Companiesthat are one step removed are more 

likely to be aware ofand less likely to be integrating warehousing/storage between 

companies.Service organizations/subcontractors are less likely to be aware of 

intercompany warehousing/storage issues. 

Results ofthe chi-square testto determine associations for supply chain 

positions and intemal information capabilities are asfollows(see Table 39): 

Table39 Measurementby Position forIntercompany Information Capability 

Sophistication ofMeasurementfor Company Location within the Supply 
Chain 

Information Capability,Intercompany 

Measurement Sell One Step 2Steps 3 Steps Service Org/ Total 

Sophistication Directly to Removed Removed Removed Subcontractor 
Level Consumer from from from 

Consumer Consumer Consumer 

N=66 N=119 N=82 N=8 N=40 N=315 

% % % % % % 

Unaware 22.7 15.1 18.3 12.5 10.0 16.8 

Aware 36.4 44.5* 31.7 12.5 37.5 37.8 

Measuring 19.7 30.3 28.0 25.0 12.5* 25.1 

Coordinating 18.2 7.6* 20.7 37.5 27.5* 16.5 

Integrating 3.0 2.5 1.2 12.5 12.5 3.8 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

*=significant 
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Firms one step removed from the consumer are more likely to be aware of 

intercompany information capability,and less likely to be coordinating it. Service 

organizations/subcontractors are less likely to be measuring interfirm information 

capability but more likely to be integrating it. Based uponthese findings,emphasis on 

logisticsprocessescan vary depending onthe firm's position in the supply chain. 

Therefore,Hypothesis 13a is supported. 

To examine ifthere are statistically significant associations between supply 

chain position and thirty-seven specific logistics measures,a chi-square test was 

conducted. Significant associations with supply chain position werefoimd for over half 

ofthe measures,largely due to inclusion ofservice organizations/subcontractors,who 

oftendo not deal with physical productsthe same way manufacturers,distributors and 

retailers do. Excluding that position category,as well asthe small-numbered group 

three stepsremoved from the consumer,the chi-square tests revealed seven significance 

relationships between measurement and position in the supply chain(see Table 40). 

Interpretations ofsignificance,using only the three supply chain 

positions,are asfollows: 

- Costto Serve 

- Direct sellers are more likely to capture this measure(N=69) 

-Firmstwo stepsremoved are less likely to capture this measure(N=87) 

-Inquiry Response Time 

-Direct sellers are more likely to capture this measure(N=67) 

-Firms one step removed are less likely to capture this measure(N=129) 
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Table40 Associations Between Position and Capture ofMeasure 

Chi-Square Tests- Statistically Significant Associations between Position 
in the Supply Chain and Capture ofMeasure 

Asymptotic Significance 

Measures All Positions Only Direct, 
Considered One and Two 

Steps Removed 
Considered 

Returnsand allowances 0.000 0.602 

Inventory carrying cost 0.001 0.717 

Costto serve 0.001 0.013 

Inquiry responsetime 0.003 0.001 

Outbound freightcost 0.003 0.686 

Processing accuracy 0.006 0.001 

Forecastaccuracy 0.009 0.043 

Inventory count accuracy 0.010 0.398 

Order fill 0.018 0.879 

Equipment utilization vs capacity 0.018 0.041 

Labor utilization vs capacity 0.022 0.012 

Back orders 0.023 0.695 

Inventory obsolescense 0.023 0.799 

Finished goodsinventory turns 0.032 0.278 

Lineitem fill 0.038 0.065 

Perfect orderfulfillment 0.038 0.116 

Space utilization vs capacity 0.046 0.038 

Outofstocks 0.050 0.225 
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- Forecast Accuracy 

- Direct sellers are less likely to capture this measure(N=68) 

- Firms one step removed are more likely to capture this measure 

(N=129) 

-Processing Accuracy 

- Direct sellers are more likely to capture this measure(N=67) 

-Firmstwo steps removed are less likely to capture this measure(N=87) 

- Space Utilization 

- Direct sellers are more likely to capture this measure(N=66) 

-Firmstwo steps removed are less likely to capture this measure(N=88) 

-Labor Utilization 

- Direct sellers are more likely to capture this measure(N=68) 

- Firms one step removed are less likely to capture this measure(N=127) 

-Equipment Utilization 

- Direct sellers are more likely to capture this measure(N=68) 

-Firmstwo steps removed are less likely to capture this measure(N=86) 

This analysis demonstratesthatthe position offirms in the supply chain does affectthe 

importance ofspecific logistics measuresto them. This conclusion lends additional 

supportfor Hypothesis 13a. 
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Hypothesis 13b:Manufacturers,emphasize downstream measurement more than 

upstream measurement. 

One wayto determine ifmanufacturers emphasize downstream measurement 

more than upstream measurement is to compare their levels ofmeasurement 

sophistication for the orderfulfillment process to thatofthe sourcing/procurement 

process. The dataindicate that76.7%ofmanufacturers measure and take action on 

measuresfor order fulfillment within the firm(i.e.,they measure,coordinate or 

integrate)and 59.5%doso on an intercompany basis(see Table 41). 

Table41 Manufacturers and Order Fulfillment 

Business;Manufacturing OrderFulfillment 

Downstream Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
LevelofSophistication N=185 N=180 

% % 

Integration 13.5 1.7 

Coordination 28.6 16.1 

Measuring 34.6 41.7 

Aware 18.9 28.9 

Unaware 4.3 11.7 
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The data indicate that62.8%ofthese manufacturers measure and take action on 

measuresfor sourcing/fulfillment within the firm and 40.4%do so on an intercompany 

basis(see Table42). 

There was approximately fifty percent more measurement activity with trading 

partners by manufacturers in the fulfillment process(downstream)versus the 

Table42 Manufacturers and Sourcing/Procurement 

Business;Manufacturing Sourcing/Procurement 

Upstream Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level ofSophistication N=188 N=181 

% % 

Integration 7.4 2.8 

Coordination 26.1 17.7 

Measuring 29.3 19.9 

Aware 27.7 32 

Unaware 9.6 27.6 

sourcing/procurement process(upstream),i.e.,59.5% versus40.4%. 

To determine ifthe proportions were significantly different,a paired samples t-

test was performed comparing order fulfillment and sourcing/procurement mean scores 

for manufacturers. Three pairs were compared. Significant differences werefound for 

each pair(see Table 43). This method ofcomparison supports Hypothesis 13b. 
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Table43 Paired Sample T-Testfor Manufacturers 

Paired Samples T-Testfor 
Manufacturers 

Pair Process/Capability Valid Mean Correlation Sig. 
N 

1 Order Fulfillment,Within& 179 3.27 0.492 0.000 

Order Fulfillment,Between 2.67 

2 Sourcing/Procurement,Within& 181 2.94 0.476 0.000 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.36 

3 Order Fulfillment,Between 177 2.68 0.309 0.000 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.36 

Hypothesis 13c:Retailers emphasize upstream measurementmorethan downstream 

measurement. 

A wayto determine ifretailers emphasize upstream measurement more than 

downstream measurement is to compare their levels ofmeasurement sophistication for 

the order fulfillment process to thatofthe sourcing/procurement process. The data 

indicate that75.8%ofretailers measure and take action on measures for order 

fulfillment within the firm and 58.1%do so on an intercompany basis(see Table 44). 

The data indicate that51.6%ofthese retailers measure and take action 

on measuresfor sourcing/fulfillment within the firm and 41.9%do so on an 

intercompany basis(see Table 45). 
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Table44 Retailers and Order Fulfillment 

Business:Retail/Merchandising OrderFulfillment 

Downstream Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
LevelofSophistication N=33 N=31 

% % 

Integration 6.1 9.7 

Coordination 21.2 12.9 

Measuring 48.5 35.5 

Aware 21.2 32.3 

Unaware 3 9.7 

Table45 Retailers and Sourcing/Procurement 

Business:Retail/Merchandising Sonrcing/Procurement 
Upstream Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
LevelofSophistication N=33 N=31 

% % 

Integration 6.1 3.2 

Coordination 27.3 12.9 

Measuring 18.2 25.8 

Aware 36.4 35.5 

Unaware 12.1 22.6 
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To determine ifthe proportions were significantly different,a paired samples t-

test wasperformed comparing orderfulfillment and sourcing /procurement mean scores 

for retailers. Three pairs were compared. A significant difference wasfound for only 

the sourcing/procurement process(see Table 46).Since no significant difference was 

found comparing retailer measurement with trading partners upstream 

(sourcing/procurement)versus downstream(order fulfillment),Hypothesis 13c is not 

supported. 

Table46 Paired Sample T-Testfor Retailers 

Paired Samples T-Testfor 
Retailers 

Pair Process/Capability Valid Mean Correlation Sig. 
N 

1 Order Fulfillment,Within& 31 3.06 0.304 0.244 

Order Fulfillment,Between 2.81 

2 Sourcing/Procurement,Within& 31 2.77 0.646 0.031 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.39 

3 Order Fulfillment,Between 31 2.81 0.369 0.068 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.39 
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Hypothesis 13d:Distributorstend to balance their emphasison upstream and 

downstream measurement. 

To determine ifdistributors tend to balance their emphasis on upstream and 

downstream measurement,levels ofmeasurementsophistication for the order 

fiilfillment process were compared to thatofthe sourcing/procurement process. The 

data indicate that54.5%ofdistributors measure and take action on measures for order 

fulfillment within the firm and48.4%doso on an intercompany basis(see Table 47). 

Table47 Distributors and Order Fulfillment 

Business: DistributorAVholesaler Order Fulfillment 

Downstream Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
LevelofSophistication N=33 N=31 

% % 

Integration 12.1 3.2 

Coordination 18.2 12.9 

Measuring 24.2 32.3 

Aware 42.4 35.5 

Unaware 3 16.1 
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The data indicate that69.7% ofthese distributors measure and take action on 

measuresfor sourcing/fulfillment within thefirm(add the percentage that measure, 

coordinate,and integrate)and 37.6%do so on an intercompany basis(see Table 48). In 

other words,seventy percentofrespondents have an active measurement program 

internally on sourcing and procurement issues butless than forty percent do so on 

sourcing and procurementissues with their suppliers. 

Table48 Distributors and Sourcing/Procurement 

Business:Distributor/Wholesaler Sourcing/Procurement 
Upstream Within the Firm With Trading Partner 
Level ofSophistication N=33 N=32 

% % 

Integration 18.2 6.3 

Coordination 30.3 12.5 

Measuring 21.2 18.8 

Aware 24.2 31.3 

Unaware 6.1 31.3 

To determine ifthe proportions were significantly different,a paired samplest-

test wasperformed comparing orderfulfillment and sourcing /procurement mean scores 

for distributors. Three pairs were compared.Significant difference wasfound for the 

Avithin and between mean scores for the upstream and downstream processes. However, 

since no significant difference wasfound comparing measurementemphasis on 

fulfillment versus sourcing,the datatend to support Hypothesis 13d(see Table 49). 
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Table49 Paired Sample T-Testfor Distributors 

Paired Samples T-Testfor 
Distributors 

Pair Process/Capability Valid Mean Correlation Sig. 
N 

1 Order Fulfillment,Within& 31 3.00 0.237 0.049 

Order Fulfillment,Between 2.52 

2 Sourcing/Procurement,Within& 32 3.34 0.468 0.000 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.31 

3 Order Fulfillment,Between 31 2.52 0.246 0.524 

Sourcing/Procurement,Between 2.35 

Hypothesis 14a: The use oftechnology is positively associated with the degree of 

performance measurement. 

Respondents who said they wereimplementing or had completed 

implementation ofany often supply chain technologies were grouped and compared 

with those who were not using these technologies. Theten technologies are: 

-ERP(Enterprise Resource Planning) 

-TMS(Transportation ManagementSystem) 

- WMS(Warehouse Management System) 

-MRP/DRP(Material/Distribution Requirements Planning) 

-APS(Advanced Planning and Scheduling) 

- ABC/ABM(Activity Based Costing/Management) 
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-EDI(Electronic Data Interchange) 

- Use ofInternet with customers/suppliers 

- UseofInternetfor Business-to-Business transactions 

- Scanner/Bar Coding/POS(PointofSale Systems 

These ten technologies were crosstabulated with the levels ofsophistication of 

measurementofthe seven logistics processes/capabilities for both groups,i.e., 

implemented versus notimplemented. Twenty-two statistically significant associations 

werefound(see Table 50). 

There were three significant associations involving ERPtechnology. Firmsthat 

use ERP are more sophisticated in measurementsinvolving order fulfillment, 

information capabilities,and planning within the firm. ERPtechnology appears notto 

be significantforintercompany process measurement. 

There weretwo significant associations involving TMStechnology. Firmsthat 

use TMS are more sophisticated in measurements involving orderfulfillment and 

information capabilities within the firm. Itis notable thatTMStechnology does not 

affect the level ofmeasurement sophistication for the transportation/distribution 

process.TMStechnology appears notto be significant forintercompany process 

measurement. 

There were four significant associations involving WMStechnology. Firms that 

use WMSare more sophisticated in measurements involving order fulfillment, 

transportation/distribution,and warehousing/storage activities within the firm. WMS 

technology is also associated with enhanced sophistication ofintercompany 

warehousing/storage measurement. 
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Table50 Technology and MeasurementSophistication 

Significant AssociationsBetween Technology Use and Sophistication ofMeasurement 

Technology Customer Order Sourcing/ Transportat Warehous Information Planning 
Service Fulfillment Procurem ion/Distrib ing/ Capability /Forecasting/ 

ent ution Storage Scheduling 

Intracompany 

ERP No YES No No No YES YES 

TMS No YES No No No YES No 

WMS No YES No YES YES No No 

MRP/DRP No No No No No No No 

APS No No No No YES No YES 

ABC/ABM No No No No No No No 

EDI No No No No No No No 

Internet No No No No No No No 

InternetB ToB No YES YES No No No No 

ScannerPOS YES No No No YES No No 

Intercompany 

ERP No No No No No No No 

TMS No No No No No No No 

WMS No No No No YES No No 

MRP/DRP No No No No No No No 

APS No No YES No No No YES 

ABC/ABM YES YES No No YES YES No 

EDI No No No No No No No 

Internet No No No No No No No 

InternetB ToB No No No No No No YES 

ScannerPOS No No No No No No No 
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MRP/DRPtechnology is notassociated with any difference in measurement 

sophistication within or betweenfirms. 

There were four significant associations involving APStechnology. Firmsthat 

use APS are more sophisticated in measurements involving warehousing and planning 

within the firm and sourcing/procurement and planning between firms. 

There were four significant associations involving ABC/ABM technology, 

notably all on an intercompany basis. Firmsthat use ABC/ABM are more sophisticated 

in measurementsinvolving customer service,order fulfillment,warehousing and 

information capability between firms. 

EDItechnology is notassociated with any difference in measurement 

sophistication within or between firms.Using Internettechnology to exchange 

information with customers or suppliers is also not associated with any difference in 

measurementsophistication within or between firms. However,using Intemet 

Business-to-Business transaction technology is associated with more sophisticated 

measurementintemally,with orderfulfillment and sourcing/procurement,and 

extemally,with planning,forecasting and scheduling. 

There weretwo significant associations involving Scanner/POS technology. 

Firms that use Scaimer/POS technology are more sophisticated in measurements 

involving customer service and warehousing/storage within the firm. 

Because only22ofthe 140chi-square tests ofassociations revealed 

significance,there is only weak supportfor Hypothesis 14a. Only in the case of 

ABC/ABM,onan intercompany basis,is there limited supportofthis hypothesis. 
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Hypothesis 14b:The use oftechnology is positively associated with a perceived 

competitive advantage. 

Respondents-were placed into two groups.Those who had implemented or were 

in the process ofimplementing the particular technology were in one group. Those 

who were notimplementing the technology were placed into asecond group.The ten . 

technologies were crosstabulated with the seven logistics processes/capabilities to 

determine associations with claimed advantage or disadvantage (see Table 51). 

Table51 Technology and Competitive Advantage 

Significant Associations Between Technology Use and Perceived Competitive Advantage 

Technology Customer Order Sourcing/ Transportat Warehous Information Planning 
Service Fulfillment Procurem ion/Distrib ing/ Capability /Forecasting/ 

ent ution Storage Scheduling 

ERP No No No No No No No 

TMS No No No No No No No 

WMS No No YES No YES No No 

MRP/DRP No No No No No No No 

APS No No No No No No No 

ABC/ABM No No No No No No . No 

EDI No No No No No No No 

Internet No No No No No No No 

InternetB ToB No No No No No No No 

ScannerPCS No No No No No No No 
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There were onlytwo significant associations,both involving Warehouse 

ManagementSystems(WMS)technology. Firmsthat are implementing or have 

implemented WMSare less likely to have a perceived advantage in sourcing/ 

procurementand more likely to have an advantage in warehousing/storage. Otherwise, 

having technology has no effect onthe firm's perceived competitiveness internal 

information capability. Hypothesis 14b is not supported. 

Recap ofHypotheses and Findings 

HI: Key performance measures,as identified by senior supply chain or 
logistics managers,are not being captured,even though they are 
perceived to be importantto theirfirm and to their customers. 

Supported. 

H2; •Firmsthathave implemented ABChave ahigher perceived competitive 
advantage overthose firms that have notimplemented ABC. 

Notsupported. 

H3a: Primary financial measures that drive decision-making in firms are more 
likely to be related to margin managementrather than to asset 
management. 

Supported. 

H3b: Primary financial measures that drive decision-making in firms are more 
likely to be related to margin managementrather than to financial 
measuresthatintegrate theincome statement and balance sheet. 

Supported. 

H3c: Cashflow measures are not often used as aprimary financial measure for 
decision-making. 

Supported. 
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H4: Firmsthathave alignmentin their logistics and business strategy will 
have a better-perceived competitive advantage than firms that do not. 

Inconclusive. 

H5: Different business strategies will be associated with different logistics 
measures. 

Notsupported. 

H6a: Firmsthathave acoordinated or integrated planning process are more 
likely to measure key logistics processes within the firm. 

Supported. 

H6b: Firmsthathave acoordinated or integrated planning process are more 
likely to measure key logistics processes between it and trading partners. 

Supported. 

H6c: Firmsthathave a coordinated or integrated planning process have a 
better-perceived competitive advantage than firmsthatdo not. 

Partially supported. 

H7a: Firms with a wide span ofcontrol are more likely to follow alow-cost 
business strategy. 

Notsupported. 

H7b: Firms with a narrow span ofcontrol are more likely to follow a 
differentiation or service strategy. 

Notsupported. 

H8: The size offirm will be related to the type ofbusiness strategy,larger 
firms will tend to follow low-cost strategies and smallerfirms will tend 
to follow service,or differentiation,strategies. 

Notsupported. 

H9: Thefirms with wide spans ofcontrol are more likely to demonstrate 
greater coordination and integration oflogistics processes. 

Notsupported. 
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HlOa: Firms with a low-cost strategy willfocusintemally and emphasize cost 
measuresrelative to other measures oflogistics performance. 

Notsupported. 

HIOb: Firms with a differentiation or service strategy willfocus externally and 
emphasize measures other than cost. 

Notsupported. 

HIla: Firms are morefocused on internal measures ofefficiency (i.e., 
productivity and utilization)than on measuresofeffectiveness (i.e.,planned 
performance and outcomes). 

Notsupported. 

HIlb: Firms are morefocused on measurementofactivities or processes within 
the firm than on activities or processes between firms. 

Supported. 

HI2a: Managers perceive that the logistics measures used accurately capture 
specific aspects ofthe activities measured. 

Supported. 

HI2b: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used provide actionable 
guidancefor management. 

Supported. 

HI2c: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used allow for 
comparability between it and other measures. 

Partially supported. 

HI2d: Managers perceive thatthe logistics measures used promote coordination 
between managersofinterdependent upstream and downstream flows. 

Notsupported. 
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HI3a: The emphasison logistics processes and logistics measurement varies 
according to the position ofthefirm in the supply chain relative to the 
stepsremovedfrom the consumer. 

Supported. 

HI3b: Manufacturers emphasize downstream measurement morethan upstream 
measurement. 

Supported 

HI3c: Retailers emphasize upstream measurement morethan downstream 
measurement. 

Notsupported. 

HI3d: Distributors tend to balance their emphasison upstream and downstream 
measurement. 

Supported. 

HI4a: The use oftechnology is positively associated with the degree of 
performance measurement. 

Partially supported. 

HI4b: The use oftechnology is positively associated with a perceived 
competitive advantage. 

Notsupported. 
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Additional Findingsfrom the MailSurvey 

The mail survey provided data not directly related to the many hypotheses 

tested in this chapter. Many interesting questions were generated that were addressed 

by a posthoc analysis. These interesting findings are notassociated with a specific 

hypothesis. They are descriptive and exploratory. They provide a better understanding 

ofthe impactofvarious antecedents and moderators ofthe state oflogistics 

measurement. They have to do with differences in measurement based upon: 

(1)three different viewsofthe logistics organization; 

(2) the relative importance ofmeasurementas a managementissue; 

(3) the degree ofuse ofavailable technologies that could supportlogistics 

measurement; 

(4) the degree ofadvantage or disadvantage claimed in key logistics 

capabilities; 

(5) the perception ofenablers and barriers to logistics measurement; 

(6) the amoimtofbusiness segmentation done by logistics organizations; 

(7) the quality ofmeasures captured;and 

(8) the size offirm and perceived competitive advantage. 

Different ViewsofLogistics bv Business Tvpe 

Most manufacturing firms view their logistics function as a cost center. Only 

3%ofmanufacturers view the logistics function as a profit center(see Table 52). 
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Table52 How Logistics Is Viewed By the Organization 

How is Logistics Viewed? 

Manufacturers Distributors Retailers 

% % % 

Cost Center 55 31 54 

Profit Center 3 36 11 

Service Center 40 31 31 

Other 4 1 3 

Distributors,onthe other hand,view their logistics function more often asa 

profit center. In fact, while the percentages in Table43show a bal^ced distribution 

across cost,profit and service centers,a chi-square testshowed that Distributors are . 

significantly more likely to view logistics as a profit center. 

Crosstabulations ofhow logistics is viewed by the organization with 

measurementofthe seven logistics processes produced no significant associations. 

Crosstabulations ofhow logistics is viewed by the organization with the claim of 

competitive advantage in the seven logistics processes did produce significant 

associations. In five ofthe processes/capabilities - customer service,order fulfillment, 

warehousing/storage,information capability,and planning/forecasting/scheduling -

Profit Centers are more likely to claim a perceived advantage than Cost Centers or 

Service Centers. No significant differences were foimd for sourcing/procurement or 

transportation/distribution processes. 
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TheImportance ofMeasurement as a ManagementIssue 

Logistics measurement wasnotconsidered atop managementissue facing the 

organization by mostofthe respondents. Only sixteen percent said logistics 

measurement within the company wasin their top three issues(see Table 53). 

Table53 Measurementas a Top ManagementIssue 

Important LogisticsIssues Facing the Organization 
(Selected as One ofThree MostImportantIssues) 

Ranked in 

Top Three by 

1 Costcontrol/costreduction 55% 

2 Information technology utilization 48% 

3 Improving customer service processes 38% 

4 Cycle time reduction 28% 

5 Strategic alliances with customers/suppliers 28% 

6 Changing organizational structure 17% 

7 Logistics measurementwithin the company 16% 

8 Expanding distribution into new 15% 

channels/markets 

9 Quality improvement 12% 

10 Logistics measurement between company and 11% 

customers/suppliers 

11 Outsourcing 10% 

12 Integrating with intemet-based customer 9% 

ordering systems 

13 Logistics supportfor global marketexpansion 8% 

Giventhe need for emphasison the processes that interface with customers and 

suppliers,it is remarkable that only 11%ofthe respondents placed this capability it 

their top three priorities. Supply chain managementrequires interfirm measurement. 
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The Use ofTechnology 

Respondentsindicated the degree to which they have planned orimplemented 

varioustechnologiesthatcould facilitate logistics measurement. Mostfirms were not 

considering the use ofenabling technologies such as Advanced Planning and 

Scheduling or Activity Based Costing(see Table 54). 

Table54 Use ofTechnology 

Technology No Planned Planning Implementation Implementation 
Implementation Implementation Underway Completed 

% % % % 

ERR 52 16 23 10 

TMS 42 25 17 16 

WMS 28 25 19 28 

MRP/DRP 33 15 19 33 

APS 56 27 9 9 

ABC/ABM 56 24 9 11 

ED! 9 14 29 49 

internet 13 33 31 23 

internet B To B 27 37 22 34 

ScannerPOS 22 22 21 12 

Competitive Advantage bv Kev Logistics Capabilitv 

Respondentsindicated their perception oftheir company's level ofperformance 

compared to its primary competitorin seven logistics capabilities. Five selection 

choices were available,from "major advantage" to "major disadvantage." Those 
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percentage ofrespondents claiming eithera"major advantage" or"advantage" were 

compared to the percentage claiming "disadvantage" or"major disadvantage"(see 

Table 55). 

Respondents mostoften claimed an advantage in Customer Service and 

Transportation/Distribution. Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling and Information 

Capability were least often claimed as competitive advantagesand mostoften claimed 

as competitive disadvantages. 

Table55 Performance Compared to Competitor 

Comparison ofPerformance to Primary Competitor 

"Advantage" "Disadvantage" 
Process/Capability % % 

Customer Service 59 8 

Order Fulfillment 49 10 

Sourcing/Procurement 37 11 

Transportation/Distribution 54 8 

Warehousing/Storage 43 12 

Information Capability 44 27 

Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling 28 23 
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Enablers and Barriers to Logistics Measurement 

Respondents were asked to rate several factors as being neutral,a barrier,or an 

enabler oftheir ability to develop and use logistics measures within their company. 

Interestingly,only afew factors stood outas primarily one orthe other(see Table 56). 

Table56 Enablers and Barriers Within the Firm 

%Said %Said 

Factor Enabler Barrier 

Upper ManagementSupport 74 11 

Resourse Availability in My 60 24 

Function/Department 
Skill SetofEmployees 50 24 

Ability to Obtain Priority for Logistics Projects 46 29 

Resourse Availability in I.T.Function 43 46 

Accuracy ofInformation Available 43 39 

Timliness ofInformation 42 29 

Acceptance/Resistance to Change 40 34 

Organizational Culture 39 33 

Availability ofInformation 37 43 

Budget 32 33 

Other Departments 27 27 

Respondents were asked to rate several factors as being neutral,a barrier,oran 

enabler oftheir ability to develop and use logistics measures between their company 

and trading partners. Again,only afew factors stood out as primarily one orthe other 

(see Table 57) 
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Table57 Enablers and Barriers Between Firms 

%Said %Said 

Factor Enabler Barrier 

Upper Management Support 57 16 

Trust 45 27 

Availability ofInformation 44 45 

Accuracy ofInformation Exchanged 38 34 

Timliness ofInformation 36 36 

Resourse Availability to Maintain Measures 31 50 

Industry Standards 31 15 

Organizational Cultures 28 36 

Compatibility ofI.T.Systems 26 52 

Acceptance/Resistance to Change 26 39 

Trade Associations 25 5 

Multiple Definitions Among Customers 17 51 

Having multiple definitions for such things as"on-time delivery" is a major 

barrier to measurementthat facilitates performance improvement. Measures should 

have identifiable owners and customers,so that agreement can be reached on(1)what 

should be measured,(2)how it should be measured,and(3)a standard ofexpected 

performance. 

Business Segmentation Done bv Logistics Organizations 

Respondents were asked iftheir firm segmented four componentsofits business 

transactions,i. e.,differentiated services and costs associated with different(1) 
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customers;(2)finished goods products;(3)suppliers;or(4)purchased materials. Sixty-

five percent said they segmented based on customers and sixty-three percent said they 

segmented on finished goods products. Lesssegmentation wasdone for procurement 

thanfor fulfillment. Fifty-three percent said they segmented based on suppliers and 

fifty-five said they segmented based on purchased items. 

Crosstabulationsfor segmentation and measurement were performed. Twelve 

significant associations werefoimd(see Table 58). 

No associations were produced for segmentation by customer. Whetherafirm 

differentiates among customers does notaffectthe likelihood that logistics measures are 

captured. Four associations were foimd for segmentation byfinished goodsstock 

keeping umts(SKUs),three for segmentation by suppliers,and five for segmentation by 

purchased items. In every case ofassociation,those firms that segmented were more 

likely to measurethe logistics processes/capabilities indicated. 

No associations werefound for segmentation and likelihood ofclaiming a 

competitive advantage except in two cases. Firmsthat segmented suppliers were more 

likely to claim an advantage in Information Capability and Plaiming/Forecasting/ 

Scheduling. 
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Table58 Association Between Segmentation and Measurement 

Significant Associations Between Segmentation and 
Measurement 

Process/Capability 

Intracompany 

Customer Service 

Order Fulfillment 

Sourcing/Procurement 

Transportation/Distribution 

Warehousing/Storage 

Information Capability 

Planning/ 
Forecasting/Scheduling 

Intercompany 

Customer Service 

Order Fulfillment 

Sourcing/Procurement 

Transportation/Distribution 

Warehousing/Storage 
Information Capability 

Planning 
/Forecasting/Scheduling 

Customers 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Finished 

GoodsSKUs 

No 

YES 

YES 

No 

YES 

No 

No 

No 

YES 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Segmentation 

Suppliers Purchased Items 
/Materials 

No YES 

No YES 

YES YES 

No No 

No No 

No No 

YES YES 

No YES 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

YES No 
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The Quality ofLogistics Measures 

The research findingsindicated thatalarge percent offirms capturing measures 

fail to take action on them. Could this be due to alack ofconfidence in the quality of 

measures captured? Survey respondentscommented ontwelve statements aboutthe 

quality oflogistics measurements. Using afive-point scale, Avith 1 equal to "strong 

agreement"and5 equalto "strong disagreement," the results provide the following 

observations: 

(1)one-quarter ofmeasurescaptured are notaccurate; 

(2)one-fifth ofmeasures captured are notinterpreted similarly within the firm; 

. (3)one-third ofmeasures captured are notinterpreted similarly between firms; 

(4)one-fifth ofmeasures captured are notreadily understandable to guide 

actions; 

(5)two-fifths ofmeasures captured are notcomprehensive; 

(6)one-fifth ofmeasures captured are not cost effective; 

(7)one-quarter ofmeasures captured are notcompatible intemally; 

(8)one-third ofmeasures captured are notcompatible between firms; 

(9)one-quarter ofmeasures captured are notcompatible with cash flow ' 

measures;and 

(10)one-quarter ofmeasures captured encourage counter-productive behaviors. 
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Size ofthe Firm and Perceived Competitive Advantape 

Perhaps dueto greater resources orthe demands ofgreater complexity,firms 

largerthan $500 million in annualrevenue are significantly more likely to measure key 

logistics processes/capabilities than smaller firms(see Table 59). 

Table59 Company Size and Capture ofMeasure 

Chi-Square Tests- Statistically Significant Associations between Size ofFirm and 
Capture ofMeasure (SmallerFirms<$500 million Sales> Larger Firms) 

Process/Capability Asymptotic Firm Size More 
Significance Likely to 

Capture 
Measure 

Intracompany 
Customer Service 0.019 Larger 
Order Fulfillment 0.005 Larger 
Sourcing/Procurement 0.000 Larger 
Transportation/Distribution 0.002 Larger 
Warehousing/Storage 0.001 Larger 
Information Capability 0.014 Larger 
Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling 0.000 Larger 

Intercompany 
Customer Service 0.026 Larger 
Order Fulfillment 0.004 Larger 
Sourcing/Procurement 0.026 Larger 
Transportation/Distribution 0.002 Larger 
Warehousing/Storage 0.023 Larger 
Information Capability Not Neither 

Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling 0.010 Larger 
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There were no significant associations found between the size ofthe firm and 

perceived competitive advantage for any ofthe seven logistics processes/capabilities. 

Largerfirms have no perceived competitive advantage over smallerfirms,eventhough 

they are more likely to capture logistics measures. 

Summary ofFindings 

In this chapter the testing ofall hypotheses wasreviewed. Posthoc analyses 

produced additional relevantfindings. Majorfindings supported by these analyses are: 

(1)Logistics measurementis generally notconsidered to be one ofthe important 

issues facing the organization. 

(2)Key logistics performance measures are notcaptured by a large percentage 

offirms,even though they are perceived to beimportantto the firm and to its 

customers. 

(3)Even though alogistics performance measure is captured,organizations 

often fail to take action based uponthe value ofthe measure. 

(4)The quality ofmeasures captured is often perceived to be deficient. 

(5)Firms are morefocused on measurementofactivities or processes within the 

firm than on activities or processes between firms. 

(6)The position ofthe firm in its dominantsupply chain influences whatit 

measures. 

(7)Technologies that would facilitate measurement are not being considered for 

implementation by alarge percentage ofcompanies. 
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(8)Logistics organizations viewed as Profit Centers are more likely to claim a 

competitive advantage in logistics processes/capabilities than Cost Centers or 

Service Centers. 

(9)Firmsthat have a coordinated or integrated Planning/Forecasting/ 

Scheduling process are more likely to measure logistics performance than other 

firms. 

(10)Largerfirms are more likely to measure logistics processes/capabilities than 

smallerfirms. 

(11)Smaller companies are more likely to pursue a business strategy of 

Tailored,Personalized Service than larger companies. 

(12)Firms with aLow Cost business strategy are more likely to have wide spans 

ofcontrol in Logistics than narrow spans ofcontrol. 

(13)Firms with anarrow span ofcontrol in Logistics are more likely to 

coordinate Transportation, Warehousing and Information processes with trading 

partners thanfirms with wide spans ofcontrol in Logistics. 

(14)Top managementsupportis seen asthe greatest enabler oflogistics 

performance measurement. 

(15)The primary financial measures that drive decision making in organizations 

are related to Margin Management. 

Whatdoes all this mean? The conclusions and implications ofthis research are 

discussed in Chapter5. Contributionsofthis research and areas for future research are 

also covered in the next,and concluding,chapter. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter presents(1)conclusions based onthe research findings;(2) 

implicationsfor researchers and practitioners;(3)major contributions ofthis research to 

developing and testing theory in logistics performance;(4)strengths and limitations of 

the research methodology;and(5)areas for future research. 

Theframework ofthe research modelthatis described in Chapter 1 is used to 

guide this discussion. Conclusions are made about(1)the state oflogistics 

measurement;(2)the antecedent measurement orientation;(3)the moderating 

contextual factors;and(4)associations with perceived competitiveness(see Figme 34). 

Research Model 

Moderators 

The State of 
Perceived

Antecedents Logistics 
Competitiveness

Measurement 

Figure34 Research Model 
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The State ofLogistics Measurement 

The state oflogistics measurementconstruct described in Chapter 1 can be 

understood by answering these three questions: 

(1)Whatlogistics measures are actually being captured? 

(2)How are these logistics measures determined? 

(3)To whatdegree are the logistics measmes acted upon? 

The questiormaire used in this study provided thirty-seven choices oflogistics measures 

frequentlyfound in the literature. Respondents indicated iftheir firm captured these 

measures(see Table 60). 

A much higher level oflogistics measurement wasexpected,especially forsome 

ofthe morecommon measuresin logistics such as on-time delivery,fill rates,and 

freight costs. The conclusion is thata large percentage offirms are not capturing 

important measures oflogistics performance. This sets upthe observation:Iffirms 

don't measure,they probably don'tplan performance and don'ttake corrective action 

when appropriate. It mustbe concluded that,iffirmsdo not measure performance,they 

lack control overimportant activities. 

Even more remarkable is the lack ofdefinition ofthe four measures that were 

claimed as being mostimportantto customers. 

Measure %Jointlv Defined %Customer Defined %neither 

On-time Delivery 31 29 40 
Order Fill 25 33 42 
Invoice Accuracy 28 30 42 
Order Cycle Time 25 25 50 
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Table60 Measures Captured 

Effectiveness Measures 

Involve TradingPartner 

Customer complaints 
On-time delivery 

Over/short/damaged 
Returns and allowances 

Order cycle time 

Overall customer satisfaction 

Dayssales outstanding 
Forecast accuracy 

Invoice accuracy 

Perfect order fulfillment 

Inquiry responsetime 

Average 

InternalFocus 

Inventory count accuracy 
Order fill 

Outofstocks 

Line item fill 

Back orders 

Inventory obsolescence 

Incoming material quality 
Processing accuracy 

Case fill 

Cash/cash cycle time 

Average 

% 

Capture 

76.6 

78.6 

72.3 

69.1 

62.3 

60.8 

58.7 

54.4 

52.1 

39.5 

29.6 

59.5 

85.8 

80.8 

70.5 

68.5 

64.4 

62.7 

61.6 

45.0 

39.1 

32.2 

61.1 

Efficiency Measures % 

Capture 

Cost 

Outbound freight cost 87.3 

Inbound freight cost 68.9 

3rd party storage cost 58.6 

Inventory carrying cost 60.4 

Logistics cost per unit vs 52.4 

budget 

Costto serve 37.4 

Average 60.8 

Productivity 

Finished goodsinventory turns 80.2 

Orders processed/labor imit 43.3 

Product units processed per 47.6 

warehouse labor unit 

Units processed pertime unit 37.2 

Orders processed per time unit 36.1 

Product units processed per 21.8 

transportation unit 

Average 44.4 

Utilization 

Space utilization vs capacity 46.5 

Equipmentdowntime 46.0 

Equipmentutilization vs 40.4 

capacity 

Labor utilization vs capacity 35.8 

Average 42.2 
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Suppliers can not satisfy their customers'expectations ifthere is no agreement 

withthe customers'definition ofperformance. Withoutrecognized customers and 

ownersofmeasures,the evaluation and improvementoflogistics and supply chain 

performance are problematic. It can be concluded that a greatamoimtofmeasurement 

activity is non-productive. 

This study identified the three key logistics processes in the supply chain to be 

(1)Fulfillment; (2)Sourcing/Procurement;and(3)Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling. 

These processes exist within firms as well as extend betweenthem and their supply 

chain trading partners. The level ofmeasurementofthese processes varied both within 

the firm and between firms,butintercompany measures are less often captured in all 

cases. For Fulfillment,fifty-nine percentofcompanies measure,but only22%take 

action on an intercompany basis. For Sourcing/Procurement,only21%take action on 

an intercompany basis. For Planning/Forecasting/Scheduling,only 18%take action on 

an intercompany basis. 

Only about20%ofthe time,according to the survey,do practitioners take 

action to coordinate or integrate activities with trading partners thatimprove 

performance for the three key logistics processes in the supply chain. The conclusion is 

a disappointing one:not much effort is given to performance improvement. Even when 

a measure is captured,action to improve performance is not often taken,and control is 

not assured. Organizations can have information butfail to acton it. Perhaps this 

outcome is due to the lack ofpredetermined performance objectives or the inadequacies 
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ofthe measuresthemselves,as was discovered in exploring the antecedents oflogistics 

performance measurement. 

Antecedents ofthe State ofLogistics Measurement 

Antecedents to measurement,or the measurement orientation construct,can best 

beimderstood by answering these four questions: 

(1)Doesthe importance ofalogistics measure influence its capture? 

(2)Whatare the barriers and enablers oflogistics measurement? 

(3)How adequate are current logistics measures? 

(4)Doesthe logistics organization have an internal viewpoint or has it 

developed a supply chain orientation? 

TheImportance ofLogistics Measures 

Analyses demonstrated thatrespondents who considered specific measures 

important were more likely to capture those measuresthan were respondents who 

considered them to be less important. Causal relationships between consideration of 

importance and capture ofmeasure were notexplored. However,statistically 

significant associations between consideration ofimportance and capture ofmeasure 

were explored and notfound. Aspreviously indicated in Tables3and 4,even though a 

measure is considered important,it is often not captured. The reason that a specific 

measure is notcaptured does notrelate to its degree ofperceived importance. The 

ranking ofperceived importance for Invoice Accuracy illustrates such a conclusion. 

Invoice Accuracy wasreported to be third in importance for the company,sixth in 
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importance for the customer,and eighth in importance for the logistics function. Even 

then,forty-eight percentofrespondents said this measure was notcaptured. 

Barriers and EnablersofLogistics Measurement 

Upper managementsupport wasfound to bethe mostsignificant enabler ofthe 

developmentand use ofperformance measures with and between firms. Resource 

availability,skill setofemployees,and the ability to obtain priority for logistics projects 

were also seen as enablersfor logistics measiurement within the company. Several of 

the case studies supported these findings,underscoring the importance ofasenior 

managementindividual orteam that"champions"logistics measurement initiatives. A 

conclusion is that measurementefforts require leadership. 

Interestingly,acceptance ofchange wasperceived as an enabler oflogistics 

measurement within the firm,butresistance to change wasperceived as a barrier for 

logistics measurementbetween firms. Incompatibility ofinformation technology 

systems,multiple definitions ofmeasures,and resource availability to maintain 

measures emerged as barriers to inter-firm logistics measurement. Trust between 

trading partners wasseen asan enabler ofinter-firm measurement. These finding 

supportthe conclusion that building collaborative relationships with customers and 

suppliers requires asustained commitmentofresources. 

An effective planning capability,which requires leadership and sustained 

commitmentofresources,is likely to be the strongest enabler ofthe developmentand 

use oflogistics measures within and between firms. Firmsthat fail to plan activities or 

outcomes have little use ofmeasures ofthose activities or outcomes. Supply chain 
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integration requires collaborative planning with trading partners. Based onthelow 

level ofintercompany measurementand performance improvementrevealed by the 

research,it is concluded that not much collaborative planning is occurring. 

The Adeauacv ofCurrent Logistics Measures 

Several hypotheses were related to the adequacy,ofcurrent performance 

measures. Margin Management wasfound to be the primary financial measure that 

drives decision-making in organizations,regardless ofbusiness strategy,logistics 

strategy,or position in the supply chain. One mightexpectthatinformed executives 

would overwhelminglyfavor a primary financial measure that integrates the income 

statementand balance sheet. Failure to doso ignores the value or costofassets and the 

sources and uses offunds(i.e.,cash flows). Reliance on Gross Margin or NetMargin 

measures overlooks the impactoflogistics and supply chain managementon the 

business. A conclusion is that logistics practitioners do not understand or are unable to 

educate managementonthe full financial impactoflogistics performance. Balanced 

sets ofmeasures ofbusiness performance are recommended. Asone ofthe case studies 

described,"cockpit measures"that reflect a balanced scorecard for managementare 

associated with better control. 

The quality ofmeasures wastested for perceived accuracy,actionability,and 

internal comparability and compatibility. In these cases,65-70% ofrespondents agreed 

that current logistics measures demonstrated these qualities. This leaves aboutone-third 

ofrespondents who do not believe their current measures have these attributes. Only 

about one-third agreedthat current measures are externally comparable,compatible, 
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and promote intercompany coordination.It can be concluded that logistics practitioners 

who perceived their logistics measures to be inadequate will be disposed notto take 

action on them. A betterjob mustbe donein defining and designing logistics measures. 

The Internal Focus ofthe Logistics Function 

The measurementintegration matricesfor the seven logistics processes/ 

capabilities clearly demonstrate thatcompanies are morefocused on internal activities. 

Intercompany measurement wasonly about one-halfas developed asintracompany 

measurementin every analysis. Supply chain managementrequires logistics managers 

to shift theirfocusofmeasurementto the external interfaces with customers and 

suppliers. Overcoming the current internal orientation will require different behaviors 

and different measures. More attention needsto be given to the fulfillment and 

sourcing/procurement processes and the supportive planning/forecasting/scheduling 

process thatcan integrate them. The ability to establish lasting cooperative 

relationships governed by mutual adjustments between trading parties is becoming 

increasingly moreimportant. This could well bethe greatest challenge for logistics 

practitioners and provide the ultimate sustainable competitive advantage fortheir firms. 

Moderators ofthe State ofLogistics Measurement 

The moderators oflogistics measurement,or the contextualfactors construct, 

can be bestunderstood by answering these eight questions: 

(1)How doesthe state ofmeasurement vary by industry? 

(2)How doesthe state ofmeasurement vary by size ofcompany? 
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(3)How doesthe state ofmeasurement vary by business strategy? 

(4)How doesthe organization's view ofthe logistics function affect its state of 

measurement? 

(5)How doesthe degree ofbusiness segmentation influence the state oflogistics 

measurement? 

(6)Whateffect doesthe logistics organization's span ofcontrol have on logistics 

measurement? 

(7)Whatimpactdoesthe use oftechnology have on logistics measurement? 

(8)How doesthe location ofthe firm in its dominantsupply chain affectthe 

state oflogistics measurement? 

Differences in Industrv and the State ofT.ogistics Measurement 

No significant associations were found between industry and logistics 

measurement using a paired samples t-test. Every industry apparently has its leaders 

and itslaggards. No one industry appears to differfrom others with regard to the state 

oflogistics measurement. It can be concluded thatthere are no "leading"industries 

with regard to logistics measurement. 

Differences in Comnanv Size and the State ofLogistics Measurement 

Large companies are more likely to capture measures than small companies. 

Using the criteria of$500 million in annual sales asthe"break point" between large and 

smallfirms,largefirms are almostalways more likely to capture logistics measures. 

Theone exceptionfound wasin intercompany information capability,where the size of 
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firm had no association with the capture ofmeasures. Moreover,no associations were 

found between company size and the likelihood ofperceived competitive advantage. 

The conclusion is thatsmallfirms that do notcapture logistics measures arejust as 

likely to claim competitive advantages aslarge firmsthat do capture logistics measures. 

The capture ofthe measure is not necessarily associated with a perceived competitive 

advantage. 

A final association found regarding the size offirm wasthe association with a 

specific business strategy. Large firms were more likely to claim low costor best value 

business strategiesthan smallfirms were. Smallfirms were more likely to claim a 

tailored service strategy orfocus on a market niche than largefirms were. While more 

measurement will befound in large firms,no conclusion wasdrawn aboutthe 

appropriateness ofthe measures captured for supply chain management. 

Differences in Business Strategv and the State ofLogistics Measurement 

No single business strategy wasfoimd to be more associated with logistics 

performance measurementthan any other strategy. Significance wasfotmd for 

"aligned" pairs ofbusiness and logistics strategies,i.e.,low cost provider with minimize 

supply chain costs,and tailored services with tailored services,respectively. 

Remarkably,no respondents with misaligned business and logistics strategies 

claimed a disadvantage in order fulfillment,transportation,or warehousing. This 

finding could supportthe conclusion that perceived competitive advantage doesnot 

appear to be associated with alignmentofstrategies. However,sensitivity to 

covariation between choice ofstrategy and perceived competitive advantage suggest 
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two possible explanations. Firstly,the measure for perceived competitive advantage 

mightnothave been sufficiently precise to allow a statistical conclusion to be drawn. 

Secondly,controlfor background factors was not established,setting up the possibility 

that other phenomenaobfuscated the true relationships between these factors. Several 

explanations could be offered. Respondents mighthave been comparing themselves to 

other equally misaligned competitors. Respondents might have been biased notto 

admitto a disadvantage in these capabilities. Respondents could be wrong in their 

perception. Additional research on strategy alignmentand perceived competitiveness is 

suggested. 

Choice ofbusiness strategy was significantly associated with the capture ofonly 

four measures outofthirty-seven. Choice oflogistics strategy was associated with eight 

outofthirty-seven measures. In those cases,logistics organizations with a strategy of 

tailored service were more likely to capture measuresthan other organizations were. It 

can be concluded that choice ofstrategy does notresult in preferences for specific 

logistics measures. 

It could not beshownthatlow cost strategies were associated with internal 

measuresofefficiency,or that differentiation strategies were associated with external 

measures otherthan cost. Overall,it can be concluded that strategies, whether aligned 

or not,have little to do with the state oflogistics measurement (i.e.,identifying which 

measures are important,how they are determined,or ifthey are captured). 
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Differences in the Organizational View ofthe Logistics Function and the State of 

Logistics Measurement 

No significant associations werefound between how logistics is viewed(i.e., 

whethera cost,profit,or service center)and the likelihood ofcapturing any specific 

logistics measure. However,Profit Centers werefound to be more likely to claim an 

advantage in customer service,order fulfillment,warehousing/storage,information 

capability,and planning/forecasting/scheduling. This suggeststhe conclusion that 

profit accountability and concern for satisfying the customer are positive moderatorsfor 

logistics competitiveness. 

Differences in Business Segmentation and the State ofLogistics Measurement 

Whether or notacompany segments based on customers hasno bearing on their 

likelihood to capture logistics measures. Companiesthat segment based on suppliers 

are more likely to capture measures relating to sourcing/procurement and planning/ 

forecasting/scheduling. Segmentation byproducts had four significant measurement 

associations for finished goodsand five for purchased materials in the three key supply 

chain processes. It can be concluded that segmentation by products and suppliers seems 

to improve the likelihood ofmeasurement. 

No associations were foimd for segmentation and likelihood ofclaiming a 

competitive advantage except those firmsthat segmented suppliers were more likely to 

claim an advantage in Information Capability and Planning/Forecasting/ Scheduling. 
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Differences in Span ofControl and the State ofLogistics Measurement 

A wide span ofcontrol wasfound to be associated with a lesser likelihood of 

coordination and integration for transportation/distribution, warehousing/storage,and 

information capability on an intercompany basis. Firms with a narrow span logistics 

organization are more likely to coordinate and integrate these same three 

processes/capabilities with their trading partners. Crosstabulation ofspan ofcontrol 

with the capture ofmeasuresfoimd thata narrow span ofcontrol logistics organizations 

were more likely to capture intercompany measures ofplanning/forecasting/scheduling 

and information capability. It can be concluded thata narrow span ofcontrol logistics 

organization can be more focused on trading partners. 

No associations werefound between span ofcontrol and perceived competitive 

advantage. It can be concluded thatthe grouping ofmultiple functions and departments 

undera single Head ofLogistics does not necessarily facilitate capture oflogistics 

measmesor perceived competitive advantage. Perhapsthe additional management 

complexity oflarger logistics organizations mitigates againstthis. Additional research 

in this area is necessary. 

Differences in Use ofTechnoloev and the State ofLogistics Measurement 

It wasshown thatfirmsthathave implemented activity based costing(ABC)do 

not enjoy an advantage over firmsthat have notinstituted ABC. Aspreviously 

described(Table 43,Chapter4)only twenty-two of140tests showed significance in 

associating use oftechnology with measurementoflogistics processes. When 

considering the implications ofhaving technologies,only two associations with 
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competitive advantage were found. Both associations were with Warehouse 

ManagementSystems(WMS). One WMSassociation, with sourcing/procurement, 

was negative. Thosefirms with WMStechnology were less likely to have an advantage 

in sourcing/procurement.The other WMS association was positive. Thosefirms with 

WMStechnology were more likely to have a perceived competitive advantage in 

warehousing/storage. This study provides very little evidence that perceived 

competitive advantage is associated with the use ofthe ten considered technologies. 

Sincethis conclusion is coimter-intuitive,either the theory thattechnology use provides 

an advantage isflawed orthe measure used to testthe theory is flawed. Because 

perceived competitive advantage was entirely subjective in this study,it is considered 

an inappropriate measure to supportthe conclusion thattechnology use does not matter. 

Better measurement designs are necessary. 

Differences in the Location ofthe Firm in Its DominantSunnlv Chain and the State of 

Logistics Measurement 

The comparisons ofposition ofthe firm in the supply chain to the capture of 

logistics measuresrevealed many significant associations. When service 

organizations/subcontractors and firms three stepsremoved from the consumer were 

excluded,several significant associations remained. Many differences werefound 

between whata direct seller measures and whatthe firms one ortwo steps removed 

from the consumer measure. Direct sellers are more likely to capture measures ofcost-

to-serve,inquiry response time,processing accuracy,and the utilization measures 

related to space,labor,and equipment. It can be concluded that both manufacturers and 
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retailers emphasize the sales side oftheir businesses while distributors balance their 

emphasison selling and buying. 

Conclusions ofthe Research 

This study confirms the observations ofprevious research aboutlogistics 

performance measurement: 

(1)Mostfirms represented by the respondents do notcomprehensively measure 

logistics performance. 

(2)Even the best performing firmsfail to realize their productivity and service 

potential availablefrom logistics performance measurement. 

(3)Logistics competency will increasingly be viewed asacompetitive 

differentiator and akey strategic resource for thefirm. 

This study contributes additional observations aboutlogistics performance measurement 

and supply chain management: 

(1)Logistics performance measurementis notatop issue for practitioners. 

(2)Many companies capturing measures are nottaking action based onthe 

information it provides. 

(3)Ofintercompany measures being captured,less than forty percent arejointly 

defined or agreed to by both trading partners,indicating a need and opportunity 

for collaboration. 

(4)Enablingtechnology is notplarmed for implementation by a large percentage 

ofcompanies. 

(5)Technology use is not associated with aperceived competitive advantage. 
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(6)Activity based costing is not associated with the capture oflogistics 

measures within the firm butis associated with capture ofmeasuresonfour 

processes/capabilities between firms. The traditional accounting system takes 

precedence internally butis notcompatible or useful between firms. 

(7)Appropriate financial measures are not being used to assess the contributions 

and importance oflogistics in mostfirms. 

(8)Opportunities existforimproving the alignmentofbusiness strategies and 

logistics strategies. However,such alignment does notappear to affectthe state 

oflogistics measurement. 

(9)A case can be madethat wide spans ofcontrol are notconducive to 

coordination with trading partners. 

(10)Position ofthe firm in the supply chain relative to the end consumer 

influences the emphasison which logistics measures are importantand captured. 

(11)Top managementsupport is akey enabler ofthe developmentofan 

effective logistics measurementsystem. 

Logistics interfaces with the Finance function seem to be inadequate. This 

conclusion is supported in the literature and bythefindings ofthis research. 

Appropriate financial measures ofthe value and performance ofthe logisticsfunction 

are not being used to guide decision making in the firm. 

Lacking measurementofoutputs,organizations appear to resort to ritual control 

ofbehaviorsthat may or may notbe reinforced by incentive plans. When desired 

behaviors and outputs are notspecified ahead oftime,organizations mustrely on ritual 
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control. Often they rely solely on their ability to select or deselect processes, 

employees,contractors,suppliers,customer,and relationships,either to achieve desired 

results,orto avoid imdesired consequences. The planning process inevitably appearsto 

bethe most critical for business success. Management mustinvestin the planning 

process. 

Low cost business strategies that are typical ofmechanistic,internally focused 

organizations are notgood candidates for supply chain partnerships. This strategy does 

notneed activity based costing(ABC). Tailored,personalized service strategies 

(customer value based strategies)are typical ofbetter supply chain partners. These 

strategies will benefitfrom ABC by allowing the comparison,with customers,ofcost-

to-serve and value ofservice. 

This research revealed thatlow cost strategies are notas popular as mightbe 

expected. Best Value strategies were not defined butseem to be a popular choice for 

many organizations. The seeming lack ofspecificity in definition ofwhat constitutes 

best value appears to give organizations the comfortofflexibility in their behavior. It 

could be argued that BestValue strategies do not give competitors muchinformation 

about whatthe firm mightdo. It is likely the least"accountable" ofthe strategic choices 

given the survey respondents. 

Theemerging trend toward asset-free(hollow)corporations and virtual 

corporations suggests that accessto measurementinformation across business 

boundaries is becoming moreimportant,ifnot essential. Shared databases, 

collaborative planning and forecasting are importanttools to facilitate this trend. 
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Major Contributions ofthis Research 

In addition to updating the literature onthe state oflogistics measurement,this 

descriptive/exploratory research has made several unique contributions. A major 

contribution ofthis research is the recognition ofthe need to shift practitioner focus 

from measurementoflogistics activities internalto the firm to afew key business-

spanning processes. Such a reorientation is a requisite for supply chain management. 

This shift requires less reductionistic thinking and microscopic viewsand more 

systemic,strategic thinking and telescopic views. The conceptofprocess customers 

and process ownersshould be extended to the measuresthemselves. Identification of 

the three key processes -fulfillment,sourcing/procurement,and planning/ 

forecasting/scheduling - should also contribute to helping the practitioner focus efforts 

on the importantperformance improvement opportunities. The research modelitself 

has provided a useful Jframework for thinking about logistics measurement. 

Appreciating the influence ofantecedents and moderators ofthe state oflogistics 

measurementshould help guide the practitioner in selecting appropriate,compatible 

partners for initiatives in supply chain processimprovement. 

Practitioners can learnfrom this research that mostcompanies do not measure 

much,do not measure well,and often measure the wrong things. Atleast,they do not 

always measure the rightthings. Whathas been missing is the "orientation"toward 

processes,the recognition ofsystems ofinterdependencies and trade-offs. Taken a step 

further,the practical supply chain question becomes"Whatare wetrying to 

accomplish?"not"What are we measuring?" Customers need to be specifically asked 
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howthey wantto be treated. Suppliers mustbe specifically informed ofperformance 

expectations. Customers ofprocesses and measures are alwaysthe correctjudges of 

performance. Today,customers are better informed,more demanding and perhaps 

more fickle than ever.The astute logistics manager needs to pay more attention to 

relationship management with key customers and suppliers. Industries are blurring. 

Boimdaries between companies are blurring. Path breaking is becoming more 

importantthan benchmarking for growth and change.The firm's goal is notto simply 

hang on to today's marketshare. The firm's goal should be to create influence for its 

role in emerging industries and relationships with trading partners. Whatshould be 

measured is an important question. Whatshould be done is more relevant in today's 

fast-paced,competitive economy. This research demonstrates that opportunities aboimd 

fortomorrow's leaders. 

Implicationsfor Researchers and Practitioners 

This research has referred to the theoretical problems with the adequacy of 

measuresin regard to their quality and usefulness. The multiple criteria ofa good 

measure caimot be simultaneously satisfied. Trade-offs mustbe made between validity 

and comparability and between integrativeness and usefulness. Undetermination is 

particularly serious when using task and activity measuresto evaluate processes. 

Process measuresthat capture quality and usefulness need to be developed to also 

capture outcomesand impacts in addition to productivity. Thepurpose ofmeasures can 

only be imderstood when customers and owners ofmeasures exist and collaborate. This 

has been overlooked in the research. 
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Another very real problem with measures is thatthey involve people,i.e., 

workers working. Work is objective,as most measures are designed to be. There is 

likely a best way to do the work,independentofthe worker. This is a mechanistic 

viewpoint. However,workers are subjective,individualistic,and subjectto wide 

variationsin aptitude,interests,and behaviors. Measures need to contemplate that 

much ofwhat workers do is subjective -creative,innovative,and unique. This isa 

humanistic viewpoint. Knowledge work is notprogrammable. The outputcannot often 

be predetermined nor perceived. Consequently,measures ofknowledge work do not 

exist. Moreover,measures ofrelationships are elusive. Yet,supply chain performance 

is largely built onknowledge workers building and maintaining relationships. 

Relationship plaiming and relationship measurementis an area for future academic 

research. 

Strengths and Limitations ofthe Research Methodology 

The multiple methodsofdata gathering,the use ofa combination ofqualitative 

and quantitative data,and the relevant,empirical nature ofthe research are considered 

strengths ofthis study. External validity,realism,and generalizability are enhanced by 

the research design. The reproducibility componentofexternal validity is considered 

high,in that this study could easily be reproduced and generate the same results. 

Generalizability across logistics organizations whose senior logistics executive 

maintains membership in the Coimcil ofLogistics Managementcan be claimed. 

Generalizability is also enhanced because the study focused on the measures and not 

their values,as mighthave been donein a benchmarking study. Statistical conclusion 
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validity is considered satisfactory,given the statistical techniques used. No attempt was 

madeto establish internal validity,i.e., whether any ofthe relationships between 

variables were causal. 

Non-response bias was nottested as partofthe survey methodology. This could 

pose a serious threatto validity. However,because this study was exploratory and not 

one oftheory testing,this threatto validity is somewhat mitigated. Thesample size of 

355 cases provided statistical conclusion validity. Thefindings caimot be extrapolated 

beyond the population ofCLM membership. 

The extensive analysis ofcontextualfactors suggested that strategy,technology, 

and industry do not make much difference in whether logistics measures are captured, 

how they are defined,what action is taken,orthe perception ofcompetitive advantage. 

Some differences in the degree ofmeasurementthat werefound related to size,span of 

control,degree ofsegmentation and whetherthe logistics organization was viewed asa 

profit center. However,those associations were explained. 

The weaknessofthis study would befound in its instrumentation and 

nomological validity. As mentioned in Chapter 3,no validation ofshared 

understanding ofterminology and concepts was conducted. Did the respondents 

interpretthe questions in the same way? Did they have a shared understanding ofthe 

various technologies? Were they truthful and consistentin their responses? Certainly, 

there were instrumentation errors and maturation effects in the Delphi study,the case 

studies,and the questionnaires. Interviewer bias likely played arole in the 

interpretation ofinterviews. One nagging question has to do with the identification of 

enablers and barriers. Often,the same factor wasseen equally as both an enabler and a 
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bamer. Did the respondents who had been successful in some stage or activity of 

logistics measurementsee the same factor as a barrier looking ahead and as an enabler 

looking back? Maturation ofrespondents may have influenced their responses. 

No major conclusion was made withoutjustification. Rigor was observed in 

developing the relevant and interesting findings and conclusions.Asexplained by 

Mentzer and Flint(1997): 

"Rigordoes notimply use ofincreasingly sophisticated methodologiesjustto 
prove we can use them. Rather,rigor implies care in avoiding inadvertently 
concluding something the research did not actually reveal."(p.200) 

Areasfor Future Research 

Thetemptation was greatto lookfor causality. Determining causality was nota 

goal ofthis research. Evidencing internal validity wasnota capability ofthe statistical 

methods appropriate forthe testing ofthe hypotheses. The question remains. Why do 

firms notdo a betterjob oflogistics measurement? Somereasons were offered based 

on the strength ofassociations between antecedents and moderators with the state of 

logistics measurement. Perhapsthere is no compelling eventforthe firm to improve on 

its state oflogistics measurement. Perhaps there are no dire consequences for failing to 

improve logistics performance measurement. Perhapsfirms achieve control through the 

use oforganized rituals and selection/deselection activities. The transition to supply 

chain management certainly requires more research into appropriate governance 

structures that mightsucceed in affecting ongoing,mutual adjustments in the 

expectations and work processes oflinked companies. 
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Whatshould be the scorecard for supply chains? What would a generalized, 

balanced setofmetrics look like thatincorporate multi-firm objectives? How helpfial 

are extemal benchmarks in improving the capture ofmeasures orimprovementof 

performance? 

Traditional accounting practices seem to adversely impactthe capability to 

produce accurate,actionable logistics measures. Why have firms not dealt with this 

more effectively? Why do wenotsee more use ofactivity based costing to help 

improve logistics measurementand performance? 

The emphasisfor logistics measurementseemsto still be on expense control, 

given that margin management measures are primary. Why is there not more emphasis 

on capital budgeting and asset managementin logistics performance measurement? 

Noresearch has beenfoimd that has looked atthe capital structure ofmultiple 

supply chain trading partners to determine where inventory should be held,i.e., with the 

firm with the lowest costofcapital. This will influence terms ofsale and cashflow 

acrossthe supply chain. 

Whatcan be done to change cultures and normsto facilitate more effective 

logistics measurementsystems? Whatis the role ofmanagementand employee 

incentive and reward systems? 

Gainsharing practices used by third party providers need to be studied in order 

to imderstand how they can be applied to multiple trading partnersforimprovements in 

supply chain system performance. 
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How has cycle time compression been measured for asupply chain? Whatis the 

magnitude ofcostreduction opportunities among multiple partners? How can 

inte^ated supply chain planning/forecasting/scheduling systems be bestimplemented? 

Whatare possible and desirable formsofgovernance among and between 

supply chain partners? The health maintanence organization(HMO)is an example. 

TheHMOdoes notown hospitals,employ physicians,or operate supply production 

facilities butdoes attemptto rationalize the costs ofdelivery ofmedical services. The 

HMOfocus has been on costreduction,notservice enhancement or patient value, 

which seemsto have constrained its effectiveness. Isa similar model appropriate for 

supply chain management? Doesthis require supra-organizations or multi-company 

teams? 

The role ofthe university and its faculty in the development and operation of 

modelsupply chains would be another area offuture research for scholars in the fields 

ofmarketing and logistics. Perhaps rmiversities could be objective facilitators ofmulti-

firm governance. 

A supply chain unitofanalysis is needed. A firm-level unit ofanalysis is 

inadequate.Canasupply chain decision supportsystem(DSS)capability be developed? 

Will companiesshare information and resources to make this happen? 

Historically,barriers to entry,such as economiesofscale or proprietary 

technology,have helped insulate firms individually from competitive threats and 

promoted firm profitability. An investigation ofthe importance ofsupply chain 

relationships as collective barriers to entry for supply chain members would be of 

interest. 
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Is supply chain performance ultimately a debate on ends versus means? Can 

individual,industry-dominantcompanies succeed in meeting their performance goals 

without pursuing supply chain management? Under what conditions would firms shift 

from protecting their independence to actively seeking interdependent relationships? 

Are stockholders concemed aboutthe financial health ofthe firm's customers 

and suppliers? Whatmeasures should be ofinterestto them? In integrated supply 

chain enviromnents this will become more important. 

The basic question persists in dealing with employeesand trading partners: 

What'sin it for me? Knowing how to answer this question will allow change to occur 

based upon plans and measures. Empirical studies demonstrating how successful 

supply chain partners addressed this issue would be ofinterest. 

How willing is an organization to experimentand change their logistics 

measurement practices? Whatconditions mustexist? How can this be measured? Are 

organizations driven to achieve desirable results,or avoid undesirable consequences? 

How doesthatimpactthe logistics measurementeffort? 

Measurementseemsto be concemed with behavior or output.Is that all? What 

about measuring outcomes and impacts not associated with the firm's financial 

statements? Should these be in the balanced scorecard? 

Literature doesnot discusssupply chain strategy formation. How could this be 

done? Should business strategy inform/direct both downstream and upstream supply 

chain interfaces? Could firms perform better with different business strategies for 

sourcing(upstream)and fulfillment(downstream)processes? 
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Accountability and ownership for performance depends on logistics 

performance measurement. With thatin mind,desirable research would attemptto 

complete the sentence:Supply chain success calls for.... 
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DELPHI MAILING LIST 
Name Title Organization 
Tom Adelsberger Director ofLogistics WegmansFood Markets,Inc. 
Dave Anderson Managing Partner Andersen Consulting 
Judith Anderson Partner Anderson and Rust 
Joe Andraski Vice President Customer Marketing Nabisco 
Mark Bachman Vice President&Controller National Service Industries,Inc. 

Group Manager-National Materials 
Rick Balla Management GTE Supply 
Mark Barg Managing Director Price Waterhouse 
Bill Best Vice PresidentAsia ATKearney 
Donald Biggs Director ofLogistics Welch Foods Inc. 
Jim Blaser Executive Consultant Mercer ManagementConsulting 
James Borling Vice President,Logistics KraftFoods 
Donald Bowersox Professor,Business Administration Michigan State University 
Jack Busher Vice President CSX 
Bob Camp Principal RobertCampInc. 
Virginia Carmon Senior Manager KPMGPeatMarwick LLP 
Joe Casaroll Director ofTransportation General Motors 
Martin Christopher Professor ofMarketing and Logistics Cranfield SchoolofManagement 
Kevin Clark VP Logistics Services . Unisys Corp 
David Cloth Logistics Manager Mobil Chemical Co 
Bill Cook Vice President Distribution Lanier Worldwide 
Martha •Cooper Professor ofMarketing and Logistics The Ohio State University 
William Copacino Managing Partner Strategic Services Andersen Consulting 
Anne Cosini Director ofEDI LizClaibome 

Vice President Logistics Operations and 
Ed Damborough Service Hunt Wesson 
Bob Delaney Vice President Cass Information Systems 
Ralph Drayer Vice PresidentECR Proctor&Gamble 
Mike Duke Senior Vice President Logistics WaI'Mart 

Duim Vice President&TreasurerPaul IMC Global,Inc. 
Tom Escott President Caliber Logistics Inc. 
James Evans Professor Univerisity ofCincirmati 

Vice PresidentFinancial Planning& 
Bob Filipski Systems AmkorTechnology 
Jean Fowler Vice PresidentInformation Technology McNeil ConsumerProducts Co. 
Mary Lou Fox Senior Vice President Manugistics 
Ed Frazelle President Logistics Resources International 
Lynn Fritz Chairman&CEO Fritz Companies 
Ron Gable VP GlobalSupply Chain CampbellSoup 
Mike Gardner Executive Vice President and COO GATX 
Jon Garrity Manager Logistics Bic Corporation 
George Gecowets Executive Vice President Council ofLogistics Management 
Jim Gilmore Logistics Director Strategic Horizons 

VP Manufacturing&Technology 
Walter Golembeski Asia-Pacific Division Colgate-Palmolive Company 
Thomas Gorey Vice PresidentofLogistics Integration Sears Roebuck and Co. 
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Craig Gustin Principal CGR ManagementConsultants 
Bemie Hale Senior Vice President DSCLogistics 

Director Logistical Servives 
Nancy Haslip Administration BankBoston Corporation 
Don TargetStoresHeide Senior Vice PresidentDistribution 
Maiy Hmske Logistics Manager MobilChemicalCo 
Steve Ivaska VicePresident Caterpillar Logistics Systems 
Michael Jack Executive Director ofFmancial CumminsEngine Company 
Herb Johnson Senior Vice President Logistics Consumer Value Stores 
Roger Kallock Deputy Under Secretary ofDefense Secretary ofDefense Logistics 
Bryan Kelln Sr VP and General Manger General Cable Corporation 
Jaap Kwist Director ofDistribution Unilever 
Nicholas LaHowchic President&CEO Limited Distribution Services 
Bernard LaLonde Professor Emeritus The Ohio State University 
Douglas Lambert Professor The Ohio State University 
Jun-Sheng Li President JB HuntLogisticsInc 
Christopher Lofgren ChiefTechnology Officer SchneiderNationalInc 
Cliff Lynch President CFLynch&Associates 
Ed Marien Professor Emeritus University ofWisconsin 
Chuck Mart Group Supply Chain Manager Hewlett-Packard Company 
Ken Mason Vice President Conunercial Aerospace RyderIntegrated Logistics Inc 
Kathleen Mazzarella Vice President- Comm/Data Graybar Electric 
John Mentzer Professor Marketing and Logistics University ofTennessee 
Arthur Mesher Executive Vice President Descartes Systems Group Inc 
Thomas Miller Vice President&Corporate Controller Avery Dennison 
J.D. Milliken VP Logistics&BPR J.M.Smucker Company 
James Morehouse Vice President ATKearney 
Gerry Murphy ChiefExecutive Officer NFCpic 
Clyde Nelson ManagerEDI/UPC Dayton-Hudson 
Jeffrey Noddle Executive Vice President Super Valu 

Associate Professor ofBusiness 
Robert Novack Logistics Permsylania State University 
Kevin O'Laughlin Partner Ernst&Young 
Gus Pagonis EVP Logistics Sears Roebuck and Co. 
Bill Perry Vice President Logistics i2 Technologies 
Terrance Pohlen ChiefBusiness Analysis Office Defense Supply Center 
Richard Powers President Insight,Inc 
Mary Lou Quinto Director ofLogistics International SmithKline Beecham 
Gary Ridenhower Director ofSupply Chain Management 3M 
Robert Sabath Certified ManagementConsultant Mercer ManagememtConsulting 
Winston Scotland,Sr. VP -Supply Chain Lipton 
Gary Sease Senior Vice President Logistics Service Merchandise 
Ed . Settle Alliance Partner Manager Manugistics 

Professor&Dir Center of 
Yosef Sheffi Transportation Studies MIT 

Tom Speh Professor ofMarketing and Logistics MiamiUniversity 
Assoc Professor ofMarketing and 

Jay Sterling Logistics University ofAlabama 
James Stock Professor ofMarketing&Logistics University ofSouth Florida 
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Mitch Stover 

Kathleen Strange 
Doug Strom 

Joe Sukola 

Tim Sullivan 

John Thon^son 
Stephen Tibey 
Kim Treaster 

Gene Tyndall 
Pat Wallace 

Mike WeUs 

Scott Williams 

John Williford 

Elaine Winter 

Jim Wright 

Thomas Zavertnik 

SVP DepartmentStore Distribution 
Director ofLogistics and Strategic 
Implementation 
Vice President Operations Finance 
CFO Business Services 

Supply Chain Operations-Manager 
svp&ao 

Vice President Operations Services 
Vice President 

Partner 

GM-ProcessDesign 
Vice President Logistics 
Director ofProcurement 

President &.CEO 

Director ofCommimicationsand 

Research 

Vice PresidentDistribution 

Director GlobalSupply Chain Alliance 

Dayton-Hudson 

Staples,Inc. 
UDV North America 

Allied Signal 
Frito-Lay,Inc. 
LizClaibome 

KraftFoods 

Logility 
Ernst&Young 
LTV Steel 

Hershey Foods Corporation 
PSE&G 

Menlo Logistics 

CouncilofLogistics Management 
Wal*Mart 

RyderIntergrated Logistics 
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THEUNIVERSITYOFTENNESSEE 
KNOXVILXE ur 

Departmentof Marketing,Logistics and Transportation 
College ofBusiness Administration 
310Stokely ManagemenrCenter -
Knoxvilie,Tennessee37996-0530 

July 23,1998 (423)974-5311 
Fax#(423)974-1932 

Mr.Richard Powers 

President 

Insight, Inc. 
19820 Village Office CT 
Bend,OR 97702 

Dear Mr.Powers; 

The Council of Logistics Management(CLM),in conjunction with The University ofTennessee and * 
Computer Sciences Corporation, is embarking on a significant research project titied'MeasuFing 
Logistics Activities in the Supply Chainr This is a requestfor your help. 

Today's business environment is transitioning from a sequential, independent, transaction-based 
environment to one comprised of multiple synchronized and process-based logistics environments. The 
interconnectedness ofthe partners in the logistics channel, both physical and Informational, is becoming 
crucial. As businesses evolve how they operate, it followsthat standards and measures used to indicate 
exceptional performance must also change. As the focus ofa firm moves outward,the need for more 
sophisticated and integrated logistics performance measures becomes increasingly critical. 

The objective ofthe CLM research is to reexamine how we measure the logistics process; notjust within a 
firm but also between firms and throughoutthe supply chain. The research will Include an extensive 
literature review, direction from a group ofsupply chain experts in the form ofa Delphi study,case studies, 
and a broad survey oflogistics professionals. The research will result in a report which includes business-
to-business measures of performance as well as a diagnostic tool kit to help firms implement new 
measurement techniques. 

We have identified you as a thought leader with insights and expert knowledge related to the research 
subject. We invite you to lend guidance to the project through participation in our Delphi study. Delphi 
study participation requires that you complete two surveys. The first sun/ey is attached. The results ofthis 
survey and the second survey will be distributed In mid-August. ' 

Please complete the attached survey and return it by July 27. The survey may be retumed byfax to 
Jim Keebler,The University ofTennessee,423.974.1932 or423.974.8898. .If you would like additional 
information, please contact Jim at423.974.5244. This is a significant projectfor CLM and we need your 
help. Thanks in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

,Q^. 
0.John Langley, Jr., Ph.D. 
John H."Red"Dove Distinguished Professor 
Of Logistics and Transportation 

The University ofTennessee 
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Council ofLogistics Management DelphiStudySurvey 
Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain 

Please complete the following questions and return viafax bv July 27 tags You will 
receive a report ofthe resuits, and asecond survey,in mid-August Responses will be 
strictly confidential and individual comments will be masked in summary results. 

Attention: 'Jim Keebler 

Associate Director 

Office ofCorporate Partnerships 
The University ofTennessee 
Fax no:423.974.1932 or423.974.8898 

Name: Mr. Richard F.Powers Please correct 

Company: Insight, Inc. information if missing 
orinaccurate 

Phone Number 541-388-6998 

Fax Number 541-388-9884 

1. What business and marketfactors are stimulating companies to move toward a 
supply chain process orientation and awayfrom functional silos? 

Whatare the barriers companiesface in moving toward a supply chain process 
orientation? 

2. What are the key activity or process measures being used inside companies today? 

3. What are the supply chain measures being used between companiestoday? 

Are there generic performance measurements thattranscend different 
industries? What are they? 

July23,1998 Page 1 of2 
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Council ofLogistics Management DelphiStudySurvey
Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain 

Are there generic performance measurements thattranscend different linkages in 
the supply chain? Whatarethey? 

Whatare the key business-to-business linkages that should be measured (if not 
referenced above)? 

Please commenton the evolution ofthe process of measuring activities acrossfirms. 
What is the current stage? Howfast is it evolving? How much progress will occur In 
the nextfive years? 

5. What will be the effect ofelectronic commerce on business-to-buslness performance 
measurement? 

6. What companies do you perceive as leaders in performance measurement? 

Whatindividuals within these companies are responsible for performance 
measurement,especially in the area ofProduct/Service flows, Financial flows, 
and Information flows? 

7. Whatcomments or guidance do you have on where research in this area should be 
focused? 

July 23,1998 Page2of2 
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THEUNIVERSITYOFTENNESSEE 
BCNOXVILLE ur 

DeparOnento£ Marketingf Logistics and Xiansportatxon 

AugustAiiniiot-in10,1998iQon College ofBusiness Administration310Stokely-ManagemenrCenter 
Knoxville,Tennessee37996-0530 

Mr. Bill Best (423)974-5311 
Vice PresidentAsia Fax »(423)974-1932 
AT Kearney 
One Pacific Place 31/F 

Queensway Road, Admiralty 
Hong Kong 

Dear Mr. Best 

As mentioned in our earlier letter,the Council of Logistics Management(CLM),in conjunction 
with The University ofTennessee and ComputerSciences Corporation,is embarking on a 
significant research project titled "Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain.!The * 
purpose ofthe study is to reexamine how we measure the logistics process; notjust within a 
firm but also between firms and throughoutthe suppiy chain. 

Please find attached a summary ofthe findings from the first Delphi survey. The findings are 
based on a response rate of approximately 25%. In follow up calls, we found that vacations and 
.travel schedules had reduced the ability of many ofyou to participate in the survey. Therefore, 
we are sending the second survey to the entire group ratherthan only to those who responded 
to the first round,as is typically done in a Delphi study. We would like to extend special thanks 
to those who were able to respond to the first effort,and hope that more of you can participate 
In this second survey. 

Please review the results, and provide any general or specific commentsthat you feel are 
appropriate. In addition, please completethe attached second survey and return the 
commentsheet and thesurvey by August24. The survey may be returned by fax to Jim 
Keebler, The University of Tennessee,423.974.1932 or 423.974.8898. If you would like 
additional information, please contact Jim at423.974.5244. 

If you wish to receive an electronic file ofthe responsesfrom the surveys,there is a space on 
the commentsheet where you may indicate this. Please note thatthese responses do not 
contain any personal data,and as such no respondent or company can be identified by their 
comments. Comments that may be unique to a particular company or individual have been 
removed from the file. The final results ofthe study will be made available to respondents in 
September. 

Again, this is a significant projectfor CLM and we appreciate your continued support. Thank 
you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

C.John Langley,Jr., Ph.D. 
John H."Red"Dove Distinguished Professor 
Of Logistics and Transportation 
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Council ofLogistics Management DelphiStudySurvey-PhaseII 
Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain 

Please commenton the results from the first survey in the space provided. Please also answer 
the three additional questions,and retum via fax by August24.1998to Jim Keebler(nofax 
coversheetis required). 

Attention: Jim Keebler 

Associate Director 
Office ofCorporate Partnerships 
The University ofTennessee 
Fax no:423.974.1932or423.974.8898 

Name: Mr. Bill Best Please correct 
Company: AT Kearney information if missing or 
Phone Number 852-2501-1401 inaccurate 
Fax Number 852-2530-4295 

O Yes, I would like to receive the complete data file from the first round ofthis survey 
Please send it as a file attachmentto the following email address: 

I would like to make the following comments and/or observations with regard to the reported 
findings on Phase I of your Delphi Survey on Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain: 

(Please add additional sheets if you need morespace) 

August10,1998 Page 1 of3 
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Council ofLogistics Management DelphiStudySurvey-PhaseII 
Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain 

1. Much has been written regarding the definition ofa supply chain. Onesuch definition states 
that"Supply chain managementis the integration of business processesfrom end user 
through original suppliers that provides products,services and information that add value for 
customers."'' How would you define the difFerence(s)between Logistics Managementand 
Supply Chain-Management?— -

What key processes or activities are included in "Logistics"? 

What key processes or activities are included in "Supply Chain"thatare notincluded in 
"Logistics"? 

2. For discussion purposes,we have hypothesized that many companies are following a-path 
of developmentfrom functional measures and benchmarksthrough process measures to 
intercompany measures,as further defined below. Please agree or disagree with our 
premise,comment if you wish,and indicate where you feel yourcompany is on this 
continuum. Consultants and academics should skip the rating, but please commenton the 
premises. 

Stage I -Awareness oflogistics functions and the benefits ofsupply chain management. 
" Stage II-Measuring functional activities within logistics or transportation,and comparing 

to average and/or best in class benchmarks. 

Stage III — Identifying underlying factors for performance against Stage II measures, 
estimating costs and benefits to improve performance,and implementing initiatives. 
Stage IV-Measuring intracompany cross-functional processes using measures that are 
both functional and financial in nature. Estimating costs/benefits and implementing 
initiatives. 

Stage V-Measuring intercompany logistics activities with a customer or supplier. 
" Stage VI-Structuring a formal or informal relationship with a customeror supplierto 

measure intercompany activities, how these activities impactintracompany activities and 
costs, and estimating costs/benefits and implementing initiatives. 
Stage VII-Extending Stage VI through more than one link ofthe supply chain (to 
customer's customer,supplier's supplier, or supplier to customer). 

'The International Centerfor Competitive Exceilence,University of North Florida,Douglas M.Lambert,coordinator, 
1994. In 1996,this group moved with Lambertto The OhioState University and changed its nameto The Global 
Supply Chain Fonrm. 

AugustlO.1998 PageZofS 
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Council ofLogistics Management DelphiStudySurvey-PhaseII 
Measuring Logistics Activities in the Suppiy Chain 

Based on the above criteria, i estimate that mycompany is now predominantly in Stage: 

i ii iii iv v vi vii 

Based on the same criteria, I estimate that my department/division is now in Stage: 

i ii iii iv v vi vii 

Comments: 

3. As part ofthis study,we wantto conductCase Studies with suppiy chains in at least three 
different businesses/industries utiiizing distinctly different distribution channels. These 
chains will consist ofthree orfour links(such as supplier-manufacturer-(third party 
provider)-customer,or wholesaler-distributor-customer,etc.). We wantto work with 
companies who are working in Stages V thru VII as defined above. This is not a 
benchmarking study-we do not wantthe actual numbers themselves. Wewantto discuss 
the process,the bam'ers,and the benefits that these supply chains have experienced so 
that others may learn how to follow them. 

Whatcompanies(including your own,if appropriate)would you suggestthat we approach, 
and with what person in thatcompany should we initiate the contact? 

Thank youagainforyourparticipationin thisimportantstudy. Ifyou have additional 
commentsthatyoufeel would benefitthe team in its research effort,please do not 

hesitate to callusatyourconvenience. 

August10.1998 ~~~ Page3of3 
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Logistics Measurementin the Suppiy Chain 
Findingsfrom the FirstDeiphiStudy 

1. What businessand marketfactors are stimulating companiesto movetoward a 
supply chain process orientation and awayfrom functional silos? 

- Lower margins and competitive pressures to reduce costs 
- Customerservice,customerfocus 
- Cycle time pressures/demands 
- Seeking competitive advantage/regain competitive position 
- Continued consolidation ofthe supplier and customerbase 

Whatare the barriers companiesface in moving toward asupply chain process 
orientation? 

- Organizational structure and related issues,such as: resistance to change,lack of 
infrastructure,lack ofleadership commitment,and the lack oftrustamong partners 

- I/T infrastructure:outdated/obsolete,lacking, nofunding,Y2K/ERP priorities 
- Lack of metrics to measure improvement 
- Performance metrics that reward functional/geographical behaviors 
- Retaining costsavings within individual corporations 
- Absence of new performance measures and objectives that are processspanning 

ratherthan functional 

- Lack ofdata 

2. Whatare the key activity or process measures being used inside companiestoday? 

- Specificfunctional measurements(case fill, inventory turns, cycle time,inventory 
levels, days sales outstanding, costs versus budget) 

- Performance to expectation /requirement(on time delivery, over/short/damaged) 
- Broader measures/ process measures are discussed but not being widely used 

(cash to cash,EVA) 

3. Whatare the supply chain measures being used between companiestoday? 
Are there generic performance measurementsthattranscend differentindustries? 
Whatare they? 

" Are there generic performance measurementsthattranscend differentlinkages in 
the supply chain? Whatare they? 

(These are grouped,as mostresponses were simiiar across the three questions) 
- Quantitative measures: 

- On time delivery, fill rate,"perfect order", order cycle time 
- Qualitative measures: 

- Customer satisfaction surveys 
- Processimprovement opportunities 

- General dissatisfaction ofwhatwas being measured/how well/how frequently/to 
what effect 

• Whatare the key business-to-business linkages thatshould be measured (if not 
referenced above)? 

• - Forecast accuracy 
- Performance against collaborative planning and goals 
- Customerservice/satisfaction 

- Total supply chain costs/impacton EVA or Shareholder Value/othereconomic 
measures 

OCSC Consulting and The University ofTennessee Page1 of2 
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Logistics Measurementin the Supply Chain 
Findingsfrom the First DelphiSurvey 

Please commenton theevolution ofthe process of measuring activities across firms. 
Whatisthe currentstage? Howfastis itevolving? How much progress will occurin 
the nextfive years? 

- The currentstage is an awarenessthat It is necessary,butthere is a lack of 
knowledge regarding how to do it orimplement it ' 

- Many organizations,even today,do not have cross-functional performance 
measures in place within theirown companies 

- Evolution will be based on collaboration amongfirms 
- Expect nextfive years to yieid dramaticchanges; likely to become cost ofdoing 

business with Tier 1, maybe Tier2companies 

5. Whatwill be the effectofelectronic commerce on business-to-business performance 
measurement? 

- Majorenabling tool; real time information availability,common languagefor data 
exchange,encourage standardized measurements,will provide the infrastructure to 
supportthe measurement 

- Nota panacea! Will not change anything in and of itself-managers must initiate the 
changes,and use e-commerceasa tool to facilitate 

6. Whatcompaniesdo you perceive as leaders in performance measurement? 

- Proctor& Gamble,Wal-Mart. Dell, Hewlett-Packard,FedEx,Johnson & Johnson, 
Nabisco and Pillsbury were mentioned more than once 

Whatindividuals within these companies are responsiblefor performance 
measurement,especially in the area of Product/Serviceflows. Financialflows,and 
Informationflows? 

- We were looking for names of individuals, but received mostly titles. We will address 
this issue separately. 

7. Whatcomments or guidance do you have on where research in this area should be 
focused? 

- Be very clear in defining "supply chain' 
- Build on what has already been accomplished (previous CLM studies.Supply Chain 

Council, etc.) 
- Focus on end-to-end metrics, and tie them to economic measures and executive 

decision support techniques 
- Utilize case studies of"best in class"companies/focus groups made up of 

individuals from "best in class" companies 

OCSC Consulting and The UniversityofTennessee Page2of2 
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AppendixB - Case Studies 

B.1 List ofOriginal Sixty Company Candidates 
B.2 Case StudyInterview Guide(IncludesProcess Definitions) 
B.3 Key Findingsfrom the Case Studies 

3M 

Modus Media/Sun Microsystems 
PageNet/Motorola 
Greybar/TexasInstruments 
Loblaw/Excel Beef 

Welch's/H.E.Butt 

NabiscoAVegman's 
Martin Brower/McDonald's 

Tyson Foods/InternationalPaper 
W.W.Granger 
Avery Dennison 
Caliber Logistics/Mopar 
Service Merchandise 
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List ofOriginal Sixty Company Candidates 

3M 

AGTESupply 
Allied Signal 

AmkorTechnology 

Avery Dennison 

BankBoston Corporation 
BIG Corporation 

Caliber Logistics 
Campbell Soup Company 
Cass Information Systems 

Caterpillar Logistics Systems 
Colgate-Palmolive 

Consumer Value Stores 

CSX 

Cunmmins Engine Company 
Dayton-Hudson 

Descartes Systems Group 
DSC Logistics 
Frito-Lay,Inc. 

Fritz Companies 
GATX 

General Cable Corporation 
General Motors 

Greybar Electric 

HersheyFoods Corporation 
Hewlett-Packard 

Hunt Wesson Foods 

12 Technologies 

IMC Global,Inc. 

J.B.Hunt 

J.M.Smucker Company 
KraftFoods 

Lanier Worlwide 

Lipton 

Liz Claibome 

Logility 
LTV Steel 

Manugistics 
McNeil ConsumerProducts 

Menlo Logistics 
Mobil Chemical Company 
Nabisco 

National Service Industries 

NFC pic 

Proctor&Gamble 

RyderInternational Logistics 

Schneider National 

Sears Roebuck and Company 
Service Merchandise 

SmithKline Beecham 

Staples,Inc. 

Super Valu 

Target Stores 
The Limited 

JDV North America 

Jnilever 

Unisys Corporation 
Wal*Mart 

WegmansFood Markets,Inc. 

Welch Foods 
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Measuring Logistics Activities in the Supply Chain 
Protocolfor CaseStudies 

CLM Research Project 

I. Introductions 10 minutes 

A. Responsibilities 

B. Title 

C. Time with the company 

D. I/T questions 

1. Type of I/T systems in use 

2. How advanced /integrated are these systems 

3. Have you implemented an ERP solution 

a) Which one/when 

4. Have you implemented aTMS and/orWMSsolution 

a) Which one/when 

5. Have you implemented a SCM solution 

a) Which one/when 

E. How would you describe your corporate strategy: 

1. Operational excellence-low cost provider 

2. Customer intimacy-customer service 

3. Product leadership-quality, R&D 

II. Purpose ofthe study 5 minutes 

A. Two major goals of the research project: 

1. Identify a set of universal logistics measures across the supply chain 

2. Attempt to understand which measures can be used throughoutthe 
supply chain 

a) How well these measures are integrated within yourfirm 

(1) How do they impact the internal firm 

(2) Who has awareness to and/or visibility ofthe measures 

(3) Who makes decisions based on the measures 

b) How well they are integrated with your suppliers or customers 

(1) Whattype of visibility is there within yourfirm to their 
measurements,and within theirs to yours? 

3. IT IS NOT a benchmarking study: 

a) We wantto understand what you measure,how you measure, 
and how you define these measures-we do not necessarily want 
to know the values derived from these measures 

CaseStudy Interview Guide Page1 of5 
OCSC'Consuiting and the University ofTennessee May 16,2000 
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B. Purpose ofthe case studies 

1. Understand the barriers and benefits associated with deveioping and 
implementing these measures 

2. Providethe industry with a broad range of activities that companies can 
undertake to improve process based performance 

3. Based on these findings we will be; 

a) Conducting several more interviews 

(1) Within yoursupply chain 

(2) Within 3othersupply chains 

b) Mail survey 

III. Interactions with your best supplier(or customer) 20-30 minutes 

A. What criteria do you use to think ofthem as"best"? 

1. Volume ofsales? 

2. Unique business value of the supplier(customer)? 

B. Can you describe the chronological steps that were taken to moveforward 
together? 

1. Wasthere a specific triggering eventthat made you choose to become 
closerto your supplier(customer)? (such as costreductions, scarce 
resources, efficiency initiative, etc.) 

2. What bam'ers did you have to overcome,and how did you do it? 

a) Information technology 

b) Reward structure 

c) Political, etc. 

C. What processes do you feel are mostimportant in linking you with this particular 
supplier(customer)? 

1. See Table 1 below-how would you define each ofthese processes 
within your company 

Case study Interview Guide Page2of5 
® CSC Consulting and the University ofTennessee May 16,2000 
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Process 

Customerservice 

Orderfulfillment 

Planning,forecasting and 
scheduling 

Sourcing/ procurement 

Flow / transportation 

Storage-warehousing 

Information flows 

Demand generation 

Cash flows 

Case Study Interview Guide 

Table 1 Supply Chain Processes 
PartialDefinitions-Fordiscussion only 

Provides oneface" to the customer with current information-
orderstatus, manufacturing, etc. 

Information exchange around order status, availability even 
before placing an order 

Can include resolution ofdamages,shortages 

From receiptto delivery-timely, accurate delivery of orders 
meeting customer expectations 

Planning within yourcompany 
Forecasting the demands of your customers 
Scheduling of production and materials requirements 
Sharing all ofthe above with your customers and/or supplfers 

Decisions on whatto buy.and where to buy It 
Decisions on when to buy,and in what quantities 
(can include inbound material handling) 

Vendor management/qualification 
Total cost, quality 

Could be plant to plant or to /from the supplier/customer 

Raw material and finished goods 
Material handling 

Real time data communication 

Collaborative planning and scheduling 
Using technology to Its fullest capability 

(le., fully functional, or cleaning EDI data after receipt) 

Developing the"suction"to pull products through the supply 
chain 

Includes Marketing, Sales,R&D 

Dayssales outstanding 
Bad debt/sales uncollected 
Write-offs/discounts 
Ratio of payables to receivables 

Page3of5 
©CSC Consuiting and ttie University ofTennessee Ivlay 16,2000. 
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Foreach ofthe processes: ~ 

2. How important are they 

3. Whatimpactdo they have on the firm ' 

a) Intemal 

(1) Improvements in customerservice 

(2) Costs going up/down 

b) External 

D. Forthe mostimportant processes, how would you rank them; 10-20 Minutes 

(Pleasesee Table 2-) 

1. Which is the mostimportant process to yourfirm 

2. Is it the mostimportant process to your customer/supplier 

3. What are the mostimportant measurements used forthe mostimportant 
processes? 

a) How are they defined 

b) How have they changed 

(1) Definition changed? 

(2) Calculating differently? 

(3) Output/ value better but measure not changed? 

c) What is the impact of the measures on both of your firms 

d) How well these measures are integrated within yourfirm 

(1) How do they impact the internal firm 

(2) Who has awareness to and/or visibility ofthe measures 

(3) Who makes decisions based on the measures 

e) How well they are integrated with your suppliers or customers 

(1) What type of visibility is there within yourfirm to their • 
measurements, and within theirs to yours? 

IV. In an ideal world, how would you change what or how you measure? 10 — 20 minutes 

A. What other variables would you include? 

1. Time? 

2. Cost? 

3. Quality? 

4. Others? Responsiveness? Visibility? Flexibility? 

B. What are some ofthe barriers that keep you from changing or putting in place 
these measures? 

1. In an ideal world, what would you like to measure, but currently cannot? 

Case study Interview Guide Pagg4of5 
® CSCConsulting and the University ofTennessee May is,2000 
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V. Describe your worstsupplier(customer) 

A. What makesthem the worst 

1- is It the values — the outcomes — or what can be measured 

2. Are you measuring thesame processes with them as with your best 
supplier(customer)? 

VI. 
5 minutes 

A. Whatquestions regarding measurements or measurement processes should we 
have asked, but have not 

8. Whatadditional Information should we know, but have not yet uncovered 

Tab e2 Measurement/Integration Matrix 
Intracompany I Intercompany X 

4 Measuring Intracompany cross- Measuring intercompany cross-
functional processes using functional processes using 
measures that are both functional measures that are both functional 

Integrate and financial in nature. and financial in nature, estimating 
Estimating costs/benefits and costs/benefits to improve, 
implementing initiatives reaching agreement,and 

implementing initiatives that 
Impact both companies 

3 Identifying underlying factors for Identifying underlying factors for 
performance against measures, performance against measures, 

Coordinate estimating costs and benefits to estimating costs/benefits to 
improve performance,and improve, reaching agreement, 
implementing initiatives and implementing initiatives that 

impact both companies-
2 Measuring functional activities Measuring the functional activities 

within the company,and occurring between two 
Measure comparing to average and/or companies,and comparing to 

best in class benchmarks average and/or best in class 
benchmarks 

Awareness of logistics functions Awareness oflogistics functions 
Aware and the potential benefits of and the potential benefits of 

logistics managementfor the supply chain managementfor 
company both companies 

CaseStudy Interview Guide Page5of5
© CSC Consulting and ttie University ofTennessee May 16,2000 
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Key Findings from the Case Studies 

The purpose ofthe case studies wasthreefold:(1)to determine whatlogistics 

activities and processes were being measiared;(2)to identity barriers and enablers of 

their measurement efforts;and(3)to discover any methods or tools used to achieve 

success in this area that could be considered by other companies. 

3M 

3M managementexpects data-based decisions. This has been ingrained in the 

culture at3Mfor along time. This has resultedJn the developmentofacomprehensive 

data warehouse and the extensive use ofactivity-based costing. This capability has 

given3M the ability to quantify cost relationships between products,services and 

customers.Afew ofthe benefits ofthis measurement capability are: 

Customized Profitability Analysis — the ability to look atindividual customer 

sales,factory cost,customer service cost,and freightand distribution cost,as 

well as the cost-to-serve aspects ofinternal support departments. 

Product/Service Agreements — the ability to establish and measure a unique 

agreement with any customer,specifying the products and services to be 

supplied,whataspects will be measured,and the expected level ofperformance 

for each. When the customers desired measurements are expressed differently 

from those generally used by3M,both measures can be shown,ifrequested. 
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Info My Way—3M has provided access to about3000 customers,allowing them 

to check order status and inventory availability across the Internet(user name& 

password protection). In 1999,that access included alink to carrier status, 

allowing the customerto locate an order even after itleaves3M. 

Information accuracy-3M separately tracks the percentage oftransactions 

actually measured,in addition to the measuresthemselves. Ifthe actual 

information is not available forsome reason(desired ship date noton customer 

order,etc.),the system will not estimate the entry. This allows3M to workto 

improve information accuracy as well asthe service level being measured. 

Logistics excellence is one ofthe three key areas for3M's business strategyfocus. This 

assurestop managementsupportfor logistics initiatives. Thisfocus has been repaid 

with areduction in the overall costoflogistics,equalto 1.5%ofsales overthe pastfive 

years. Additional improvementsin other areas include: 

Improved visibility ofinformation to the people actually performing the work: 

By giving warehouse personnel increased visibility to the orders,and 

allowing them to balance theirown workloads,on-time delivery in regional 

distribution centers improvedfrom 85%to98% without adding additional 

employees. 

Crossfunctionalteams have implemented cause analysis,and used itto 

locate and resolve underlying barriers to improved performance. 

Automated price-matching verification on incoming EDItransactions has 

drastically reduced charge-backs and discrepancies. 

Future goals include: 
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Adding real time simulation to the data warehouse to allow"whatif 

analysis on trade-offs in costand service. 

Implementing aprogram thatties employee satisfaction and customer 

satisfaction to the incentive plan. 

ModusMedia/Sun Microsystems 

Customer(Sim)had a perception that ModusMedia(MMI)wasnot meeting the 

Sun scorecard requirementsfor delivery and quality. The Sim scorecard wassomewhat 

subjective,butthe customer's perception,right or wrong,is alwaysthe key to the 

business relationship. Therefore,MMIhad to create the correct perception ofits real 

performance. To do so,MMIdid the following; 

Changed to a business unit organization with a process orientation and"oneface 

to the customer"(Business Unit Manager) 

Tracked and captured objective measures that matched theSun scorecard and 

shared the information with Sun 

Instituted a Quarterly Business Review(QBR)to go overthe Sun scorecard and 

MMIdata before the scorecard wasfinalized 

This wasa highly competitive,price-driven business. The MMIculture washeavily 

disposed toward measuring but had been data rich and information poor. 

Organizational changes,coupled with information technology tools,allowed MMIto 

organize the infomation and create sales tools that effectively state: 

Thisis what we can dofor you. 

This is whatit will cost. 
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MMIdid not yet haveacomprehensive ABCimplementation but had been able to 

evaluate their operationsto approximate their costto serve. Netresults were: 

Unprofitable customers were identified,work methods were reengineered or 

service contracts were renegotiated orterminated 

While revenues wentdown fora year, their key measure offinancial 

performance,earnings before interest and taxes(EDIT),increased significantly 

Two key competitors have announced within the past6monthsthatthey are 

ceasing operations altogether or in the area with whichthey compete with MMI 

The corporate culture waschanged from"finger pointing and rockthrowing"to 

cooperative ownership and accountability with the new measurement program called 

VVA(Validate the Value Added). Key objectives were to: 

Link the process-based measures atthe floor level to the customer-based 

measures(KCRP-Key Customer Related Processes)atthe business 

managementlevel and ultimately,to the financial measures being used by 

company management. 

Demonstrate to the individual employee the impactthat his/herjob performance 

hason overall departmental and corporate goals 

Create a mechanism to determine root causes/barriers for failure in order to 

achieve goals andform teamsto address and remove the barriers 
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Each work groupformulated its three key measuresthat supported the overall goals 

for on-time delivery,quality,etc. Results were tracked daily,charts were updated 

weekly and posted for public view. Weekly team meetings werefocused on 

determining rootcausesfor failure to achieve desired results. The slogan became 

MUI(moo ee),which standsfor Measure It,Understand It,and Improve It. Cultural 

transition occurred when employeessaw thatsomeone was actually doing 

something aboutthe problems. The culture changed to cooperation among cross-

functionalteams,with each individual understanding howthey could make a 

difference. 

Paging Network(PageNet)/Motorola 

Measuring started after contract negotiation with key supplier Motorola who 

required a 120-day lead timefor order fulfillment. PageNetwas placing orders 120 

days out,yet often changing or canceling orders30days before their scheduled ship 

date. PageNet wanted Motorolato lower prices and improve service(especially stock-

outs and back orders). Motorola shared with PageNet whatthey had been doing to 

incur extra costsfor Motorola: 

High percentage ofchanges 

High levels ofsafety stock 

Orders from local imits-no centralized buying 

PageNetand Motorola agreed to: 

Thirty day lead time with no changes 

A specified numberof expedited orders to be delivered in less than 30days 
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Ontime delivery 

A6-month rolling forecastto be provided byPageNet 

A monthly review offorecast,schedule and measurements 

Jointly-defined measurement was used,resulting in a transition from poor relationships 

with arguments and finger pointing to fact-based discussions and better relationships. 

Graybar/TexasInstruments 

TexasInstruments(TI)had seventeen stockroomsin thirteen facilities being 

operated as cost centers. Each stockroom added the cost ofoverhead to the purchase 

price ofeach part, material or componentand"sold"it intemally to other departments. 

Costranged from 15-18% at bestto 32-38% at worst. Graybar was engaged to manage 

the stockrooms,ownthe inventory,and have responsibility for all procurement. Over 

the duration ofthe relationship, Graybar hasreduced the costfactor to approximately 

20%ofprevious levels. This relationship is managed,using the following measures: 

Stock-outs(reduced from 9-10%to less than3%) 

Ontime delivery(now99%) 

Subjective"customer"satisfaction rating level thatincreased from54%to 

current94% 

Key factors cited as enablersfor relationship: 

Trust 

Innovative spirit(especially on partofTI) 

Cultural compatibility between the two companies 
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TI and Graybar have entered into an expanded relationship forthe supply ofproduction 

materials. 

Loblaw/ExcelBeef 

Loblaw outsourced their butchering function to Excel Beef(division ofCargill)for 

the eastern marketzone. Some ofthe driversforthis change were: 

Space requirements and fixed asset costthat prevented Loblaw from having meat 

departments in all stores,especially smaller,"no frills"stores 

Lack ofskilled labor 

Sanitation issues 

Benefits to Loblaw: 

Revenue growing by offering fresh meatin"no fiills"stores 

Forecasting of"raw material" and production,now performed by ExcelBeef 

Stores having the ability to orderthe quantity needed,pre-cut,avoiding labor 

costs 

Barriers encoimtered: 

Loblaw nothaving the"asis"from before outsourcing,having trouble gathering 

newinformation early in the new arrangement,and having trouble quantifying 

the costs and benefits 

Union issues 

Resistance to change and a lack oftrust between organizations 
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A keyto overcoming barriers-responsible visionary for both procurement and 

merchandising became the project owner(top managementsupport) 

Further changes and enhancements since outsomcing: 

Purchasing ofraw material taken back by Loblaw,astheyfoimd it decreased 

their overall leverage in the market,especially in those areas not yetserviced by 

Excel. 

Order system changed from manualto automated-ordersnow placed by hand 

held computer,accumulated by Loblaw,and forwarded to Excelfourtimes per 

day. 

Concurrentevolution in systems atExcel and Loblaw enabled greater visibility 

into inventory by both companies. 

Welch's/HE.Butt 

Intemal measures have beentied directly to managementincentives on ateam 

approach. The various department heads are measured asa unit rather than only on 

those areasin whichthey have direct impact.Atfirst,only a small portion ofan 

individual's incentive compensation wastied to team results,but it wasincreased 

annually. This has resulted in a collective focus on interdepartmental communications 

and coordination. Key measurements at Welch's are focused on three areas: 

Service-measuring"perfect order"delivery on a national basis 

Complete 

Ontime 

Accurate and timely Invoice 
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Nodamage 

Track cases shipped vs ordered and otherfunctional measures to accumulate 

overall statistics 

Costgoal- overall lowest delivered cost 

Quality-measured in four primary areas 

Product quality 

Safety 

Environmentalimpact 

Meeting customer specifications 

Welch's has established a program intended to generate profitable revenue growth 

through supply chain collaboration with theirtrading partners. Forexample,H.E.Butt 

(H-E-B)approached Welch's with a problem on dock congestion.They questioned ifit 

made sense to change racking and pallet configurations to help them alleviate the 

congestion and avoid investment in additional fixed assets. 

H-E-B opened their warehouse operations to Welch's and shared costs of 

various components. 

Welch's shared their costsoftransportation,pallet"building",etc. 

After investigation ofalternatives,the implemented changes had a slight cost 

increase to Welch's but generated 25%revenue growth through H-E-B in the 

first year. 
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Nabisco/Wegman's 

Nabisco has established an internal logistics training and development program. 

This helpsthem to attract good people and helpsthem develop the leaders and key 

individuals needed to create and stafftheir supply chain initiatives. Key components 

are: 

Defined setofcore competenciesexpected at each level 

Internal imiversity,designed to help individuals attain the competencies required 

for the nextlevel,with credits fortime invested 

System forfeedback on progress against goalson a regular basis. 

Nabisco hasa measurementcalled ROMI-Return on ManagementInvested.Included 

in this is the establishmentofthe Customer Profitability program and scorecard. This 

allowsthem to measure the net profitability ofeach major customer and to track 

managementtime invested against each customer relationship. 

Nabisco has been akey participantin the establishmentofthe Collaborative 

Planning,Forecasting,and Replenishment(CPFR)initiative and has participated in 

several pilots. A recent pilot with Wegman'sinvolved the snack nuts area,specifically 

Nabisco's Planter's® line. Key areas measured included: 

Forecast accuracy 

Case fill fi-om NabiscoDCto Wegman'sDC 

Case fill fi-om Wegman'sDCto Wegman's stores 

Daysofsupply in Wegman'sDC 

Out-of-stock in Wegman's stores 

Sales growth oversame period last year 
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Actual cost ofreceiving 

The overall goal ofthis initiative is to eliminate intemal demand forecasting and replace 

it with collaboration between supplier and customer. Various goals with regard to 

inventory levels,inventory turns,tolerance for stock-outs,category growth,etc.,can be 

balanced and programmed into the CPFR model. The pilot actually yielded a larger 

than anticipated growth in sales. Further pilots are planned. 

Martin-Brower/McDonald's 

Martin-Brower is one ofthe largest ofthe forty-four distributors responsible for 

supplying McDonald's restaurants. All distributors for McDonald's are measured on 

eleven key measures. These include key customer measuressuch as: 

Ontime delivery 

Delivery reliability 

Delivery accuracy 

Damage 

These measures were defined abouttwelve years ago and have been enhanced and 

expanded since. However,following the principle that"successisthe greatest enemy 

ofinnovation." These measures could become barriers to potential initiatives for lower 

total supply chain costs,as several are focused on low level functional activities: 

Cases per mile 

Hours utilized per truckload,etc. 
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To a large extent,the measures are currently used to provide answers to people that 

ask questions ratherthan to improvethe process. Initiatives are currently underway 

to look atthe overall costoflogistics,from the counter all the way back to the 

potato farmer,cattle rancher,and lettuce grower. One ofthe barriers to overcome is 

that certain functional measures need to be changed in orderto facilitate lower 

overall cost. Forexample,loads could be palletized to facilitate automated material 

handling equipmentand faster transfer ofmaterial from delivery truck into the store. 

Because this would decrease the labor costto the store,decrease the time thatthe 

delivery truck is blocking space in the store parking lot,it would also decrease the 

cases per mile ofthe distributor. Since only the latter is currently measured, 

establishing the trade-offsto arrive attotal costoflogistics is expected to be 

challenging. 

Tyson Foods/InternationalPaper 

Measurementenables or facilitates trust. International Paper(IP)would like to 

become the sole supplier ofcorrugated packaging to Tyson nationally and work as 

partnersto assure the best service and cost while increasing profitability for both 

parties. For Tyson,cost is the number one driver. The background is: 

Tyson has built its reputation and business by being flexible and responsive. 

Due to variationsin bird weight,decisions on which"product"to make are 

made"on-the-fly"and often changed several times a day. IP has configured 

their business to respond to thesefrequent changes. 
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IP supplies corrugated paper from nine facilities to eighty-three Tyson locations 

nationwide. Many ofthese locations are recent acquisitions,and not under 

centralized purchasing control. Each location is a profit center. Therefore,even 

when centralized purchasing is the norm,each location is still looking to the 

improve margin and reduce cost. 

In many cases,data is not currently available to supportfact-based decisions. 

SAP has been implemented,and data gathering regarding on-time delivery, 

quality and condition will begin soon. 

Contractwasoriginally bid in the early 1990s. IP gotabout30-35%. Three 

years later,in anew contract,IP's share wasincreased. Currently IP is in the 

middle ofthe third contract,and has about65%ofthe Tyson business. 

IP has placed two employees with Tyson to work on product developmentand 

initiatives for costreduction and service improvement. Gains have been madp 

in rationalizing howto package SKU's,and in the use ofengineered fibers to 

reduce weightand costofpackaging. 

IP would like to changethe relationship to a cost-plus program. Currently,material cost 

is70%ofbox cost. While there remainsroom for gain by using engineered fibers,etc., 

the larger potential is in the30%costofconversion,overhead and freight. IP feels that 

they can work with Tyson to further reduce costto Tyson while building increased ROI 

forIP. Tyson agrees in principle but sees the need to further define and measure the 

relationship in these areas: 
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Cost will continue to be the numberone driver. With a decentralized P&L,each 

facility will be"taking shots"atthe relationship every time alocal supplier 

comesin with alow price trying to buy into the system. The measurementand 

justification system will haveto reflect the total cost ofacquisition and quality 

and mustbe bulletproof. 

Otherkey driversfor the relationship are: 

Reducing total costoftransportation and material handling through 

systematic use ofrouting and back-hauls 

Engineering ofpackaging to reduce weightand scrap 

Improving scheduling and forecasting 

Implementing electronic invoicesthat are error-free,and facilitating quick 

payment 

Both parties agree that measurement will bethe key to establish trust,and build the 

relationships necessary to supportthe partnership atthe desired level. 
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fV. W. Grainger 

In many companies,a relatively low percentage ofthe numberofcustomers(often 

20%orless)make up arelatively large percentage ofthe total business(often80%or 

more). At Grainger,this rule definitely does not apply. Grainger has over 1,500,000 

active customers. Customer segmentation wasnotfeasible. Therefore,Grainger chose 

business segmentation. It divided the differenttypesofservices into different business 

units,analyzed the associated overheadsinvolved with providing the different services, 

and structured its costs accordingly. The case studyfocuses onthe core business-

Grainger Industrial Supply. 

Grainger hasimplemented a series ofintemal measures,referred to as Cockpit 

Metrics. The effect is similar to the cockpitofa modem commercialjet,with alarge 

central graph depicting the key measures for a particular area and smaller surrormding 

graphsshowing the componentsthat make up and or effectthe central measures. 

Corporate focus is on"economic eamings"(EE),a measure that reflects the cost 

ofcapital against retained eamings. Corporate-wide profit sharing ensures that 

each employee also hasa vested interest in this key measure. 

Cockpit Metrics,atthe senior officer level,tracks key measures that directly 

impactEE. 

Cockpit Metrics,at the senior manager level,tracksthe key measures that 

impactthe metrics ofthe next highest level. 

Atthe operating level,key measures include on time delivery,cycle time,and 

"first pass yield"(that percentage ofinstances whenthe company has whatthe 

customer wants,where he wants it,and can satisfy the order as requested). 
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Benefits realized fi-om the measurement system since conception include: 

IncreasedEE 

Improved quality oflife in the workplace-when data is available,it changesthe 

focus fi-om the people to the information,and itfacilitates people working 

together to find solutions to problems instead ofblaming each otherfor their 

difficulties. 

Concurrently with the Cockpit Metrics,Grainger instituted an organizational structure 

to facilitate communication and coordinate process improvementinitiatives. These 

teams are actually the"owners"ofthe Cockpit Metrics atthe various levels. Regular 

review ofthe measurestakes place in the Cross Functional Teams(CFTs)and in the 

ProcessImprovementInitiative Teams(PIITs). Rootcause analysis helpsto identify 

problem areas,which are then targeted by proposed solution initiatives. Approvalfor 

initiatives mustcome fi-om the BusinessLeadership Team(BLT). This assures two key 

elementsfor success: 

Upper managementsupportfor initiatives is assured,as all initiatives mustbe 

approved and funded by the BLT. 

Multiple initiatives by differentfunctional areas will notoccur-differences in 

proposed actions mustbe resolved atthePUTlevel before presentation for 

approval by the BLT 
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AveryDennison 

Avery Dennison(AD)has aprogram for its customer service representatives called 

"Knock Your Socks Off." In an area where quantitative measures are often difficult, 

they have developed five key areas ofassessment: 

Accessability-measured by percentage ofcustomer problems resolved onthe 

first call compared againstthe number ofcalls that go into voice mail orhang 

ups. 

Likeability-measured by service complaints,surveys,and feedback from 

customers(this is notatotally objective measiue,but efforts to make it better 

continue). 

Knowledge-the level ofproduct and systems knowledge and knowledge ofthe 

customer. There are weekly training sessions thatinclude testing and 

certification. 

Accuracy — measured byPO and invoice change requirements(error codes)and 

deductions. 

Keeping commitments-similar to likeability but measured by surveys with 

intemal as well as external customers. 

The incentive provided for strong performance is paid vacation time. 
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OneofAvery Dennison's retail customers had been attempting to redefine its 

definition ofwhatconstituted on-time delivery. AD maintained that delivery was 

when the shipment was delivered to the customer's receiving dock. The customer 

wanted to consider their order delivered when AD products were placed on their 

retail store shelves,available for purchase by their customers. AD wouldn't agree, 

claiming they could not control the shipment after it wastendered for unloading. 

The customer said that was notthe issue. Improved packaging,labeling and 

sequencing ofthe item in the shipments could facilitate the retailer's ability to avoid 

rehandling and warehousing and moveAD products directly onto the retail shelves. 

AD'sinability to shifttheir orientation limited their ability to satisfy their customer. 

Caliber Logistics/Mopar 

One ofthe relationships Caliber has in the automotive arena is with Mopar,the 

replacement parts division ofChrysler. Caliber's primary responsibility to Mopar is to 

movethe parts from the suppliersto one ofthe five national Central Distribution 

Centers(CDCs). The goal ofthis program,titled Controlled Parts Delivery(CPD),isto 

maximize dealer order fill levels while reducing inventory by optimizing total logistics 

(including reduced manufacturing lead times). Asa third party logistics provider,it is 

necessary to measure performance and value added to demonstrate continuing value to 

the customer. The Mopar example demonstrates waysin which measurements can be 

used in third party provider relationships. 

Measurement is used asa basis for partnership agreements.In order to demonstrate 

value,the two parties mustagree on several things: 
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Whatconstitutes success? 

How will the factors for success be measured? 

Whatis the currentlevel ofperformance,and whatis the expected level? 

Whois responsible for gathering the data? 

Who will review the data and approve or disapprove ofthe progress against the 

goal? 

Thesefactors are commonamong all third party providers. They can,and should 

be,applied to internal cross-functional initiatives and to any intercompany relationship. 

Whatis lesscommon,especially in intracompany initiatives,is the alignmentof 

measurementsto the business strategy. Caliber's Start-Up team works with the 

customerto articulate: 

Whatis the business strategy ofthe business unit being supported? 

Whatlogistics strategy bestsupports that business strategy? 

Whatare the key performance indicators that will indicate ifinitiatives are 

supporting the logistics strategy? 

Whatis the current state ofthose key performance indicators? 

Whatis the desired level ofperforaiance? 

When strategic objectives are clear and performance can be measured,partnerships are 

much more likely to succeed for both parties. 

A third party provider can be an enabler to an integrated supply chain and also 

enable stronger cross-functional performance within acompany. In the Mopar 

relationship.Caliber works with three segments ofMopar,each ofwhom hasindividual 

goals and objectives: 
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MoparHQ is primarily concerned with the suppliers and the delivery ofparts 

from the suppliers into the CDCs. 

Mopar Corporate Logistics is primarily concerned with traffic and 

transportation,and managing transportation costs as a percentage ofthe dollar 

volume ofpurchases. 

The CDCsand RegionalDCs(RDCs)are measuring"facing fill"-that 

percentage ofthe time thatthe dealer's order can be filled from the rightRDC, 

atthe righttime,with the right partnumber. 

Caliber effectively operates atthe center ofthe three Mopar entities. They serve as 

the conduitfor information and facilitator for balancing trade-offs in cost and service. 

To meetthe central goal ofshortening the pipeline from parts supplier to dealer. Caliber 

measurestwo key indicators: 

Absolute hoursfrom supplier notification ofpart availability to delivery atCDC 

Compliance against standards for the above: 

Foreach supplier location,Moparand Caliber have established a standard 

shipping time that is used by the dealer network as ordering standards. 

Compliance measures availability againstthose standards. 

Caliber also has visibility into many ofMopar's systems and has used their intemal 

andysis tools to suggestchangesfor consideration. Forexample: 

The variability in shipping demand created a problem throughoutthe system. 

The peaks required overtime,and the low spots were wasteful ofresources. 

Standard purchasing practice wasto allow wide shipping windowsforinventory 

placement parts. 
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Caliber used theirown datato model asystem with defined order points and 

narrower windowsstaggered throughoutthe month. 

In addition,they studied the impactofchange orders on availability and demand 

and recommended aprogram thatfreezes orders in thetime period ofseven days 

before shipment. This has allowed the parts suppliersto balance their own 

workload and give Caliber better notification as to when parts would be 

available. 

The netimpactofboth programs was a smoother curve that allowed improved 

service atalower overall costoflogistics. 

Third party providerscan use measurementto demonstrate their added value and as 

an added value in and ofitself: 

Caliber measures six key areas,specified by Mopar,as part ofthe contract 

terms. In addition,they measure three other areas thatthey feel are key 

indications ofthe service level provided. The combined nine measures are 

reviewed ona monthly basis. Trends are discussed,changes are suggested,and 

cooperation is facilitated through the use ofdata based-decision making. 

In addition. Caliber uses their visibility into Moparsystems,in combination with 

their internal systems,to measure supplier performance and carrier performance 

and to reportthatinformation back to MoparHQ and Corporate Logistics, 

respectively. Moparthen uses this information in evaluations and negotiations 

with suppliers and carriers. Moparis notable to capture this information on its 

own. 
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Service Merchandise 

The strategic vision for Service Merchandise(SM)isto move from regional 

centers holding inventoriesto a central warehousefor inventory. They plan the use of 

flow-through regional centers to service stores. Corporately,they are moving from the 

catalogue store conceptto a customer-picks-and-takes concept. They are testing a small 

size,limited line,mall store concept("Service Select")as well as asuperstore(40,000 

sq.ft.- 10k in warehouse,30k in retail)format. Twenty-five percent ofsales are 

jewelry(also 100%ofearnings). Their small appliance business is large. SM is among 

the top five customers ofall its appliance suppliers. Homeproducts,accessories, 

molded and pine furniture are also merchandised. Historically,large,non-and slow-

moving inventory positions resulted from the requirementto supportexpected demand 

from catalogue items. Using CAPsToolkit,especially the network optimization 

module,SM modeled networks consisting of1 to 5RDCs. Theyfoundfourto be 

optimal.These are located in Nashville,Dallas,Orlando,and near WestPoint,NY. 

They have a separate Returns Centerin Bowling Green,KY. Now,82%ofthe 350 

retail stores are within one day ofaRDC. The numberofSKUshas been reduced 30% 

overthe lasttwo years. This change in corporate business strategy has had a profoimd 

effect on their internal supply chain. The previous aimual catalogue strategy produced 

an inefficient and costly logistics system. 

Aboutthree years ago.Service Merchandise began establishing vendor 

partnerships. They shifted from infrequent,deal-driven,large orders to small,more 
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frequent orders. These are tracked manually,with monthly report cards by vendorfor 

fill rate and ordercycle by segments. They process-mapped the whole order-receipt 

cycle with Black and Decker,and madejoint decisions(i.e. don't hold shipmentsfor a 

back order)andjoint measures,(i.e.,ASN Accuracy,ASN Timeliness,Forecast 

Accuracy). They automated manual systems,including EDI214informationfrom 

earners.They realized alarge benefitofjointflow-charting oforder/shipmentflow 

process with suppliers,resulting in shared understanding,joint decisions and alignment 

ofmeasures. Theynow meet with vendors quarterly to review performance. 

Service Merchandise is now emphasizing planning and inventory management. 

Out-of-stocks and non-moving items have management attention. They are measuring 

vendor performance in terms of"first receipts" for on-time performance,within three 

daysfor balance ofsplit shipments,and "first fill"rate. They now have an exception 

reportfor all delayed(late)receipts. Their procurementsystem was thirty years old, 

and the warehouse managementsystem wastwenty-two years old. They are now using 

the intemet(and extranet)for transportation load optimization.Theirkey performance 

measurestoday are(1)Sales and Margin by Region,District,and Store;(2)Outof 

Stocks,Inventory Management measures,such as"turns"versus last year,and versus 

plan;and,(3)Vendors performance in termsofpercent oforder for the month received 

to-date.They used to get mostoftheir deliveries bunched atthe end ofthe month. 

Now,they are able to smooth these flows. 

Top management used to be concerned only with sales measurement. This 

permitted the bad practice ofexcessively large backlogs ofimloaded trailers atRDCs. 

Today,they have trailer backlog daily reports. The executive committee now has 
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visibility to multiple supply chain measures,whereas it used to only havejustoutof 

stock data. 
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AppendixC- Mail Survey 

C. 1 EightPage Questionnaire 
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Councilof LogisticsManagement ur 

Measuring Logistics Activities 
in the Suppiy Chain Logistics Survey 

WHYYOU SHOULD COMPLETETHIS SURVEY! You have been selected to representthe viewpoints of yourcompany In a study that Is 
considered essential by the Council of Logistics Management It is very importantthat this questionnaire be completed and returned in 
orderthat the results will representthe thinking throughout yourindustry. In addition, all respondents whosesurvey is received by mail or 
byfax by December 18,1998,will receive a complimentary copyofthe book that will resultfrom this study. This is a S70 value($35for 
CLM members). Yourcopy will be sent to you before the book is available to the general public. 

Per the letter of explariation,in addition to this Logistics Survey,you will find one additional survey marked fora colleague. Please ask the 
appropriate individual in your organization to complete thatsurvey. They will also receive a complimentary advanced copy ofthe book. 

Please take about30 minutes to fill in the survey,and return it to us by mail in the envelope provided. If you prefer, you can fax your 
response to 310.322.3685 by December23.All responses will be kept confidential. 

Thank you In advance for your help on this survey. We look forward to sharing the results with you in the nearfuture. 

Important: Completed questionnaires will be scanned for data entry. Please do notfold survey. Please ensure that,when 
indicating answers,you fill in the appropriate circle(s)completely using either black ink ora#2 pencil. Example: 
Correct:• Incorrect: 0 ® ® 

Organization All responses will be kept confidential 

A. How is the supply chain / logistics managementfunction viewed in your organization? 
0 Costcenter 0 Profit center 0 Service center 0 Other(please specify). 

B. For each ofthe activities listed below, please mark the circle indicating which organizational function has primary 
responsibility for that activity: 

Supply Chain/ Operations/ Store Sales/Marketing/ 
Logistics Manufacturing Operations Finance Merchandising Other (specify) 

CustomerService 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Order Entry o' 0 0 0 0 0 
Order Processing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Order Fulfillment 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Procurement/Sourcing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Purchasing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Production Planning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inventory Accounting / Control 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inventory Management/Planning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inbound Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Outbound Transportation 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Warehousing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Demand Forecasting 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Transportation Planning 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Logistics Network Design/Strategy 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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C. Please indicate the three mostimportantiogistics issuesfacing your organization in the coming year. 

0 Cycle time reduction 0 Outsourcing 
0 Cost control/cost reduction 0 Strategic alliances with customers/suppliers 
0 Improving customer service processes 0 Logistics measurement between company and customers/ 
0 Logistics measurement within the company suppiiers 

0 Changing organizational structure 0 Expanding distribution into new channels/markets 

0 Information technology utilization /optimization 0 Integrating with Internet-based customer ordering systems 

0 Logistics supportfor globai market expansion 0 Other(please specify): 

0 Quality improvement 

D. Please indicate if implementations ofthe following technologies/software packages/ business practices are planned,in 
process,or have been completed by yourcompany. 

No Implementation Planning Implementation Implementation 

ERP(Enterprise Resource Planning) 
Planned 

0 

Implementation 
0 

Underway 
0 

Completed 
0 

TMS(Transportaflon ManagementSystem) 0 0 0 6 
WMS(Warehouse ManagementSystem) 0 0 0 0 
MRP/DRP(Material/ Distribution Requirements Planning) 0 0 0 0 
APS(Advanced Planning &Scheduling) 0 0 0 0 
ABC/ABM (Activity Based Costing/Management) 0 0 0 0 
EDI(Electronic Data Interchange) 0 0 0 0 
Use ofInternet to exchange information with customers/suppliers 0 0 0 0 
Use of Internet for Business-to-Business Transactions 0 0 0 0 
Scanner/ Bar Coding/Point ofSale Systems 0 0 0 0 
Other(please specify): 0 0 0 0 

If you have responsibility for multiple divisions, please keep in mind the single largest or mostimportant division when 
answering all remaining questions on thesurvey. 

E. Please indicate the types of relationships your company has with your customers and suppliers in each ofthe following 
categories by indicating the approximate number ofcompanies that fall into each category. 

Type of Relationshin Number ofCustomers Number ofSuppliers
Partnership 
Companies have formed partnerships,and share significant level of 
operational integration,each viewing the other as an extension of 
themselves:no end date planned 
Integration 
Integration of activities: longer-term focus,but not indefinite; may have 
multiple divisions and functions within both oompanies involved 

Coordination 

On a limited basis, coordinate activities and planning; primarily short-term 
focus: perhaps only one division orfunctional area from each company 
involved 

Transactional 

Primarily transactional. with no requirementforjoint commitmentorjoint 
operations beyond some shared information 
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II. Logistics Measures&Strategy 

A. Again,if you have responsibilityfor multiple divisions,please answerthese questions with the single largestor most 
importantdivision in mind.Please ensurethat it is thesame organizational entity forwhich you answer all other questions. 

For each ofthe measures listed tieiow, please Forthose measures marked'Yes,'please Indicate how Importantthe measure is to your department 
mark whether It is captured on a regular basis in and how important the measure is to the overall division/company. Very important measurescan be 
yourcompany.If you are a retailer, please thought ofas those thatare critical to the managementofthe department/company and would 
considerthe retail storesas yourcustomer. hinderthe ability to effectively manage if the measures were not provided. 

Function / Deoartment Division /Comoanv 
Very Important Not Important Very Important Not Important 

No Yes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Order Rll O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Case Fill 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Line Item Fill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OutOfStocks(Finished Goods) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Back Orders 0 0 0 0 0 0 o0 0 0 0 0 0 

On-time Delivery 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Order Cycle Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cash-To-Cash Cycle Time 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Perfect Order Fulfillment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 » 
Customer Complaints 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Overail Customer Satisfaction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Orders Processed per Labor Unit 0 0 o 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CostTo Serve 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Returns and Allowances 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
DaysSales Outstanding 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Inquiry Response Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fnvoice Accuracy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Finished Goods Inventory Turns 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inbound Freight Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3"" Party Storage Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Inventory CountAccuracy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Forecast Accuracy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inventory Carrying Costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
inventory Obsolescence 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Incoming Material Quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Over/Short/Damaged 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Outbound Freight Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Orders Processed per Time Unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Units Processed perTime Unit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0 0 0 
Logistics Cost per Unitvs Budget 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Product Units Processed per 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Warehouse Labor Unit 

Product Units Processed per 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Transportation Unit 

Processing Accuracy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Space Utilization vs Capacity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Labor Utilization vs Capacity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Equipment Utilization vs Capacity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Equipment Downtime 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other n n 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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B. Thefollowing questions relate to measuresthat yourcustomers/suppliers use. 

Forthe list of measuresfount]below,please Forthose measures marked Yes,please indicate ifthe definition that you use to define the measure 
Indicate by matfting NoorYes If your customers is similarto the definition used by yourtrading partner(customers orsuppliers), using the following 
use this measure to quantify yourcompany's scale: 1=Jointly Defined 2=In Process ofJointly Defining 
performance.For retailers, please indicate those 3=Under Discussion 4=Customer Defined 5=Don'tKnow 
measures you useforsupplier's performance. Then,please indicate how important(or critical)your partners view these measures. 

Definition ofthe Measure Importance of Measure to Partner 

Jointly Defined Don't Know Very Important Not Important 
No Yes 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Order Fill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Case Fill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Line Item Fill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
On-Bme Delivery 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Order Cycle Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PerformanceTo RequestDate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Perfomiance To Commit Date 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Returns and Allowances Handling 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Inquiry Response Time 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CustomerService Performance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 

Invoice Accuracy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Stock-outs/Backorders 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Forecast Accuracy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Over/Short/Damaged 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Freight Cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

C. With respectto each ofthe processes listed below,please indicate how you compare to your primary competitor. 

Major Parity With Major NotA 

Advantage .Advantage Competitors Disadvantage Disadvantage Factor 

Customer Service 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Order Fulfillment 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sourcing /Procurement 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Transportation /Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Warehousing / Handling/Storage 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Information Capability 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Planning,Forecasting&Scheduling P 0 0 0 0 0 

D. Which ofthe following statements best describes your division's /company's primary business strategy?(mark one only) 
0 Differentiated customerservice 0 Focus on a product/ market niche 

0 Best value product/service 0 Differentiation or innovation in products/services 

0 Low cost provider/costleader 0 Differentiation through supply chain management 
0 Be all things to all people 0 Tailored, personalized service to customers 

E. Which ofthe following best describes your division's /company's location In the extended supply chain? Forthe majority of 
our goods/services,our division /company:(mark only one) 

0 Sells directly to the end consumer 0 Is three steps or more removed from the end consumer 
0 Is one step removed from the end consumer 0 Is primarily a service organization acting asa sub-contractor to other 
0 Is two steps removed from the end consumer businesses,and occupies multiple locations in multiple supply 

chains 
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F. Which one ofthe following statements best describes your primary logistics strategy? Our primary logistics strategy is to: 
(markone only): 

0 Minimize supply chain costs 0 Provide best value added services/capabilities for our 
0 increase corporate revenue customers 

0 Maintain orimprove customerservice 0 Provide taiiored, personalized service to spedfic customer 
segments 

.MeasurementIssues 

A. How dothe following factors affect your ability to develop and use logistics measures within yourcompany? For each factor, 
please mark the appropriate circle: 

Very Neutral, Very 
Significant Enabler Not Barrier Significant 
Enabler Important Barrier 

Upper managementsupport 0 0 0 0 0 

Resource availability wnthin myfunction/department 0 0 0 0 0 

Resource availability in IfT function 0 0 0 0 0 

Acceptance/resistance to change 0 0 0 0 0 

Budget 0 0 0 0 0. 

Accuracy cfinformation available 0 0 0 0 0 

Ability to obtain priority for logistics projects 0 0 0 0 0 

Organizational culture 0 0 0 0 0 

Skill set ofemployees 0 0 0 0 0 

Timeliness ofinformation 0 0 0 0 0 

Other departments within the company 0 0 0 0 0 

Availability ofinformation 0 0 0 0 0 

Other(olease soecifvi: 0 0 0 0 0 

B. How do the following factors affect your ability to measure logistics activities between yourcompanyand yourtrading 
partners? For each factor, please mark the appropriate circle: 

Very Neutral, Very 
Significant Enabler Not Barrier Significant 
Enabler Important Barrier 

Availability ofinformation 0 0 0 0 0 

Resources availability between companies to calculate and maintain measures 0 .0 0 0 0 

Compatibility of l/T systems 0 0 0 0 0 

Acceptance of/resistance to change 0 0 0 0 0 

Accuracy ofinformation exchanged 0 0 0 - 0 0 

Organizational culture(s) 0 0 0 0 0 

Tmst 0 0 0 0 0 

Timeliness ofinfonmation 0 0 0 0 P 
Upper managementsupport 0 0 0 0 0 

Multiple definition of measures among customers 0 0 0 0 0 

Industry standards 0 0 0 0 0 

Trade Associations 0 0 0 0 0 

Otherfolease soecifvl: 0 0 0 0 0 

C. Does yourcompany actively segment(A,8,C analysis)the following components of Its business transactions? 
Yes No Yes No 

Customers 0 0 Suppliers 0 0 
Finished Goods/SKU's 0 0 Purchased items/ materials 0 0 

5 
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IV. Process Integration 

A. Please read the descriptions in thefollowing table. Following thetable,you will be asked to Indicate the mostappropriate 
description(using the letter In the upper left hand comerofthe box)forseveral processes within yourcompany. 

Within our division /company 
Definitions ofIntegration Levels 

Between ourcompanyand our customer/supplier 

Awareness 

A 

Awareness oflogistics functions and the 
potential benefits oflogistics managementto 
the company 

W 

Awareness oflogistics functions and the potential 
benefits ofsupply chain managementto both 
companies 

Measurement 

B 

Measuring functional activities within the 
company,reconciling definitions of measures, 
and comparing to ayerage and/or best-in-class 
benchmarks 

X 

Measuring the functional activities occurring between 
two companies,reconciling definitions of measures,and 
comparing to average and/or best-in-class benchmarks 

Coordination 

C 

Identifying underlying factors for perfomiance 
againstfunctional measures,estimating costs 
and benefits to improve performance,and 
implementing initiatives 

Y 

Identifying underlying factorsfor performance against 
functional measures,estimating costs/benefits 
pertaining to improvement,and reaching agreement to 
implement initiatives thatimpact both companies 

Integration 
D 

Measuring intracompany cross-functional 
processes using measures that are both 
functional and financial in nature. Estimating 
costs/benefits and implementing initiatives 

Z 

Measuring intercompany cross-functional processes 
using measures that are both functional and financial in 
nature,estimating costs/benefits pertaining to 
improvement,reaching agreement,and implementing 
initiatives thatimpact both companies 

Based on the descriptionsfound in the table above,please indicate the currentstate of measurement activities within your 
division /company and between yourcompany and your customers/suppliers.Please indicate the level of measurement' 
activities In each ofthe seven processes listed. 

Mark either A,B,C,or D corresponding to the definitions above In the "Within our division /company"column first, and then 
either W,X,Y,orZin the"Between ourcompany and our customer/supplier"column for each process(total 14 marks). For 
lack of awareness,please indicate"Unaware." 

Process Within our division Icompany Between ourcompany and our customers/suppliers 
Customer Service 0Unaware 0 A 0 8 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0z 

Order Fulfillment 0Unaware 0 A 0 B 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0 2 

Sourcing I Procurement 0Unaware 0 A 0 B 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0Z 

Transportation / Distributi 0Unaware 0 A 0 B 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0Z 

Warehousing /Storage 0Unaware 0 A 0 B 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0z 

Information Capability 0Unaware 0 A 0 B 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0z 

Planning, Forecasting 0Unaware 0 A 0 B 0 C 0 D 0Unaware 0 W 0 X 0 Y 0 2 
& Scheduling 
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V. Quality of Measures 

A. Below Is a list ofstatements regarding logistics measurement within your division/company. Foreach,Indicate your level of 
agreementor disagreement with thestatement 

Neither 

Strongly Somewhat Agree Nor Somewhat Strongly 
Agree Disagree Disagree Disagree 

The logistics measures we use currently accurately capture the events and 
activities being measured. 

0 0 0 

The logistics measures we use currently are Interpreted similarly by internal 
users,are repeatable,and are comparable across time,location and 
divisions. 

0 0 

The logistics measures we use currently are interpreted similarly by exfema/ 0 0 0 0 0 
users,are repeatable,and are comparable across time,location and 
divisions. 

The logistics measures we use currently are readily understandable bythe 0 0 0 0 "0 
decision-makers in our company,and provide a guide for action to be taken. 

The logistics measures we use currently include all relevant aspects ofthe 0 0 0 0 0 
processes and promote coordination across functions and divisions. 

The OT/ema/logistics measures we use currently have significant benefits 0 0 0 0 0 
that outweigh the cost of data collection,analysis,and reporting. 

The exfema/logistics measures we use currently have significant benefits 0 0 0 0 0 
that outweigh the cost ofdata collection, analysis,and reporting. 

The logistics measures we use currently are compatible with existing mfema/ 0 0 0 0 0 
information and systems in the organization. 

The logistics measures we use currently are compatible with existing 0 0 0 0 0 
externalinformation and systems in the organization. -' 

The logistics measures we use currently are compatible with existing cash 0 0 0 0 0 
flow measures in the organization. 

The logistics measures we use currently provide a sufficient degree of detail 0 0 0 0 0 
or aggregation for the users. 

The logistics measures we use currently minimize incentives for counter- 0 0 0 0 0 
productive acts orgame playing and are presented in a useful form. 

8. What measures,not currently available to you,would you like to use? 
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VI.Demographics Ail responses will be kept confidential 

A. Which ofthefollowing Is the primaiyfinancial measure that drives decision making In your organization(please mark one), 
0 1. Cash Row 06. Gross Profit Margin 0 11. Return on Capital Employed 
0 2. Contribution Margin 0 7. Market Share (ROCE) 

0 3. Eamings per Share(EPS) 0 8. Market Value Added(MVA) 0 12. Return on Equity(ROE) 

0 4. EBITorEBITDA 0 9. Net Profit Margin 0 13. Retum on Investment(ROI) 

0 5. EconomicValue Added(EVA) 0 10. Return on Assets(RCA) 0 14. Retum on NetAssets(RONA) 

B. Please indicate the total sales of your organization: 

0 <US$250M 0 US$250-$500M 0 US$5C0M-$1B 0 US$1B-$5B 0 US$5B-$10B 0 >US$10B 

C. Please advise yourZip Code(for US respondents)or your country(for non-US respondents). 

Zip Code Country 

D. Whatis the primary business ofyourcompany?(mark only one) 
0 1 Manufacturing 0 7. Communications 

0 2. Retail / Merchandising 0 8. Distributor/Wholesaler 

0 3. earner(all modes,including forwarders) 0 9. Software/ComputerServices 
0 4. Public Warehouse(including warehouse marketing organizations) 0 10. Service Industry 
0 5. Material Handling Equipment(Manufacturer or Dealer) 0 11. Third Party Logistics Provider 
0 6. Publishing 0 12. Other 

E. If you marked #1 or#2above,please mark the primary type ofindustry of your company(mark only one). 
If you did not mark#1 or#2,please skip. 

0 Appliances 0 13. Hardware 
0 Automotive and Transport Equipment(including parts and 0 14. Machine Tools and Machinery 

aftermarket) 0 15. Metal Products(fabricated) 
0 Building Materials/Lumber Products 0 16. Mining and Minerals 
0 Chemicals and Plastics 0 17. Office Equipmentand Supplies(excluding 
0 Clothing and Textiles paper) 
0 Computer Hardware and Peripheral Equipment 0 18. Paper and Related Products 
0 ConstRiction, Farm and Garden Equipment 0 19. Petroleum and Petrochemicals 
0 DepartmentStore and/or General Merchandise 0 20. Phamiaceuticals, Dnigs,and Toilet 
0 Electronics and Related Instruments Preparations 
0 Electrical Machinery(including parts and supplies) 0 21. Primary Metals 
0 Food and Beverage 0 22. Rubber Products and Related Goods 

0 Furniture 0 23. Other: 

P. Please indicate the title ofthe senior logistics position within your organization 
0 1. Senior VP orVP of Logistics 0 7. Senior VP or VP of Operations 
0 2. Director of Logistics 0 8. Senior VP or VP of Distribution 

0 3. Manager,Logistics 0 9. Director ofTransportation 
0 4. Senior VP or VP ofSupply Chain Management 0 10. Director of Warehousing 
0 5. Director of Supply Chain Management 0 11. Other 
0 6. Manager,Supply Chain Management 

Thank youfor yourtime and participation. 
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